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f—with the old
Deposit your

money

Hancock County Savings Bank.
(Only Savings Bank in Ellsworth.)
liabilities

Resources above
in

more

than

ten

exempt-from municipal taxation.
business thirty-five years and will pay its

Deposits

are

semi-annual dividend
Money Deposited

on

on
or

per cent.
Has been
Seventieth

June i.
before June i, begins drawing

interest from that date. Home

savings banks for

the asking.
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jury

brought

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK

On Thursday, July 23, at the School
seboolhouse there will be an exami-

nation for teachers who may wish to apply for vacancies which may occur in the

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

a

a m:

5.42 and 11.07 p

MAIL CLOSES AT

We will sell for you.
We will rent for you.'
We will buy for you.
We will certify the title.
We write all kinds of insurance.
Write us and we will call on you immediately

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
First National Bank

Bldg..
Ellsworth, Me.

Mai* Strbbt,
FOR

Hnlnian and
at

thetr

family arrived last

summer

home here.

Mrs. Augusta Emery and Miss Evelyn
Atkins spent Sunday at Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Wellington Barbour, of Foxcroft,
the guest of Mrs. W. A. Alexander.

is

Harbor,

Farm with buildings
good repair. Acres flue shore property. Fast Bluehlll, Me.
One 11-2 story house newly shingled and painted. New stable 28x32. New hennery 13x42
with six acres of land more or less all free from rooks, with never-failing well oi water at the
door. WoiuHiouse and carriage-house connected with the house; cuts five tons of bay. This
Isa very desirable location for summer home, or for a market garden, being easily acessible
to Bar Harbor markets. Situated at Lamotue, Maine, aoout two miles from U. h. Coaling
station.
Apply to C. W. & F. L. Masok.

Baptist church
with Mrs. L. C. Beckwith this after-

The social circle of the
met

moon.

cost less and

yield larger

interest than for twenty years.

I have some first-class Bonds at

remarkably

low

prices.

Insurance

R«al Estate

Investments

JENNINGS

WILLIAM

BRYAN
SPEAKS TO-DAY AT OUR STORE
BRYAN lias just made Records of his ten best speeches for the

GENUINE EDISON PHONOGRAPH
by us. The Records consist of telling pasages selected from his
favorite orations ou such subjects as The Trusts Question, Imperialism,
Immortality, The Labor Question, An Ideal Republic, etc.

•old

made by Mr. Bryan himself. Everyone who has
heard him speak will recognize all of that wonderful charm of voice
and manner that has made him famous as an orator.
Come to our store and bear the real voice and spoken words of the
Great Commoner, repeated true to life on Thomas A. Edison’s Phonograph. Free exhibitions of the Bryan Records every day this week.

These Records

were

A genuine Edison Phonograph complete with the new big horn for
Edison Records that
$12.60 or $25.00.
Sold for only $1.00 a week.
wear forever are only 35 cents each.

Staples

Piano & Music Co.

!

Frank Maddocks’ cottage.
Chester A. Maddocks, of New Jersey,
who has spent the past week with his
parents, H. F. Maddocks and wife, went
to Orono Monday.

day

Clarence Foster is at

Hancock

Point

painting.

friends of the bride and groom extend

Louise Deasy, of Bar Harbor,
Senator L. B. Deasy, is the
guest at Mr. Justice King’s.
The
Ellsworth High school alumni
association will hold its annual reunion
Miss

on

here.

the chapel Sunday evening,
under the
direction of the Union Sunday school.
The exercises were interestingly presented,
♦be church was prettily decorated with
wild flowers and potted plants.
Mach
credit is dne the superintendent and Mrs.
Mitchell for their untiring efforts in haying the program carried oat so success-

Mrs. F. vV. Rollins is home from Massachusetts

where

she

has

been

spending

the past six weeks among relatives and
friends.
She was accompanied by her
daughter, Miss Harriet, an instructor in
the high school of Shelton, Conn., who
will spend the summer here.

Tuesday evening, July 14.
party of twelve girls is spending the

A

at the Woodruff cottage, Green
Lake, guests of Miss Mae studer.
Irving Osgood has been re-elected commander and M. S. Smith adjutant of the
Eastern Maine Veteran association.

The June issue of Telephone Topics, the
official paper of the New England Tele-

Mrs. S. L. Lord has returned to Gardiner
after several weeks’ visit with friends and
relatives in Ellsworth and vicinity.

some

phone

&

Telegraph Co.,

contains

an

ex-

cellent cut of George H. Grant, manager
of the company’s Ellsworth district, and

by him of early days
telephone and telegraph business iu

reminiscences

in the

this section.
The Helpsomehow society of the Baptist
met last evening with John E.
Quinn and wife on Central street. A
pic uwnt evening was enjoyed. Refreshments were served. The business meeting
was taken up with plans for the Fourth of

Dr. Lewis Hodgkins and wife were
guests of Morrill Goddard and* wife, of
New York, at Naskeag over Sunday.

church

Albert’McKeiufPand wife, of Brd&fibn,
McKenzie’s
Mass., are visiting Mrs.
mother, Mrs. J. A. Bowden, for a few July dinner which the society will serve
days.
at the vestry.
Among the honorary degrees conferred
The many friends of John D. Newman,
by Colby college last week was that of LL. ; of New York, who had spent many seasons
D. on Justice Arno W. King, of Ells- ;
at Shady Nook, where he owned a cottage,
worth.
will regret to learn of his death in New
Charles Darling, superintendent of the | York on June 15, aged fifty-four years and
fish hatchery at Enfield, with his wife, is six days. The death of his wife a few
1
the guest of A. H. Carlisle and wife for a years ago was a severe blow to him, and
few days.
her loss doubtless hastened his own.
The conundrum supper announced to be
The steam yacht Wissoe, owned by Mr.
given this evening by the ladies’ circle of McCormack, a summer resident of Norththe Baptist church has been postponed east Harbor, which has been overhauled
for two weeks.
at C. H. Curtis & Co.’s shipyard, was
Sparks from a bonfire started a fire in launched yesterday and went out of the
Mr. Curtis now has his crew at
the barn of Mrs. C. H. Wooster’s place on river.
Birch avenue last Friday afternoon. The work on the sixty-ton schooner which
he is building and which is now timbered
damage was slight.
out.

a

association.

Miss Mary Finn, who has been home for
few weeks, has gone to Bar Harbor for

the

Wednesday

and

Thursday, Sept

and

16

17—North Ellsworth fair.
COUNTY.

summer.

June 29 to July 17—Summer school for
George Hamilton went to Brewer to-day
for two or three [days with his brother, teachers at Castine normal school.
Ralph Hamilton.
Tuesday, Aug. 18, at Bluehill Mineral
Miss Grace Gordon, of Sullivan, was Spring—Field day of Hancock Pomona
here over Sunday, the guest of Frank grange.
Haslam and wife.
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
Rev. J. D. Prigmore and wife have Sept. 8, 9 and 10—Fair of Hancock County
moved into the parsonage which ha# been agricultural society at Mountain park,
Bluehill.
recently remodelled.
-There will be a dance at Gerry’s casino
Thursday, Sept. 24, at Arden' Young’s
Friday evening, July 3. If stormy, it will grove, Otis—Field day of Green Mountain
be postponed until July 4.
Pomona grange.
The regular mid-week
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 29 and 30
prayer meeting
will be held Wednesday evening this week —Fair of Northern Hancock agricultural
at Amherst.
society
instead of Friday evening as usual.
Wednesday, Sept. 30—Orland fair.
Mrs. Mary I). Jordan returned to Bangor Saturday, after
spending several
atr&musrmnua,
weeksfhere with her daughter, Mrs. Asa
C. Flood.

Tapley, wife and
Tremont, are guests

Dr. Thomas
son,

of

son

Was-

of

Mrs.

COD. EXPRESS.

Tapley’s parents, E. A. Flood and wife.
Dr.

Tapley

went to

Bangor Tuesday
as a delegate.

to at-

The Ellsworth office of the

tend the convention

Miss Elizabeth Franklin is home from
Brooklyn, N. Y., for a visit with her
parents, E. L. Franklin and wife. Miss
Franklin has been employed for several
months on a passenger steamer sailing out
of New York.

American Express Co. ha6
been instructed to strictly
enforce

the

rule

regarding

C. O. D. packages on which
examinations is allowed. Such

by Frank Sargent and
Sunday last took fright at an
automobile on the Bangor road near their packages can be taken from
home, throwing them both out and shak- the office
only by deposit of
ing Mrs. Sargent up badly. The horse got
from
Mr.
and
in
full
amount
of bill and
away
Sargent,
running the
home lamed himself badly.
express, and can be held for
A horse driven

wife

on

Rufus M. Grant, of San Francisco, is
The Hancock County rural carriers’ as- J
visiting friends and relatives in EllsGREEN LAKE.
worth, Surry and vicinity, after an sociation will meet in Ellsworth on July I
twenty-four hours
4. A business meeting will be held at the
absence of twenty years.
will
a
number
of
custom-house from 12 to 1. The rest of
Friday
bring
cottagers examination.
W. H. Dunham, of Massachusetts, was
the day will be given over to the celebra- for the season.
tion of the day. Frank E. Gray, of EllsA. H. Babcock has had a telephone inat&rrtigrmmta.
worth, is president of the association; stalled at his cottage.
Harry L.
Wheelden, of Ellsworth,
has brought a
The past weetc
great
secretary.
many tishermen to the lake, and hue
The commissioners appointed by the catches have been made. The following
Get
governor to investigate the present sys- salmon are reported: M. Quinn, 9 and 6
tem of taxation and make recommenda- lbs; Samuel Daub, 4, 8, 9 and 6 lbs; Mr.
tions to the next legislature, will have a Foster, 12, 9 and 8 lbs; Hal Stetson, 8 lbs;
public hearing at the court house in this Charles Harlow, V/2 lbs; Mr. Salley, 3 lbs;
city Tuesday, July 7, at 1.45 o’clock. All H. Pierce and Amos Hardy, two salmon; j
and
tax-payers are invited to appear before Fred Grace, one 11-lb salmon and two |
the commission, or to send suggestions to small salmon; Mrs. Quinn, two salmon;
the State tax commission at Portland.
Rem! Kimball, three trout; Joe Stuart,
Mrs. Abigail Coggins, of South Surry, two trout; Joe Parsons, 9, 12 and 6 lbs.
died Sunday at the home of her daughter, salmon.
Mrs. Wellington C. Bellatty, in this city,

for

only

HOT!

Fireworks

ELLSWORTH,

Francis Mcpown and wife and Mrs.
Benjamin Mitchell and daughter Lettie
in Bangor Tuesday.
! Oscar A. Doyle and wife, of Dorchester,
Mass., spent several days last week at
were

three years ago, when she went to Texas.
She entered the Hotel Dieu training school
for nurses four days after her seventeenth
birthday, being the youngest nurse ever
Harry Clement, of Bellows Falls,|Vt.,
in the school. The
first examination
arrived last week to spend several weeks
found her at the head of her class, and
with his sister, Mrs. Vira Ellis.
Mr.
this position she held throughout the enClement has been in poor health for the
tire course of three years. She also made
past year, and his many friends hope that
a high record as surgical nurse.
this visit to his old home w ill prove beneficial.
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Children’s
exercises wrere held in

hearty congratulations.

week

O. W. TAPLEY, Ellsworth, Me.

ensuing

Sunday.

—

Mrs. C. J. Swan, of Boston, is expected
arrive here Friday for a few weeks’ vacation.
to

daughter of

BONDS FOR INVESTMEXT

|

Miss Barbara Nevils, of Bar Harbor, is
visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Llewellyn Cooper, of Augusta, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Loren Franklin.
Alvin Grindle, of Orland, is here this
The schooner Commerce, owned by Capt.
week with his daughter, Mrs. F. E. Cottle. fully.
Sterling Anderson and Harry Torrey, of
Leonard R. Jordan, who has been workSurry, bound from Surry for Bar Harbor
COMING EVENTS.
with wood, went ashore near the toll ing at Solon for several months, is home.
Erwin L. Franklin is at home from BosELLSWORTH.
bridge Monday. She was floated Tuesday,
and proceeded to Bar Harbor.
ton, where he has been since early spring.
Friday, July 3, at Gerry’s casino, EllaMrs. Frank Whitcomb and son Robert, worth Falls—Dance.
Announcements have been received in
Ellsworth of the marriage at Dorchester, of Orono, are guests of A. Yl. Ellis and
Wednesday, July 15, 6 p. m., at Baptist
Mass., on Saturday, June 27, of Elizabeth | wife.
vestry—Conundrum supper.
Anna Grove, of that city, to George I. !
Philip Jordan has returned to Dexter
Annual reTuesday evening, July 14
Grant, formerly of Ellsworth. Ellsworth after spending a week with his parents union of Ellsworth high school alumni

iting

In

H

I. L.

the

The Children’s day exercises at the
Methodist church have been postponed to
Sunday, July 12. Last Sunday evening
the pastor, Rev. W. F. Emery, preached a
memorial sermon for the late ex-President
Grover Cleveland.

•Daily, Sundays included.
No mails dispatched to or received from the
east Sundays.

Miss Rena B. Roberts, of Boston, is visher grandmother, Mrs. Isaac Smith.

SALE

23,210 feet of lanrt situate on south side and at foot of Sea street, Northeast
Maine. This lot of land Is on the shore and title given to low-water mark.

m.

POSTOFFICE.

Going West—11.50 a in. *2, *5.15 and *9 p m.
Going East—6.15 and 6.45 a m; 4 and 5.40 pm.

Friday

during

L. M. Moore is expected home with his
bride tbe last of this wesk, Mr. Moore,
who was taken ill while in Massachusetts,
is now improving, and is spending a few'
days in Portland before returning to Ellsworth.

*12.08, 4.30 and *6.22

ra,

schools

year.

MAILS RECEIVED.

p m.
From East-12.20

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

Ellsworth

effect June 22, 1U08.

From West—*6.55

Ruth W. and Taka fought it out for secNORTH ELLSWORTH.
place all the way down the bay, the 1 Rev. M.
Taylor, of Winn, is visiting his
Ruth W. having her bow a few feet in
Mrs. William Treworgy.
advance of the Taku at the finish.
They sister,
Lewis Flood, who has been seriously ill
finished about five minutes behind the |
Yama. About fifty men went down the for some time, is slowly improving.
Mrs. Laura Loring, with her son, visited
bay on the steamer J. P. Dickson and the
launch Gypsy, and enjoyed a shore dinner. her
mother, Mrs. Francis McGown,
ond

under

street

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICE.

In

the county jail from Bar Harheld for the October grand

Thursday,

charge of larceny.
Mrs. P. B. Ha Heron, who was Miss Julia
F. Biltington, of Annapolis, Md., is in the
city for a visit among relatives and friends.
The Helpsomehow society of the Baptist
church will serve dinner at the Baptist
vestry on the Fourth. The Methodist soAmong the nurses to graduate from
ciety will serve dinner and Bupper at Odd Hotel Dieu, at El Paso, Texas, last month,
Fellows hall.
was Miss Marcia Crockett, an Ellsworth
The city is advertising for bids for this girl. The Hotel Dieu is the most complete
year’s State road work in Ellsworth, and best equipped hospital between Los
New Orleans, and has a
under the provisions of the new highway Angeles and
law.
Bids will be opened Saturday, national reputation. Miss Crockett was
born in Ellsworth, and lived here until
July 25, at 2 p. m.

Teachers’ examination.
Tax Commissioners’ notice.
Notice to contractors.
W E Bragdon— Farms and mining stock for
sale.
Fred L Mason—Grass for sale.
G A Parcher—Express.
Alice M Hooper—Dressmaking rooms removed.
.Staples Piano A Music Co.
Maine Central R R—Time-table.
Ifoltz & Stan wood—Photographers.
Bangor, Me:
Eastern Trust & Banking Co.
Sawyer Dental Co—Dentistry.
Augusta, Me:
E A Strout Co—Real estate.
Boston:
Ross Charles—Post cards.
Commonwealth hotel.

Hancock County Savings Bank,

to

No. 27

!*”"»(

Cold Drinks

for

for

Liming

of

Soil and Spraying

practical treatise for
Farmers and Specialists.

A

C. W. GRINDAL,
Water Street,

Fourth!

with whom she had made her home the
past winter and spring. Mrs. Coggins
was in the seventy-fifth year of her age.
She leaves besides her daughter, Mrs. Bellatty, two sons—Charles F., of Lincolnville, and Clifton, of Winterport. One
sister, Mrs. Frank Smith, of Surry, survives her. The remains were taken to
South Surry, where funeral services were
held to-day.

MOORE’S
DRUG

With the rapidly-growing list of residence telephones, and the location of a
telephone at the fire station, a great number of alarms of fire are now' turned in by
telephone; in fact, the telephone circuit in
Ellsw'orth is rapidly developing into an
efficient fire alarm system.
Telephone
subscribers are urged to use the telephone
in turning in an alarm of fire, but they are
requested also to inform the central telephone office the exact location of the fire,
so that central may be able to answer the
many inquiries as to the location of a fire
which immediately follow the sounding of

Ellsworth.

STORE,
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN.
_\_

_

ELLSWOBTH

laundry

and Bath Rooms.

***o HT, no WAIBBI."
doM u *hort iiotte*.
A&oodJ*,?ifJS‘?“lr7
ysrt
”OQ*e»lM
dcllTMd.

***•

I

WTIY a oo.,

Delicious
Ice Cream

the

Agricultural Lime

Burpee’s Sweet Pea Seeds
FOB SALK AT THE

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
Collection of eight choice varletles.for
Twenty-five cent*.
Long distance telephone, 43.

cor.

an

opp.
the

Post
Office.

|

|

alarm.

The three speediest launches on Union
river went down the bay Sunday and tried
conclusions in a race of twenty-two nautical miles, from Whitmore’s cove to Long
island. The launches in the race were the
Yama, George M. Haynes; the Ruth W.,
W. E. Whiting, and the Taku, B. B.
Walker. The Yama won, making the run
in three hours and three minutes. The

CHURCH NOTES.
CONGREGATIONAL.

Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
Morning service at
Sunday, July 5
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
Evening
service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.

of

—-

CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
Morning service at
Sunday, July 5
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
UNION

M.M. MOORE,
ELLSWORTH FALLS,

NOW SETTLE

settle and collect all bills.
I have in stock a line of Fruit
and Sweet Cream every

at 11.45.

at

7.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. W. F. Emery, pastor.
Morning service at
Sunday, July 5
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
Junior league at 3. Evening
at 11.45.
service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting and bible study Tuesday
evening at 7.30.
—

BAPTIST.

Rev. P. A. A. KiUam, pastor.
Morning service at
Sunday, July 5
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at 7.
Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
—

PLEaH

Having about closed out my old
stock, I am now prepared to

—

Evening service at 7.
Prayer meeting Friday evening

ME.

day.

H. W. MO RANG
REMOVAL.
WISH to announce to*the ladies of Ella*
worth and vicinity that I have removed
my dressmaking business from 8 School street
to rooms 5 and 6 Manning block, Main street.

I

Alice M.

Hooper,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

ELECTRICAL

WIRING.

Pull Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Business Notices.

Owing to Saturday being the Fourth, the
regular food sale at the Woman's exchange
will be held on Friday this week.

AND FIXTURES.
Eufmitnh* Wlrlai Hi SayyllM CkMfhUy QIth.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
ElUwortb.
Laundry Bldg, (weat end bridge),

■

attorrttarnunta.

fllntnal Briufit (fiolnmn.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning July 5, 1908.

“EDITED

"•«/*

MADGE”.

BY AUNT

Its Motto: “Helpful and Hopeful
By REV. 9. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—9onps of the heart.—VII. Long1
and
Ixiii.
satisfactions.—Ps.
(Conseings
The purposes of this column are succinctly
cration meeting.)
I stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
The history of mankind is a history benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful.
©f human longings. There never is a Being for the common good, it is f*r the comof intime in a man’s life when be does not j mon use—a public servant, a purveyor
formation and suggestion, a medium for the inno
sooner
for
He
is
long
something.
of ideas. In this capacity it solicits
born than he longs for foot! and com- terchange
communications, and its success depends largely
fort nnd all through the days of his on the support given it in this respect. Comlife the desire for something outside munications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
and beyond him remains with him. Communications
will be subject to approval or
Nor does his longing cease with great rejection by the editor of the column, but none
good reason. Address
achievement or the accumulation of will be rejected without
! All communications to
No merely earthly acThe American.
great welath.
Ellsworth. Me.
complishment ever stills his fond desire
for something not yet achieved or posTHE GRACE OF CHEERFULNESS.
sessed.
Nor is it probable that God
I said: I will be glad MY-day!
ever meant that man should find comThe rain clouds drift along the hills.
plete satisfaction for his purely human
The grass is drowned in lakes and rills.
Such a possibility would
longings.
The birds of song are chilled and mute.
greatly retard human progress and
The dreariness seems absolute:
make man feel that he was independAud yet I will be glad today!
ent of his God. Hence there is much
I will he glad, be glad to-day.
truth, so far as human affairs alone
Though many tiresome tasks are set
are concerned, in the poet’s couplet—
My patient hands. I will forget
In
the
human
breast.
beats
eternal
Hope
The frets that trouble and depress.
Man always is, but never to be. blessed.
And think on things of pleasantness:
And so 1 will be glad to-day!
How foolish, then, to expect or to
strive to find perfect satisfaction in
I will be glad to-day, to-day.
things which are but temporal and
For summer suns again will shine,

transitory!

The supreme longing of the human
soul is for God. Men in all times and
In all places have felt it. The crudest
altar ever erected, the most hideous
idol ever worshiped, but express the
longing of the soul for God. David
experienced this soul thirst. He felt
It as a shepherd boy. tending his faHe felt it especially
ther’s flocks.
when an exile from Jerusalem through
the jealousy of Saul or the base rebelIt was during
lion of his own soul.
such exile that he expressed this longing in the psaira before us. How deep
must have been this spiritual thirst!
“My soul tkirsteth for Thee [O God],
my flesh longest for Thee, in a dry and
thirsty land, where no water is.” He
longed to see God's power and glory as
he had seen it in the sanctuary. Alas,
how many of us only appreciate our
blessings when they have departed
from us! We long for God in His absence, while we have rejected Him
We long for
when he was present
His sanctuary when absent from It
and yet neglect it when the opportunity to worship God in it Is before us.
It is a matter of the greatest importance that soul longings may be satlsfied. God is not afar off. but always
nigh unto us. “In Him we live and
move and have our being.”
He is
nigh us in nature, in the Bible and
especially in His Son Jesus Christ,
whose blood shed on Calvary reconciles
God to us and us to God. David found
satisfaction for his soul's longing even
in the remembrance of God. “My soul
shall be satisfied as with marrow and
*
*
•
fatness
when l remember
Thee upon my bed and meditate upon
Thee in the night watches.”
If yon
want one great longing satisfied, long
for God, hunger and thirst after the
righteousness, for Christ Himself hath
said, “Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after righteousness, fo:
they shall be filled.”

The air will thrill like tonic wine.
The birds will sing as ne’er before.
And with these blessings yet in store.
Why should I not be glad to-day?
—Selected.

Dear Mutuals:
I

am

wondering

of you read

if the most

the poem each week; because if you do
! Dot
you will often miss the text of the

|

little sermonette.

doubt you notice

No

j

in

j

tioned, which you could enlarge upon.
There is a large variety in the selection to-

the stanzas

thought

some

not

men-

day.
The first is a seeming contradiction. “I
will be glad to-day”—but how can I when
the clpuds hang low, and nature is
j depressed? Then we see a picture, just as
!
we have seen it in the very few rains the
month of June gave us.
The trees and
to be enjoying the rain.
brightened the leaves, and
the atmosphere with the fra-

seemed

grass

j How

it

sweetened

grance of opening bud and blossom. In
the next stanza the picture faded o- else

j the prosaic every-day duties of
1

for

attention,

life called

and still the resolve

! first, to be glad;

comes

would emphasize the
! tiresome tasks, then comes the resolve to
! forget the things that trouble and depress
1
and think of opposite things;, really it
is the old quotation, “Remember your
mercies.”

some

Then

comes

the future where there

an

are

outlook

into

blessings yet

in

store.

Would you—cou.’d you—have a better
or a more applicable sermonette?
No
matter how each one of us is situated, this
is something we can appropriate to our-

text

selves.
_

In

day or

glorious Fourth
will be here—the day when the small boy
can

a

two

more

the

make ail the noise he

and the

much

enjoys,
older ones can act as independthey feel. Just one day of liberty,
so

as
i ently
it is, to many.
What if the great and eternal truths of
1
the Constitution of the United States are
I
not at the fore-front on that day which is
so noisly celebrated, underneath the din
BIBLE REAMBQS.
and the uproar are the solid foundations
Ps. xvii, 15, 23; xxxiv, 1-4; xxxvi.
of love of country, and if the flag was
1-T; xlli, 1-11; 1 xxxiv, 1-12; clii, 1-T;'
an uprising of defenders
even
Matt t, 6; Eph. iv, 8-13; Heb. xiii, assailed,
than that of *61 would be ready to
I greater
12-21.
I do and die for the red, white and blue.

I

|

The Pledge Interpreted.
We find Id the interesting topic card
used by the Christian Endeavor society of the Presbyterian church in Pasadena, Cal., the following message regarding the Christian Endeavor pledge,
written by the Rer. Malcolm James
McLeod, the pastor of the church:

Very often simple remedies right
are often forgotten (or unknown)

hand

cases

of illness

or

in

an

emergency.

at
in

The

is worth

Training.
The key word of Christian Endeavor
training —training in expression,
training in service, graining in living,
training of the heart, training of the
mind, training of the tongue, training
of the boy and girl, training of the
young man and woman, training to
make men and women, training to
make citizens, training to make effective Christians, training in the church,
training for the church and training
by the church.—Australian Roll Call.
is

>■

AFTERLIGHT.

When the sun has vanished behind the hills
and the flame and rose have died
From the clouds that wait on his splendid
state and the heaven’s iris side,
Before the shadows upon its marge have
deepened to purple night,
The world is rimmed and the valleys brimmed
with the glow of the afterlight.
There’s a milk white star in the
gleaming
West like a pearl on a silver sea.
And the crystal cup of the sky is blue of a
flawless purity,
And a wind i6 loosened far away that over the
meadows blown
Comes with the murmur of river pines and
the ocean’s dreamful tone.
*Tis

a brief, brief space between
parting day
and the coming of dusk and dew,
When we put behind us our cares and
tears,
and fill our souls anew
With a gleam of hope and a sense of rest and
a prayer before the
night,
In the holy silence of earth and
sky—the time
of the afterlight.

—By X,. Af. Montgomery.
Foley’s Orino Laxative, ine new laxative,
stimulates, but does not irritate. It is the
best laxative. Guaranteed or
yonr money
back.—G. A. Pa ecu eh.

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

resolutions be spread upon our records,
copy sent to the bereaved family, and a copy
sent to Ths Ellsworth American and Bar
Harbor Record for publication.
Ecgrnr P. Higgins,
Qsorgb L. Richards,
Mrs. Addir E. Richardson,
Committee on resolutions.

I

This column is devoted to the Grange, esto the granges of Hancock county,
The column is open to all grangers for the
1
discussion of topics of general interest, and
I for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
but names will not be printed exI be signed,
cept by permission of the writer. All com-

FACTS
FOR SICK
WOMEN

!

j

!

j

good

reason.

DATES.

Saturday, Sept. 19—Meeting

of Green

Greenwood

with

BROOKLIN.
Brooklin grange has
fall.

suspended

meet-

SEAGIRT, SOUTH DEER

ISLE.

by

remarks

by

Hattie Smith and Pomona Ida
M. Pert, also by Overseer C. M. Pert, followed by quotations, songs, etc., after
which a treat was served.
The grange

No other medicine has been so
successful in relieving the suffering
of women or received so many genuine testimonials as has Lydia E. meetings are made j very interesting by
Pinkbam’s Vegetable Compound. choosing a new subject for each meeting.
In every community you will find The influence of the grange in this com-

munity is felt in every home, and we
women who have been restored to
health by Lydia £. Pinkham’s Veg- would like to see more members coming
etable Compound.
Almost every in.
one you meet has either been beneGREENWOOD. EASTBROOK.
fited by it, or has friends who have.
Greenwood grange held its regular meetIn the Pinkham Laboratory at
ing at Eastbrook June 27 with about forLynn,M ass., any woman any day may ty members present. Green Mountain
see the files containing over one milPomona will convene with this grange
lion one hundred thousand letters
Sept. 1».
from women seeking health, and
SEDGWICK.
here are the letters m which they
Sedgwick grange held its regular meetopenly state over their own signatures that they were cured by Lydia ing June 26, with a small attendance.
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. The lecturer being absent, the program
Lydia E. Pinkham’s -Vegetable was omitted. An invitation from RainbowSedgwick
Compound has saved many women grange to meet with it at 4West
was accepted.
fora basket picnic July
from surgical operations.
Lydia E. Pmkham’s Vegetable Sedgw ick grange will take a recess until
Compound is made from roots and the first Friday in September.
herbs, without drugs, and is wholeMASS IP AQUA, SOUTH BLUEHILL.
some and harmless.
The regular meeting of Massapaqua
The reason why Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is so grange was held June 25. After business
successful is because it contains in- the lecturer presented her program which
gredients which act directly upon was ably rendered. It being the first anthe feminine organism, restoring it niversary, a grange prophecy was deto a healthy normal condition.
I livered by Sister Flora Hodgdon, bitting
Women who are suffering from each member, telling the future career
The history of the
those distressing ills peculiar to their ten years hence.
sex should not lose
of these grange during the first year was read by
sight
facts or doubt the ability of Lydia Emogene Bickford. Bro. Ganzelo HerE. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound rick, “the grange poet,” delivered an
to restore their health.
original poem.
Reading, L. H. Sibley;
reading, Nelson Herrick; recitation, Clara
Day; songs, Roy Henderson; reading, A.
STONINGTON.
W. Eaton; reading, Martha Sylvester;
Mrs. Ox ton, on Rockland, is the guest
puzzles, A. \V. Eaton.
of Mrs. Fred T. Simpson.
The little son of George Silver, who has
GOOD WILL, AMHERST.
been ill, is convalescent.
Good Will grange on June 27 conferred
Mrs. A. A. Frink is in Boston attending the third and fourth degrees upon three
candidates.
the Federation of Women Clubs.
Sixty-one members were
Ethel Thurlow has gone to Castine, present, including visitors from Mariawhere she will be employed for the sum- ville, Blast brook and Blast Eddington
granges. During recess candy, peanuts,
mer.
_____

_

bananas and lemonade

Mrs. E. E. Crockett has returned from a
visit to her daughter, Mrs. J. F. Gregory,
at Rockland.

were

time

his family here
He will be employed in

Smith, resigned,

tax

bills.

Taxes
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Mrs. Stephen Colby, of Stonington,
the guest of Mrs. Byron Tracy.
O. E. Sylvester, who has been travelling
for a firm in Lynn, Mass., for a year, is
now* at his mother’s for a rest.

....

*

*8

Mrs. William Robbins died at Mountain ville June 21. The body was brought
here and buried in the family lot.
Rev. C. W. Robinson, pastor of the second
Congregational church, preached in the
Methodist church Sun cay, as the pastor.
Rev. J. P. Simonton, spent Sunday in
Rock port.
H.
June 25.
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Stop on signal toconductor.
Sundays only.

from

p!’lnu aesVe/’llVogor

ht'

tIlnS ticketa

Stop, to take bnt not to leave
: d stop. «t Sorrento Sundsv Pn|t
w

passengers front points

st.t.
K„dg„,.
Tickets for all points Soutli
West for sale at tlie M. t. Kand
I?
ticket office, Ellsworth.

one

somewhat smaller on all sides, and bore
two one-inch holes in each correspondingly, to give drainage and ventilation.
Fill up the bottom of the larger box with
powdered charcoal (or sawdust, if charcoal cannot be procured) until the smaller
box will stand on a level with the top of
the larger box. Put the inner box in
place, and fill up all the space around the
sides with the charcoal. Fasten lid«« on
both boxes to fit tightly. On each side of
the inner box, by means of cleats, put several shelves, leaving a space in the centre
for the ice.
A rack made of lathing may be laid st
the bottom, for the ice to rest upon. Legs
may be added, also, and the drainage and
ventilation in this way be
improved.
This is a rough refrigerator, to be sure,
but one that has been successfully used in
our home
for years.— H'oman’j Home

Th'*» trains

connect at Bangor
wlthth™*
-*> —

ar.Sdwkv
Elf.won*'.
fr-
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E"”wor,h
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BOOTHSY, Ofu'l

|

Pn‘* Ajrent,
Portland. Me.

EASTERN

Steamship Compam,
HON.

WILLIAM T. COBB sod C4LVB
AUSTIN, Rccilrcr-.

Mount I’essrt and Kluehlll Dhlsmo

Companion.
A Bev'latlon.
It in a revelation to people, tbe*aevere cases
of lung trouble that, have been cared by
Foley’s Honey and T»r. It notoBly stop* tn'e
cough but heals and strengthens the lungs.
L. M. Ruggles, Reasnor, Iowa, writes: ••The
doctors said I had consumption, and I got no
better until I took Foley’s Honey and Tar. It
stopped the hemorrhages and pain in my
luDgs and they are now as sound as a bullet.
—G. A. I’AH( MEK.

Banking.

The
and the

Boy den

and God in His infinite wisdom has removed
from our midst our esteemed sister, Abbie T.
Walls, therefore be it
Retolved, That in her death, Mountain
View grange has lost a beloved member, who
was ever ready to lend a helping hand.
Not
only has our order sustained a loss, but the
which
the
of
the
change
coming
angel of

19

Bnp-r.... *5 80sft*i0

is

A Hoine-llsde Refrigerator.
Take two large boxes, the second
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few weeks.
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Swan’s

wtat your money will
mre»ted m shores oi the
is

earn
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meeting Friday evening, with fifty-six
patrons present. After the usual routine

summer.

j8

Bstn

Seth Hatch spent Sunday in Brooklin at
E. P. Cole’s.

_

Miss Nellie Eaton, a teacher in the
Somerville, Mass., schools, is with her
parents, C. F. Eaton and wife, for the

*8 38
45

«*
« ».

BANGOR TO BAR
HARBOR

Mrs. Mary Gray is visiting friends at
Deer Isle.
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MOUNTAIN VIEW’, WEST EDEN.
Mountsin View grange held its regular

year.

s«

Lam 12*58.c*2i
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SOUTH DEER ISLE.
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A NEW SERIES
U now opeu. Shorts. 91 rack, monthly pay
of business, a short program was premerits, tJ per share.
sented. The duet by Ernest Hall and
Octavia Hamor received a hearty encore.
beached on Flake island.
The meetings will be held once in two WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on your
Tuesday evening, June 30, St. George’s weeks daring the summer.
shares, give a first mortgage and
It is with regret that the grange was
reduce it every month? Month!v
company uniform rank, K. of P., will en-,
and Interest together
called upon to part with a loved sister,1
tertain Stonington company.
payments
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
Miss Laura Greenlaw is at home from Mrs. Abbie T. Walls, who died suddenly
rent, and In about ten years you
This is
Portland, spending her vacation with her at her residence at Indian Point.
will
the first break in this grange. The folparents, W. L. Greenlaw and wife.
OWlf TOUR OWN HOME.
were
memorial
resolutions
lowing
Irving Barbour is building a small cotadopted:
For particulars iDqnlre of
tage at Mcglathery island. He and family
O. W. T.pley, Sec'y,
Whereat, The first link in the chain of our
will occupy it as soon as finished.
First Nst’l Bank Bldg.
has
been
death
sudden
and
broken,
fraternity
A.
W.
K
President.
l.vo.
E. J. Caslin, tax-collector in place of swift has levied its tribute
upon our grange
new

W Jc

......

IliVaUjS'S
I Sltt
Fhn jrSHrS

Hancock Pomona grange convened w ith
Highland grange, North Penobscot, June
28.
Over 200 patrons were present. Seventeen candidates were instructed in the
fifth degree, after which an interesting
program was carried out.

Bearce to exemplify the unwritten work.
The “Grange Enterprise” was read by
Frank Mace. Bro. Bearce gave interesting remarks. The evening was enjoyed
by all.

Dennysville.
Philip Small has moved

1

_

served.

program was omitted,
given to State Overseer

literary

News has been received that Mrs. J. P.
Simonton is very ill at her
home at

Henry

....

Ginn.

Treasurer

the

....

HANCOCK POMONA.

Seagirt grange held its regular meeting
June 20, with an average attendance, and
chose for discussion “Our Flag”, in which
all took a part. The subject was made

especially interesting
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Point Passaciumkeag granges.
A pleasing program was made up of readings by C. E. Johnson, Ella Burrill and
Laura Cook; conundrums by H. P. Burrill;
recitations by Mrs. Clifford, of Lincoln.
Miss Edes, of Passadumkeag, and M. W.

ings until

Deer Isle.

Commencing June 22, in™,
bar HARBOR TO
BaNqor

s

coln and

Mountain Pomona
grange. East brook.

from

I

Tuesday, Aug. 18-Field day of Hancock
NEW CRJCTVRY, DEDHAM.
Pomona at Bluehill mineral spring.
Visitors were present at New Century
Thursday. Sept. 24-Field day of Green
LinMountain Pomona at Arden Young’s grange June 27 from Matt ana wcook,
grove, Otis.

Pauper Notice.
contracted

with the City of Ellaworth to support and
HAVING
for those who
need assistance
care

may

j

SIX-TRIP SERVICE.

:

Commencing klondar. Mav 4. steamer J T
Mor»e leaves Bar Haroor at I 30 p m, wtet
days for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor. 8outk
wesi Harbor, Brooklln. Deer Die,
Sedgwick,
Sargenivtllv, Dare Harbor an-1 Rockland, waned!" g wUb steamer for Boston.
Steamer leaves Bluehlll at 2 p m, weekday*
for South Bluehlll, stonlngtor. West Treaoct
North Haven and
Mondays tod Thursday?
Koealaad, connecting with .-Darner for Botton.
RETURNING
Steamer leaves Boston at
p m, weekday*
for Rockland.
Leave Rockland ak 5.30 a m. or on arrival of
steamer from Boston, dally, except Moaday,
for Bar Harbor and Bluehlll, via Intermedia*

j

landings.

j

one

j

First class fare. Bar Harbor to Boston, |4.3
way; f* round trip.
All freight, except live stock, via steamer*of
this company. Is Insured against tire and »*•
rlM risk.
t
K. S J. Mokm. Are»»-

Steal ismtnU'
av*vwwwwvvwvv\v\w^v
We promptly obtain r, S. atul Eoreig^
<>

S

1

|
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E-MARKS T

during the next five
legal residents of Ellsworth. I
persons trusting them on my account. as there is plenty of room and aocomWiMrRiD:
modations to care for them at the City Farm
tiuld Medal Flour la best for
i
bon»eM. J. PaoMMKY.
and
years
forbid all

are

Two fires have been started here the
past week, but by the prompt service of
the Stonington fire company, no great damage

was

done.

are being made here
There will be a bag race,
potato race, fantastics in a street parade
and fireworks in the evening.

Great

preparations

for the Fourth.

Frank
T*HE

pecially

among tljt ©ranger*.

»■«!

remembering.

j

We cannot agree that the pledge is
as inflexible as Dr. McLeod considers it, even in regard to the first two
points, for in the expression “1 will
make it the rule of my life to pray
and to read the Bible every day” it is
the intention to leave room for unavoidable failures to do these things
caused by sickness, accident and perhaps other reasons. Doubtless Dr. McLeod would agree with tbt*. His message is so strong and helpful that we
want all our readers to consider it carefully.—Christian Endeavor World.

W-WV

Staples’ drug store.
HEALING PROPERTIES OF WATER.
Capt. R. R. Knowlton and wife, formerly
There is no remedy of such general applica- of this place, now of Vinalhaven, are vistion and none so easily attainable as water, iting their old home.
and yet nine persons in ten will pass it by in
Schooner Windward, bound from Bosan emergency, to 6eek for something of less
ton for this place, sprung aleak and was
There are but few
following

I think every Christian Endeavorer
should read his pledge daily. Tou will nocases of illness
efficacy.
tice it divides Itself into three parts.
First, there is the promise to read the where cold water should not occupy the highBible every day. If an Endeavorer Is not | est place as a remedial agent. A strip of flanreading his Bible every day. he is break- nel or a napkin folded lengthwise and dipped
lng his pledge—that is all there is to it— fn hot water wrung out and then applied
for, mark, there is no conscientious around the neck of a child who has the
croup,
clause excusing; the language is plain
and then covered over with a larger and
and inflexible.
We are not told how
thicker
will
towel,
usually bring relief in ten
much to read nor how little. We are not
told to read a book or a chapter—just to minutes.
A towel folded several times, dipped in hot
read. One verse may suffice; that is for
each one to arrange with his Master. We water, wrung out, and then applied over the
do not lay down how much to eat at din- seat of the
pain in toothache or neuralgia,
ner.
Nature knows; follow nature.
So
will generally afford prompt relief. This
let each be led by the Spirit.
treatment in colic works like magic. We have
Then, secondly, he promises to pray.
known cases that have resisted other treatIf a Christian Endeavorer does not pray
every day. he, too, is violating his oath; ment for hours yield in ten minutes to this.
he is not keeping his promise; he is false There is nothing that will so promptly cut
And here again the short a congestion of the
to the vital center.
lungs, sore throat or
pledge does not submit how long to pray rheumatism as hot water when
applied
nor how often.
Let teacher
Just pray.
and thoroughly. Pieces of cotton
and scholar flx particulars. Prayer is not promptly
a matter of periods.
Prayer is fellowship, dipped in hot water, and kept applied to old
partnership, secret and consecrated com- sores, new cuts and bruises and sprains is the
treatment now generally adopted in
munion.
hospiThe third article Is loyalty to church- tals. Sprained ankle has been cured in an
one’s own church. Here is a clause govhour by showering it with hot water,
poured
erning the conscience—“unless prevent- from a height of three feet.
Tepid water acts
ed.’’ And please note the specifications—
promptly as an emetic, and hot water taken
Sunday and midweek. That means the freely
before bedtime is the best of cathartics
The
first two parts are incase of constipation, while it has
prayer meeting.
a most
Ironclad; the third is not, but it is heart soothing effect on the stomach and bowels.
searching, heaven satisfying. No excuse This treatment continued for a few months
is valid that will not please Him. Lord with proper attention to diet, will alleviate’
any case of dyspepsia.
Jesus, give us grace.

quite

•'V^

*<»*■

death has made, will be realized by numerous
friends outside our grange.
Revolved, That we extend our deepest sympathy to the bereaved husband and family in
this their sad affliction,and commend them to
Him who doeth all things well.
Revolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days, a copy of these

Cervoni,

a

stone-cutter

employed

J. C. Rodgers Co., died Sunday
morning of typhoid fever. He was buried
on
Tuesday. Almost 100 stone-cutters

by

the

escorted his remains to the

cemetery.
The marriage is announced of Miss
Fronie E. Redman and Arthur Spofford.
Mrs. Spofford is the daughter of George
W. Redman. This young couple are great
favorites in the community, and all wish
them a happy life.
June 29.
Nihil.
NORTH DEER ISLE.
Mrs. E. L. Frost has opened her summer
cottage.
Elmer Lowe has gone to Bar Harbor to

join a yacht.
Capt. Ralph Gray has gone to Beverly,
Mass., to join a yachi.
Mrs. R. B. Staples and daughter Marion
are visiting friends in Rockport.
Dr. Charles Phillips, of Lewiston, waa
the guest of E. W. Hardy last Monday.
June 22.

H.

“Doan’s Ointment cured me of eczema that
had annoyed me a long time. The cure was
permanent.”—Hon S. W. Matthews, Commissioner Labor Statistics, Augusta, Me.—Adr*.

j
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which the paper birch is used almost

UIKCH WOOU.

clusively. Perhaps it may

-»„.e
S

of the Principal Use* of This that
Valuable Tree.
a tree to which the

paper birch la
seldom has more than a
average peraon
The summer visiing iatroduction.
a fair acquaintance with
tor often gains
The

tbe

is used for
bark and learnt that it
canoes, baskets and similar ornaIn some places
U1 and useful articles.
wood also supplies the local demand

tor

fuel.

'king

Outside of these uses, the public hss litof the practical value of
,le knowledge
As a matter of fact, it is an
,be birch.
wood in a number
exceedingly important
and there are
ol wood-working industries,
manufacture of
eertain articles for the
substitute has yet
which no satisfactory
boon found.
of these minor inThe most important
dustries which are dependent upon paper
Practically
birch is the spool industry.
in this country is made
every spool used
In
the
neighborhood
from this wood.
it, board measof 30,000,000 feet of
for
this purposei
ure, are cut every yoar
feet are shipped
jnri of this about 4,000,000
Kngland in the form of spool bars for
to

use

over there.

Insignificant

as a

spool may

seem, its
easy task.

manufacture is by no means an
From the tiny spools holding only 200
yards of thread, to the large, three-piece
holding 12,000 yards, there is an
ones
almost innumerable variety of shapes and
sires. Yet each of these types must have
every

single spool belonging

to it

precisely

identical.
In order that the thread may afterwards
be wound upon the spools without difficulty, accuracy in manufacture is a
prime requisite. This necessity has led to
the invention of a number of very ingenious automatic machines which not only
turn the spool with great accuracy but
also with great speed, some of them at
a rate of a spool a second.
In order that all of the spools of s par-

so

small

an

cannot consume

article
very

as

seem

the

much

ex-

KITTERY TO CARIBOU.

to some

toothpick
wood.

Iu

| Romanceof

a

Carved Desk

j

comparison with many other things, this
is relatively true, of course; yet a sin- -k^5$S$Sf3SSSSSS««SS33SC«SS3S»S«3giai
gle mill in Maine uses 1,000 cords of birch
[Original.]
every year for this purpose alone. Quite
When Franklin Deane, just out of
of
recently shipments
toothpicks to Eng- the medical college, applied for the poland, France and Germany have begun to
sition of bouse surgeon to St. Luke's
be made, and this is now an
important hospital there were twenty otner appliof
the
part
indusrtry.
most of whom were as well
The dowel and novelty mills also use cants.
for It ns he. But Deane was
qualified
birch
paper
very largely in their work,
bended than his competitors.
longer
of
these also use other
although many
The examining committee was comhard woods to a limited extent. The bobposed of elderly doctors to whom modbin and shuttle manufacturers
may also
be included in this same class, which
altogether consumes nearly as much
paper birch as the spool industry.
Still another very interesting peculiarity

of

these

industries, particularly

of

the

tlrst mentioned, is that they not
only confine themselves to |iaper birch
but that they are also limited almost
entirely to a very small section of the
country—Maine and eastern New Hampshire.
Although paper birch is one of the few
North American trees with a trans-continental range, being
found from Newfoundland and Labrador on the east to
Alaska on the west, it occurs in the United
States only along the northern border, and
is most abundant and most accessible in
the extreme northeast. Maine, in particular, is the great paper birch State, and
here large tracts of it in almost pure
stands are found. This is due to the fact
that the birch readily takes possession of
land that has been burnt over, and the
great Miramichi Are in 1825, together with
other similar Ares of about that same
period, gave it a chance to obtain quite a
foothold there.
Unfortunately the paper birch is a
short-lived tree and becomes red-hearted
quite early in life, so that miny of these
stands are now over-mature, and ought to
be cut at once. The red heart is inferior
wood and can not be used except for the
cheapest grades of spools and novelties, so
that these old stands are constantly increasing in value.
The birch near the railroads has also
been very largely cut and the lumbermen
are having to go far back to get the necIn the case of these
essary supply.
species, as well as practically all others in
the country, the decreasing supply is beginning to make itself felt, and conservation in its use must be practised if the
wood-working industries now dependent
upon it are to continue.
three

ideas and methods wore either unor
unappreciated. This fact
Deane seized upon and, concealing his
knowledge of the new, told all he knew
of the old. The result was that when
the decision was announced Franklin
Deane’s name led all the rest.
Such a man wns sure to lie relied
upon h.v the Indies composing tbe
board of managers. Deane had been
house surgeon at the hospital u year
when the managing director came to
him and said:
“Florence Miller, I believe, you have
reported cured. We managers have
taken a special Interest In her because
she broke down after her father's failure and death and lias to go from here
into the world a pauper. A farmer of
means forty-live years old has asked
us to recommend a wife. He Is a plain
man, not brought up as Florence has
been, but lie would make her a good
husband. We have tried to persuade
her to accept him, but have failed. Un-

^iUdowot County

jc*s etn*r

22 328

r°wl....*..18 $20

Hay.

Best

loose, per ton.,.15<318

Baled.

18

Straw.

Loose.
Baled.
Potatoes, pk
>ew

potatoes,

pk

Vegetables.
20 Onions, ft
45

02
Turnips, ft
>ew turnips, bunch 03
Bunch beets,
08@l0
Celery, bunch
IS®20
23
Spinach pk
Cucumbers,
0*®06
String beans, qt I0a>l2
Lettuce, head
05gl0

Oranges, dot
Came loupe,

Pineapple,

ifn
is
05 a08

Parsnips, lb

os

Green peas, pk
60
Bunch carrots,
10
C5
Cabbage It,
04 $05
Squash, tb
Tomatoes, ft
16#15
Asparagus, bunch 25
Beans— perqt10912
Yellow-eye
Pea.
10
Prult.
25 350 Lemons do*
25 $33
10 Strawberries,
15 a 18

15-S20

Groceries.

Coflee—per ft
Sloe, per ft
.06#.08
Rio,
.l8#.25Vtuegar, ga’
20§25
35 Cracked wheat,
Mocha,
.ufi
35 Oatmeal, per ft
Java,
.20
Tea—per ft—
.04
Buckwheat, pkg
Japan,
-45#.65 Graham,
.04
Oolong,
.30# 65 Bye meal,
.04
Sugar—per ft—
Granulated meal,ft 02*
Granulate J,
06 011—per gal—
Tellow, C
.05*
Linseed,
65#.7D
Powdered,
08§lu
12
Kerosene,
Molasses—per gal
Havana.
.35
Porto Rico,
.50
.60
Syrup.

|

Beef, ft:
Steak,

Roasts,

Corned,
Tongues,
Tripe,

Meat* andP roviilona.
Pork, ft.
20 §40
Chop,
1! §80
Ham, per ft

--*-

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Miss Gladys Mayo, who has been studying at Kent’s Hill academy, is borne.
The family of Prof. Cobb, of Boston, is
settled for the summer in the Holmes cot-

tage.
Mrs. Nellie Hanna went to Hancock last
week to spend a few days with the Ball
John Ralph is making good progress
with his photographic studio, doing the
work chiefly himself.

12#)5

18
08 §10

Veal:

Steak,
Roasts,

Shoulder,
Bacon,

Mrs. C. F. Dole and daughter arrived
last week and are busily engaged prepar-

ing for the wedding at the “Ledge” on
July 6. Several young people from Ja-

the tow

!

!

full recovery.

Charles Cook, jr., of Bangor, formerly of
this place, graduated from the medical
university at Berlin, Vt., June 24. He
has had considerable hospital work and
nursing experience during his student
years, and will no doubt become a full-

fledged physician

and

a part and acquitted herself with much
honor.
Miss Kate joined her mother for
the important event and all three returned
to Southwest Harbor with Mrs. Carroll.

Rural

Telephone

20

Service.

15*25

10 ft 14

10 §25
Lamb,
ua
Tongues, each
Freeh Fleh.
06 Clams, qt

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,
Salmon, lb
Lobster, lb

06

12418

26
25

Mackerel, each

25®30
25

Flour, Groin and Feed.
Floor—per bbl—
75
Oats, bu
5 00 §6 5' Shorts—bag—
lfi)
1 65 Mix. feed, bagl 55® l 65
Corn,100ft bag
Corn meal,bag
1 63 Mtddl!ngs,bag 150 § 165
Cracked corn,

1 65

LAW REG AUDI If G WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in good order and lit for shipping, la 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pou nds.
The standard weight of a bushel of bean9 In
good order and fit for shipping, Is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 52,
of carrots, Fngl’sh turnips, rye and
pounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barlev and buckwheat, 43 pounds; of oats
32 pounds, or even measure as ov agreement.
A

aubtrtiscmnits.

Residences, 55 c
Business,
A

per month.

70c per month.

which residents of rural
districts may be connected with the
Rural Exchanges of the New England
Telephone and Telegraph Company.

plan by

Loss of

SLEEP
Body and brain

need sufficient

peaceful sleep each night to
repair the waste caused by the
physical and mental exertions
of the day. Broken rest brings
on headache, despondency, irritability and nerve exhaustion.
When the

nerve

force is

of the manager of the nearest central office
of the New England Company’s system, or write for

Inquire

pamphlet "Rural Telephone Service”, to New England
Telephone and Telegraph Company, Advertising
Dept., Room 914, No. 101 Milk Street, Boston.
*

v

low,

SBeecAami

KINEO RANGES

&sm
are invaluable as an aid to renew the supply of health-pro-

Work Well,
Bake Well,

ducing elements. They act
favorably upon the digestive
organs, throw off impurities
from the blood, and restore
the vital energies. Beecham’s
Pills relieve congestion, dispel
brain-fag, quiet the overwrought nerves, and

Bring Sweet

REPOSE
Sold Everywhere. In bdiei 10c. and 25c.

Look
B.

F.

AIKEN,

Well.

Agent,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
NOYES & NUTTER Mfg. Co.,

Bangor, Maine

TOfntlP'wlv

Clicquot
*

's\

Club Ginger Ale

(PRONOUNCED “CUCK-O”)

finest, purest, most wholesome Summer Drink* Made o£ Pure
Imported Gtnger and Water from our famous spring at Millis, Mass.
where

The

Ask your dealer for it.
you can get it.

CLICQUOT

CLUB

If he does not have it we will tell you

CO,

MILLIS, MASS.

especial blessing.

“Dr. Peaue." she said, “you have
converted me from a pauper to a rich
gtrl. Anything you ask that I have to
give shall be yours.”
“There Is but one thing I want. Had
I asked for It In a proper way I might
have got it. Now it Is too late."
“I see." she said. “My fortune deprives you of making your offer under
the same circumstances, but that fortune enables me to make the offer to
you. Will vou marry mcV"
LAURENCE FOSTER CHURCH.

at

Mrs. Rebecca Carroll spent two weeks
recently with her daughter, Mrs. Seth
Thornton, of Houlton, attending the
graduation exercises of Ricker classical
institute, where her daughter Beatrice had

rf^ERAliE)

3ome

begin practice

once.

fxadnated

10® 3

Lard,

In

across

Among the graduates from Pittsfield the
correspondent omitted mention of two of
maica Plain will be guests until after the our young people. MissQladys Whitmore
with honor. Her father, Wilmarriage day.
iam Whitmore, who seldom leaves home,
was
Mr. and Mrs. Tyson, of Philadelphia,
present, and naturally proud of his
former guests at the Cousins home, will daughter’s success. Howard Richardson,
another graduate of 1906, had the pleasure
come again the last of
July. Since their of knowing that his mother and sister
last visit here, five or six years ago, their were among the audience.
June 29.
SPRAY.
bright young daughter Alice, who had
made many friends here, has died.
Best The World Affords.
Deacon William L. Gilley took a forced
“It gives me unbounded pleasure to recsea bath on Tuesday of last week.
Taking ommend
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve,” says J.
a party of cottagers to Northeast
Harbor, W. Jenkins, of Chapel Hill, N. C. “1 am
they were delayed in returning until his convinced it’s the best salve the world
yacht had grounded, and to remedy the affords. It cured a felon on my thumb,
and it never fails to heal
burn
difficulty, he engaged Ped Gilley with his or wound to which it is every sore,
applied. 25c. at £.
motor launch to take his passengers back, I Q. Moore’s
store.
drug

lo@u

8alt

20 §22
10 §.15

Lamb

visit.

a

boat.

Miss Marie Sawyer returned from
Hebron last week much improved in
health. On account of weak lungs, the
effect of the grip, Miss Helen Sawyer decided to take a course of treatment at the
same place.
Her friends hope for her

family.

15§18
l

tow line (or himself in a small
some manner the
motor ran
line and upset the small
boat, giving “Uncle Billy” a ducking. Ha
was in no wise disturbed by thd mishap,
but came up smiling, with his pips
between his teeth, whether slight or not
rumor does not state.
His coolness in the
face of danger won the applause of the
people in the launch.

taking

jamf

..

Chickens...

demanding your ability to put matters
in their bestjjud truest light we desire

I

COUNTY NEVS*
*■'*

Carpenters are at work finishing the
high school room for the term opening in
September. A principal has been engaged.
George R. Puller attended the Bangor
ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
high school graduation where his son
The quotations below give the range of Walter was graduated, and reflected
much credit upon his faithful study and
retail prices in Ellsworth.
the efficiency of his teachers.
Country Produce.
Ratter.
Mrs. M. A. Handy, of Prospect Harbor,
Creamery per ft.35^40 is making an extended visit at the home
..
of Mrs. Henry Tracy, and is
improving in
Fresh laid, per do*
25 health- Fred Handy, of Boston, with his
Poultry.
family, lately made his mother a short

known

—

EXTRA

The entire business section of the little

village of Branch Mills, in Kennebec
county, was burned Friday, with a loan of
960,000. The buildings burned include
the grist mill of J. R. B.
Densmore, in
which the conflagration originated, Frank
Bangs’ grocery and market, the stores of
Edwin L. Worthing, E. N. Moody and H.
L. Pinkham, the
postoffice, the storehouses of J. R. B. Densmore, the residences of H. I,. Pinkham, Pomeroy Worthington, Alton Doe, C. F. Irving and half
a dozen other, and the
grange hall.

ern

that you will talk to her with a view
to persuading her to do what we all
think best for her.”
The result of the interview between
Deane and Florence Miller was only
partially given to the board of managers. They were told that the doctor’s
ticular type may be absolutely uniform,
effort had been a failure. He suggesttne wood must be thoroughly Seasoned
ed that they keep Florence a mouth
before it is used snd it must slso be of
longer since she still needed attention
some species which holds its shape after
she must do without if she left. The
it has once been seasoned. Paper birch
patient was permitted to remain.
After Dr. Deane's Interview with
possesses this quality to a large degree,
snd this is one thing which adapts it so
Florence Miller ho attended a sale of
well to spool manufacture.
household effects of Enoch Gordon.
Another thing is the fact tbsl it is hard
He had a special reason for doing so.
while
to
be
at
not
easily dented,
enough
He wished to buy a certain piece of
the same time it is not too hard to work
furniture. He waited half a day. when
easily. It is t wood particularly adapted
the auctioneer put up an antique desk.
and
this
is
of
sorts
to all
lathe-work,
perDr. Deane, who had a fancy for old
its
most
important qualification,
haps
furniture, saw at once that it was not
and
s
it
turns
since
readily
presents clean,
only old, but an artistic bit of work.
The Don't Worry Theory.
Various other woods
smooth surface.
The carving alone, done by hand, must
The usual advice given to the worrier is,
aa
for
substitutes
have l>een tried
it, as “don’t worry.” This advice is foolish, be- have required some years to effect.
well as pulp and sawdust consolidated by cause impractical. No one can stop think- There were several persons present
none
of
these have ing one type of thought except by substi- who appreciated the article, and the
hydraulic pressure, but
tuting for it another. Besides, it is.
as yet proved satisfactory.
But Deane was
was spirited.
dangerous advice, for, even supposing one bidding
Still another industry which uses noth- could mechanically put an end to a worry- so persistent that the others finally
ing but paper birch is that of the manu- ing state of mind, he would simply be like dropped out, and he secured the desk.
facture of shoe pegs snd shoe shanks. an engineer who should plant himself on
A few days later he saw Florence
the safety valve of his engine. The energy
used quite largely in this
These are
said to her:
expended in worry, turned inward on Miller at the hospital and
country in making the cheaper grades of itself, would tear the mental mechanism “1 attended the sale and bought the
to
desk. As soon as 1 got it to my rooms
shoes: they are also exported to quite an
pieces.
No! What the worried man or woman
extent to foreign countries, principally to
I made a thorough search, pressing evneeds, evidently, is to be taught hpw to
Germany and Japan. The industry does And a healthful outlet for his or her ery square inch of its surface, especialnot consume so much wood as the spool nervous power thus going to waste. If we ly the carving.
I am sorry to report
industry, bat it is nevertheless an impor- §ay, “don’t worry,” let ns also be careful to that if there is a secret drawer in it
“bnt work;’’ and let ns also point out
add,
tant one in tha northeast, and helps to
what kind of work should be undertaken I can’t find it”
make inroads into the forest.
“I regret that you have had so much
and the spirit in which it ought to be
done.
In other words, what the worrier trouble." replied the girl. "You have
The toothpick is still another article for
needs is
re-education.
Rev.
8.
S.
destroyed my only hope, but you have
MoComb, in Harper's Bazar.
Just Kxectly Right.
done all you can do, and 1 beg of you
Life
Pills
“I have used Dr. King's New
to-take no more thought of me."
B* v. I. W. Williams Trail Has.
for several years, and And them Just
"1 must take more thought of you.
Rev. I. W. Williams. Huntington. W. Va.,
exactly right," says Mr. A. A. Felton, of testifies as follows:
“Thlala to
that I
I have agreed with you that it was
Harriaville, N. V. New Lite Pills relieve used Foley’s Kidney Remedy certify
for nervous
without the least discomfort. Beat rem- exhaustion and kidney trouble, and ain free better that you should decline the
edy for constipation, biliousness snd to say that F>lev’s Kidney Remedy will do all farmer's proposition. 1 feel it incummalaria. Me. at E. G, Moork’h drug store. that you claim for it.”—O. A. Pakchek.
bent on me to provide you with support or a husband, which is the same
ttrorrtMmmtr
thing. The only husband I have to
offer is myself. Will you marry me?"
A slight flush came to the girl's pale
“Had your offer been in a
cheek.
form usual to lovers 1 might have considered it As it is, 1 cannot."
Dr. Deane sat looking out of a window thinking, and when he looked up
the girl was gone.
That evening be sat before the
carved desk.
He had been told by
Miss Miller that her father and her
mother's brother, Enoch Gordon, had
died within a few days of each other;
that the day before her uncle's death
he bad sent for her and told her that
he had made a will in her favor revoking a former one bequeathing his property to his sister, from whom he wished the act concealed till after his
death. The new will was in the carved
It was not there unless in a
desk.
secret drawer.
Deane sat looking at the desk for an
hour. Then something suddenly popped into his mind. These secret drawers In old desks were often made of
steel. He went out, bought a pocket
compass and, returning, began to pass
It over the desk, in a certain place In
the carving he noticed that the needle
was deflected.
Taking up a pointed
instrument, he prodded the carving
about tills [dace. Suddenly out sprang
It contained but one
a steel drawer.
Ueune reail it eagerly
paper, a will.
It recited that sluce tile testator’s be■l s5 nMW WM «(.ir.|i II
loved sister was getting old and would
DR r
not need ills property long he willed it
to ills niece, Florence Miller, with the
injunction that she was to provide
for the said sister's maintenance.
Deane hurried away to the hospital.
I1
"My proposition of matrimony," he
G WINKED
said, “was unnecessary. All such offers
PURE F()l)|) UWJ yssfWl I
>* 1
In your case are unnecessary. You are
Tto tluquot Civil
your uncle’s heir.” He handed her the
HA-as
1
Nlll.IV
will.
^
Miss Miller took it and ran her eye
On her face was one of those
over it.
•miles which betoken the receipt of

3

Patents have been granted to Maine inventors as follows: il. P. Hews, Jacluon,
potato-digger; W. W. Sprague, Monmouth, cow-milking machine.
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Makes Bread that Combines«
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Sthf iSllstumtl) American.
A LOCAL AND POLITICAL

JOURNAL

PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

MAINS.

ELLSWORTH.
BY TH*

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titos, Associate Editor.

Subscription Price—$2 00

a

year; $100 for six

cents for thr**e months; if raid
strictly in advance, $1 .V\ 75 and 38 cents
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STATE

REPUBLICAN
The gory of the republican State
convention held at Bangor yesterday
ia briefly told in our news columns.
It was an epoch-making convention.

MADE

—

—

GOSSIP.

COUNTY

A

BUT

and

unbounded

enthusiasm

Maine, for the republican party, for prohibition, Hon. Bert M. Fernald, of Poland,
uoiniuated yesterday at Bangor by the
republicans of Maine as their candidate
was

governor to

September

voted

be

for

at

was

assist in completing the organization. From Hancock county the
For vice-preslfollowing were named:
dent. Judge Elmer P. Spofford. of Deer
Isle; for committee on resolutions. Hr. R.
L. Grindle, of Mt. Desert; for State coromitteemau, Col. H. E. Hamlin, of Ella-

The State committee as a committee on
resolutions reported that of the 1,324 delegates entitled to seats, 1,314 were present;
Aroostook was shy 1. Cumberland 7, Hancock 2, making a total of 1,314 present.

by acclamation

the motion of the opposing candidate, Hon. William T. Haines,
made

was

on

FOR

STATE AUDITOR.

!
Nominations for State auditor being
Waterville, the vote of the convention
Hancock county, entitled to eightv- being cast by Hon. Herbert M. Heath, of next in order, Charles P. Hatch, the presstate
the
st
republican
three delegates
Augusta, who had made the nominating ent incumbent, was named by C. S. Hitchsent
i born, of Augusta. L. S. Sanborn, of Port2,430 convention in Bangor yesterday,
Average for the year of 1907,
speech for Mr. Haines.
eighty-one.
The action of Mr. Haines, immediately land, was nominated by Mr. Vernon, of
WEDNESDAY, JULY 1, 1908.
New potatoes and green peas June 25, is following the magnificent speech of Mr. i Portland.
The voting consumed nearly an hour,
a most
dramatic
the record of Joseph McIntyre’s garden at Heath, brought about
Marlboro this year, and probably the recj and resulted in 1,233 votes for Hatch to

Tbis week’s edition of
American is 2,450 copies.

The

STATEMENT
of the condition ot the

UNION TRU8T COMPANY
Me.

■a

taken for the various

to

of

■

—
_

successor to the First National Bank o(
made to Bants Examiner

Ellsworth.
April mb,

IOOq.

LIABILITY KS.

BKOOFBCBS.
Demand Loans,
Real Estate Loans,
Loans and Discounts,
Overdrafts.
Bonds and Stocks owned,
Real Estate owned.
Furniture and Fixtures.
Cash on hand and on deposit,

$ «3,t$4-W

Capital Stock,
Iioo.ooom
Surplua and undivided proflu, K
Demand Depeetu,
stit'oTT

52.1UM7
674.71W.23
3,686.88
461,012.02
12.600.00
lo.noo.on
86,716.44

J™*

Sav.nnbepo.lu.

Demand Certlfleates ol
Bank Depoalta,

depose n,
li

w

'0*]a

$1,363,420.34

worth.

the

election.

The nomination
and

recess was

t delegations

for

the

carried.

A short

LOAD

!

for

Senator Deasy has withdrawn from
the contest for the presidency of the
State Senate.

FIGHT,

HATCH FOR STATE AUDITOR.

Amidst

No more resubmission for Maine reMr. Heath administered
the final biff
regretfully, perhaps,
but none the less effectively.

CONVEN-

RESUBMISSION TOO GREAT

It isn’t often that two governors are
nominated at one convention.

publicans.

GALLANT

chairman of

as

TION AT BANGOR.
HAINES

SMirtMimnitB.

convention. Seven
secretaries were named.
After Mr. Hinds had delivered his address, a masterful presentation of the political situation from a republican point of
view, the usual routine motions were made

FERNALD NOMINATED.

friends not only in the county, but also throughout the State.

IJohs

A. Titers, President.
L. M.

Herrs' V.Cnnu. Vice-Pres't. snd
Treasurer
Moo**, Assistant Ttv»sur«r.
DIRECTORS:

Kngt'ne Hale.

William F. Campbell,
I)r Fred A. Chandler.
Henry W.Cnshmm,
Alfred B. Crabtree,
Luetllu* A. Finery,
John R Graham,
Myer Gatlert.
Henry H. Gray.

Albert E. Mur,

W. A. Havre.
Frank L. n«NlKkms,
Barney B. Havey,
L. Klrte Holmes.
Arno W. King.
Ellas P. Lawrenee,
Eila-lii G. Merrill,

rs-Myr-h.'

John A. ppt»fj
Blot, M. Pike
Henry W. s4arWn>
HI
John 0.

me/ P.'ffl
Whttijpy.

__

REPUBLICAN XOMINE ES.
NATIONAL ELECTION, NOV. 3, 1908.
FOR

PRESIDENT,

William H. Taft,
OF

OHIO.

FOR GOVERNOR.

The Twitebell-Cbamplin Co., of Portland, has purchased a tract of land near
Hadley’s point, Salisbury Cove, for the
facpurpose of erecting a clam-canning
tory, work on which will begin at once.

FOR VICE-PRESIDENT,

James S.

Sherman,

OF NEW YORK.
STATE ELECTION, SEPT. 14, 1908.

SECURE FOUNDATION

200 for Sanborn.

county.

ord for the

The

Bucksport

j
j

4 0T

when Chairman Hinds

The Eastern Trust & Hanking Co. was organised uu tlmt secure foundation on which all genuine
financial strength is based.
It stands to-day as a veritable Stronghold for
money.
It is an institution which is carefully managed,
and renders the Best Hanking Service to its Depositors
and Clients.
Your account, subject to your check, is invited.

an-

j

from New York in a few days for
George
another try at the north pole.
Wardwell, of Bucksport, goes again as
will sail

chief

was

I for governor were in order.
A thrill of
expectancy ran through the vast audienc; there was a hush; the chair recog: nixed
Mayor Merrill, of Auburn, but
| before he could utter a word. Fernald
! enthusiasts marched to the front of the
stage with a banner, and waved it frantically to the accompaniment of shouts
and songs and the band in the rear of the

Roosevelt

built steamer

It

ncunced that nominations fora candidate

engineer.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.

hall.

STATE TICKET.
For Qo rernor,
BERT M. FERNALD, of Poland.
For State Auditor,
CHARLES P. HATCH, of Augusta.
For Representative tt> Congress,

(Third District)
EDWIN C. BURLEIGH, of AugusU.
V-

COUNTY TICKET.

For Senators,
WILLIAM A. WALKER, of Castine.
LUERE B. DEASY, of Eden.

special town meeting of Eden

At the

last

Bunker was elected first
selectman to fill the vacancy caused by
the death of Elihu T. Hamor. The vote
was
John E. Bunker, 349; Calvert G.

Friday, John

liamor,

E.

329.

Moose

sociable at North Lamoine. Two called at
the front door of A. B. Holt’s home one
last week,
finding
home, made their way across the pasture
into the woods.
but

night

no

one

BERT

at

situation, and

M.

resolved what had

been

a

convention, as convention* | attentive listener.
books looking to the protection of children
go, into a scene of enthusiasm, good feel- j Huch display of oratory has rarely been employed in our factories and shops, and we
and
our legislature the propriety of
ing
party unity seldom witnessed.
i seen, and will go into history as a politi- urge upon
a reduction of the hours of labor
rather tame

A familiar figure among the delegates at
the convention Tuesday afternoon was
For Sheriff,
Charles Blance, of Prospect Harbor, who
It was little wonder that after the graceFORREST O. SIL&BY, of Amherst.
enjoyed the distinction of attending as a ful withdrawal of Mr. Haines and the reFof Register of Probate,
delegate his fiftieth political convention
is not held by sponse of Mr. Fernald to tthe vociferous
a record that
TIMOTHY F. MAHONEY, of Ellsworth. Tuesday,
Mr. Blance is calls for him to mount the
many men in the State.
platform, the
For County Commissioner.
seventy-three years old and looks as utmost confusion followed, and the
party
several
more consee
would
he
though
MELVILLE L. ALLEN, of Mt. Desert.
ventions
before he finishes his long platform was read in the hearing of not
For County Attprney,
Commercial.
more than a score of delegates.
career.—Bangor
WILEY C. CONARY, of Bucksport.
The result of it all was in effect the
nomination of two candidates for govFor County Treasurer,
EASTERN MAINE VETERANS.
ernor—Fernald now; Haines four years
ROBERT B. HOLMES, of Ellsworth.
Annual Reunion at the Jacksonville hence. For with the <ssue within the
party of resubmission dead and neatly
Camp Ground.
FOB BKFRSSSKTATIVES.
The annual reunion and campfire of the buried—as it was by Mr. Heath himself—
From Eden,
Mr. Haines is the logical and inevitable
Eastern Maine Veteran association at
O. Raymond Joy, ot Eden.
Jacksonville last Wednesday was the most candidate in 1912.
From Brooklin,
And unless all signs fail, his most active
Castine, Brooksville.
largely attended of any in its history, in
Orland, Long Island, and Aurora.
opponents now will be his most enthusispite of the rain.
Herbert T. Siuby, ot Aurora.
The business meeting waa held at 1# astic supporters then.
From Bucksport, Penobscot, Dedham, Otis,
THE NIGHT BEFORE.
o’clock, called to order by the commander,
Mariaville, Amherst and Verona,
Irving Osgood, of Ellsworth. All the offi- j The usual ant-convention scenes were
James H. Jones, of Bucksport.
cers were present.
The election of officers enacted ou Monday
night, but the exciteFrom Sullivan, Winter Harbor, Sorrento, resulted as follows: Commander, Irving ment which usually prevails was to a
Franklin, Qouldsboro, Eastbrook, Wal- Osgood, Ellsworth; quartermaster, James large extent lacking. The reasonable certham and townshipe and plantations B. Neagle, Lubec; lieutenant commander, tainty of the outcome,
especially after the
John A. Lowe, Eastport; adjutant, M. S. withdrawal of Col. Booth by, left little
7, 8, 9,10, 21, 33,
opEdward E. Braodon, of Sullivan.
executive
committee, portunity for fireworks of any sort.
Smith, Ellsworth;
1
James
E.
A.
M.
Parke, Harrington;
From Cranberry Isles, Tremont, Mount
Long- Friends of both candidates labored hard
Desert and Swan’s Island,
fellow, Machias; William E. Leighton, ! with the nominally uninstructed, but it
Pembroke.
is safe to say that few of the uninstructed
Oliver Bowley, of Swan’s Island.
The campfire was lighted at 2 o’clock. had any doubt as to how they were to
From Bluehill, Surry, Hancock, Lamoxne
vote.
The following program was rendered:
and Trenton.
The spacious Bangor house was the
Frank P. Merrill, of Bluehill.
Music.Macabee band. Milltown

Death of Grover Cleveland.
Grover
Cleveland, the twenty
second President of the United States,
the only democrat elected since the
Civil war, and, ap to the time of his
death, the only living ex-President,
died at his home in Princeton, N. J.,
last Wednesday. His death, though
not entirely unexpected, nevertheless
came suddenly.
Mr. Cleveland was
seventy-one years o'.d. He leaves a
widow, three daughters and a son.
President Roosevelt issued the fol-

lowing proclamation:
To the People of ths United States:
Grover Cleveland, President of the United
States from 1885 to 1889 and again 1893 to 189?,'
died at his home in Princeton. N. J., this
morning. In his death the nation has
been deprived
of one
of
its
greatest
citizens.
By profession a lawyer, his
chief services to his country were rendered during a long, varied and honorable
career in public life.
As mayor of his city, as
governor of his state and twice as President,
he showed signal power as an administrator,
coupled with entire devotion to the country’s
good and a courage that quailed before no
hostility when he was convinced where his
duty lay. Since his retirement from the
presidency he has continued well and faithfully to serve his countrymen by the simplicity, dignity and uprightness of his private life.
In testimony of the respect in which his
memory is held by the government and people
of the United States, I do hereby direct that
the flags on the White House and the several
departmental buildings be displayed at half
staff for a period of thirty days; and that
suitable military and naval honors, under the
orders of the secretaries of war and of the
navy, be rendered on the day of the funeral.

Mr. Sherman will not resign his seat
in Congress as a result of his nomination for the vioe presidency on the

republican ticket, and whether or not
he will resign as chairman of the republican congressional committee
will depend somewhat upon the state
of his health as well as upon the opinion of the ohairmsn of the national

Address.Commander Osgood
Prayer.Rev H R Sisson, Machias
Singing.Male quartette, Milltown
Speech.8 Milton Beckwith, Ellsworth

Reading—Betsy's Flag."
Miss Ethel Rollins, Milltown
Remarks,

Dept Com Woodbury Dana. Westbrook
Remarks.. .Past Com H O Perry, Fort Fairfield
Singing.Ivan Tuell, Milltown
Remarks,
Dept Chaplain J W Webfeter, Newport
Reading.Miss Nellie McArthur, Milltown
Singing.Ivan Tuell, accompanied by hand
Remarks.James E Parke, Harrington
Reading.Mrs Belyea, East Machias
Singing—America
Benediction.Rev Mr Belyea, East Machias

The republican class convention for the

business of the convention.
Both candidates had headquarters at the
Bangor house, and both received their
friends with characteristic courtesy and
cordiality. There was no end of visiting
back and forth, and all the rivalry wa*
conducted in the utmost good nature.
Many men prominent in public life were
present, the most distinguished being
the actual

Senator

Eugene Hale,

whose

rooms

were

thronged throughout the afternoon and
far into the evening with friends from

Surry,

service in

Congress is

so

freely recognized

throughout the country.

Trenton,
Ex-Governor Kobie was a conspicuous
Lamoine and Hancock was held Monday
figure; Hon. Asher C. Hinds, of Portland,
afternoon at the American house.
The
the peerless parliamentarian, who was to
meeting was called to order by Judge E.
preside on the morrow, Col. F. E. Booth by.
E. Chase, of Bluehill. Rodney S. Osgood,
whilholm candidate for governor, Solon
of Bluehill, was selected chairman, and F.
Chase, owner of ••them steers”; ex-Judge
L. Hodgkins, of Lamoine, clerk. Frank
Enoch Foster, of Portland, Col. Frederick
P. Merrill, of Bluehill, was nominated for
Hale, of Portland, Assistant-Attorneyrepresentative to the legislature, the secre- General Warren C. Phil
brook, of Watertary being instructed to cast one ballot for ville, who
to succeed the Hon. H.
towns

Bluehill,

headquarters of the convention, although
by no means able to take care of all the
delegates, their friends and the swarms
who came to participate in the fun if not

every section of the State, who called to
pay their respects to him whose invaluable

Class Convention.
of

the convention.

delegates,

in

a

Mr.

brief

The following
chosen:
O. W.

Merrill thanked the

speech.

class

committee

was

expects
E. Hamlin as attorney-general; State
Treasurer Gilmore, of Bucksport, and
scores

of

!
> cal

|

J

i

Trenton.

There

INDIAN

was

music
was

galore—good

music,

she has

returned

to New

the residence of the Rev. Howard
French.
The happy couple left on the
afternoonboat for a week’s visit in Boston, after which they will return here.
at

,

Entrance to the
by ticket, and none but dele- ;
invited
and
members of the I
gates,
guests
press were admitted. These filled the
great stage and the floor, and when Chairman Carter rapped for order at 2.06 every
seat was filled, and hundreds crowded the
aisles.

Secretary Byron Boyd read the call.
Bev. T. W. bessenden, of Bangor, offered
prayer. Then Mr. Hinds was introduced

Bailable for finest paper pulp.
am I offered for poplar, spruce
car lots, delivered at
Franklin Road station, Maine? M. C. acstih, Egypt, Me.
—

Wbat

If

hoot*

on

Franklin street. 9

and batk, large stable, fine
HOUSE—My
meat oellars under house and stable, house in
rooms

ce-

fine repair; pries low, terms reasonable. Address Gnome a H. Onarrr, Ellsworth, Me.
shares of stock of the Buck's Harbor
per share.

Granite Co. Par value, 125
FOUR
Gao. H. (iaasrr, Ellsworth, Me.

Special Nott era.
EXAMINATIOnT^*^

TEACHERS*
Is hereby given that an examinetlon
for teachers will be given at EllsI
worth. Me.. July B, 1908. The examination
will be glvea at the School Street School,
and is for the benefit of those persons* who
may wish to apply for such vacancies as may
occur in tne Ellsworth -schools during the
J. A. Scorr.
ensuing school year.
Ho pi. Schools, Ellsworth.

>TOTICE

During July and August

THE

j

the Bangor band, the

was

"lifOOD

and fir. by the oord In

j

and

floor

LUMBEE—A

SEALED

Tuesday morning broke bright and lair
hot.
Delegates who couldn't get I
there the night before began to arrive
early, and they kept it up all the forenoon.
The hour set for the opening of the congueats.
vention was 2 o’clock, but long before that
Thomas Walls, who was called here by hour the crowds
began to drift auditorithe death of his mother, Mrs. William um-ward. The
galleries were free, and at
Walls, has returned to Elgin, 111. His the opening of the convention were
two sisters, who came with him, will recrowded to suffocation.
Mrs. J. S. Ellis and son, A. Y. H. Ellis,
New York, arrived June 27, at Green
island, their summer home. Mrs. and
Miss Houstan, of California, are their
of

limited quantity of lumber—
Joist, planed spruce and pine boards,
etc., at reasonable prices.
M. C. Attn*,
Cuniculocus Park Mills, Egypt. Me.

Keith’s Theatre, Boston.
it has been the
Ellsworth. Me., July 1,1908.
custom at Keith’s (or several seasons to
TAX COMMISSION.
have some special attraction as a permaCommissioners appointed by the Govnent feature. For eight years it was The
ernor to investigate the present system
Fadettes. In their place this year will be of taxation and to make recommendations to
the
next legislature will give a public hearing
the Romany opera company, one of the at
the Hancock county Court House. Ellsfinest vocal aggregations in vaudeville.
worth, Maine, Tuesday, July 7. 1908. at 1:45
to consider the present svstem of raisas.,
For this engagement its membership
?».ng revenue In the State
and atiy suggestions
baa been doubled, so that it is now made that
equal, just
may be oflerred for a more and
a
betand equitable system of taxation,
up of twenty-five people.
Among the ter and
more complete system of assessment
principals will be Florence Quinn, Mary and collection.
tax- payer in Maine is invited to send
and to everybody.
Obey, Alicia Desmond, Leila Bertoni, atEvery
any and ail times helpful suggestiosto
Mom hill N Drew.
The reading and adoption of the plat- Flora Tileri, Alexander Bevan, Kttore the commission.
Chairman.
form followed, and the convention was Campana. George
Natbanpen, Walter
over.
Buchanan, Marcello Resemini and Giorgi
9TATE ROAD WORK.
THE PLATFORM.
Sootti.
GRADING DRAINING-MACADAMIZING
We enthusiastically endorse the adminisIt is not the purpose to present conNotice to Contractors.
tration of President Roosevelt and his stren- densed versions of well-known
operas, but
proposals for building a section of
uous efforts for the betterment of conditions,
State road about 2.00U feet in length m
rather the gems, the program running
the City of Ellaworth will be received by
the elimination of abuses, and the control of
about three-quarters of an hour. The Frank F.
Simonton, Mayor, until 2 p. m July
such corporate methods as, uurestraiued. aie
will open next Monday in selec- 25. 1908, at which time and place they will be
dangerous to the welfare and liberties of the company
opened and read.
tions from Gounod’s “Faust,” with Mias publicly
Plans may be seen, specifications, forms of
people.
be obIn like manner we record our approval of Obey as “Marguerite” in the afternoon, contract aud proposal blanks may
tained at the office of the Mayor, and no prothe business-like aud courageous adminis- and Miss Quinn in the evening.
posal will be considered unless made on said
tration of Governor Cobb, who has been true
The surrounding bill will include the proposal blanks.
Each bidder must accompany his bid witn
to every p'edge made by him.
Waldhorn quartette and Gustav F. Heim, a certified check
payable to the City TreasWe reaffirm and declare our adherence to
soloist, with a novel instrumental urer of Ellsworth, tor 10 per cent, of the
trumpet
the principles of the republican party as
amount of >ls bid.
| set forth in its uatioual
program; Bowers, Walters and Crooker,
The successful bidder will be required to
platform.
>
“The Three Rubes,” in a droll acrobatic furnish a bond in the penal sum of at least
We highly commend our senators and repthe amount of the contract.
resentatives in Congress and fully appreciate turn; James F. Dolan and Ida Lenharr, in
The right is reserved to reject any and all
Fbanb F. Simonton, Mayor.
j! their high standing and influence in uatioual one of their travesties; the Five Piroe- bids.
H. C. Jobdan.
legislation, aud extend to them our hearty cotHs, jugglers; C'oaklev and McBride, in
Ira B. Hagan, Jb
I approval.
0. B. Estby.
songs and dances; the Arlington comedy
Aldermen.
i The ultimate responsibility for the enact- four, vocalists and dancers; Herman Adler
ment and the enforcement of all law is vested
NOTICE.
and company, in a sketch; DeChunt and
in the State. Counties aud towns with their
proprietors of Mount Desert Bridge
his acrobatic dogs; Seymour and
tne
Nestor,
officers exist only by legislative authority. It
Corporation are hereby notified that
annual meeting of said corporation will oe
character
and
new
songs,
is the right and duty of the State to provide
kinetograph
on tne
Cheer upon cheer followed and pandereigned. Mr. Heath cast the ballot of the convention, saying as he
did so:
**I do this not because the law
compels me to, but because a loyal Kennecbec heart goes with it.”
Cheers followed first for Haines, then
for Heath, and then not only cheers but
also vociferous calls for the candidate.
Being escorted to the platform. Mr. Fernald, with great emotion, briefly expressed
his thanks to his friends, to Mr. Haines
monium

CONVENTION DAT.

employment.

»

Maso.v, Ella-

Caarraaa. Ellsworth.

of the
and minors of our State.
We pledge to the nominees of our party, in
State and Nation, a cordial and loyal support
at the polls.
women

tion.

regiment band and brigade band,
Capt. L. R. Walls arrived Saturday from of
Lewiston, and the Waterville baud,
Bangor, where his vessel is being loaded. and
day and night they played and
Miss Hilda Nordquirt, who has been
played, and seemed to tire nobody, not
spending her vacation here with Mrs. even themselves.

York, where

cuts about

OUSE- My house on Elm street. Ellaworth; also a farm of 40 acres, with buildings la Bast Surry. Prices low. Hahsy L.

considering
from sixty to fifty-eight per week for women
and minors in factories and shops, believing
as we do in the uplifting and advancement

[

second

Charles Ahlbiad, has

It didn’t nominate Hainesblazed the way for hia nomiIt set forth the principles
and announced anew the policies of the
republican party of Maine; it pronounced
the death sentence of republican resubmission, and sounded the keynote of re-

publican victory.
j A man is a bore when he talks so much
Then came the dramatic climax of the
hisaelf that you can’t talk about
; convention. Scarcely had the audience about
j recovered its breath, all but taken away yourself.—Jo»h Billing*.
The sergeant (in the diacharge of hia
I
b> the words of the brilliant Heath, when
the chairman, immediately
after the duty)—What s yer name? Prisoner-AlThe sergeant—I
j speech of E. N. Merrill, of Skowhegan, exandrovitchowskiez.
axed yer name—1 don’t give a domb what
seconding Mr. Fernald’a nomination, announced that Mr. Haines had asked per- yer cable addresa is.
love
mission to address the convention.
Of
Friendship means
discipline;
means sacrifice; riches means responsibilcourse it was granted.
A hash of expectancy followed* Mr. ity; power means service. Not one of
Haines appeared and briefly addressed the thesdthings will bring unmitigated hapconvention. Recognizing the inevitable piness. Everyone of them has its attendin a most graceful manner, he asked that ing sharp thorns and to hope to get the
rose without the thorns is to be grievously
no ballot be taken, but that the nomination of Mr. Fernald be made by acclama- mistaken.

others—judges, registers, clerks

There

too.

POINT.

classic.

now, but it
nation later

GRASS
Field
of Fano L.

STANDINGInquire

tons.
worth. Me.

j

Foss, Hancock; F. L.
postmasters, those who are and those w ho !
Hodgkins, Lamoine; F. B. Snow, Bluehill; hope to be
public servants. The woods
George Sperry, Surry; Lyman Hopkins, were full of them.

committee. No definite conclusions, main with their father at
present.
therefore, will be reached until after
June 29._
H.
the conference in Washington on July
BUCKSPORT.
8, at which time the national chairThe marriage of Miss Helen M. Marks,
manship is expected to be settled.
of Bucksport, and Francis Howe Webster,
of Orlanid, took place Monday at Hampden
The re-election of Col. H. E. Hamlin
of Ellsworth as a member from Hancock county of the State committee is
a source of great satisfaction to his

Capital, #175,000.00.
Surplus and Profits (earned), #410,151.02.
Deposits, over #3,342,000.00.

SEVERAL

FERNALD,
Republican Nominee for Governor.
HON.

came

Watervilie, w ho was scheduled to make a
have acquired education sufficient to
Jot Sate.
speech, a nominating speech for Haines. they
enable them to assume intelligently the
That was what was expected. What he
desirable
homes and farms in
duties and responsibilities of American citiFranklin at good trades; also stock ins
actually did was vastly more than was ex- zenship. and to this end we favor the strict
in Colorado
mining
promislix
pected. He delivered an oration of the and impartial enforcement of the school owned and managed byproperty
reliable, well-known
business men.
write for particular* and
most masterful sort.
He spoke fort}* laws and the child labor laws.
W. E. Baaopow, R. E. Agent.
terms.
minutes. Not a word escaped the least
We approve of the legislation on onr statute

getting very familiar and

are

MAINE.

BANGOR,

Mr. Merritt’s speech. It
lasted thirty minutes. It was able, dignified, forceful. The nomination was seconded by Beecher Putnam, of Aroostook,
and Judge Whitman, of Oxford,
Theu caiue Heath—Herbert M., of
i
Then

THE

for and require the enforcement of its laws.
We demand of all officers a faithful, fearless
and energetic performance of their duties,
aud we call upon all good citizens, irrespective of party, to join with us in supporting for
election and appointment to office such candidates as can be relied upon in this particular.
We favor a constitutional amendment empowering the governor, upon notice and hearing. to remove any executive officer, who persistently fails to perform his legal duties,
aud to till the \acancy from the same political
party to which said executive officer belonged.
We believe in prohibition, and demand the
faithful and impartial enforcement of the
prohibitory law. aud are opposed to resubmission or any measure tending to the repeal
of the law* which has done so much to promote the moral and material welfare of the
people of this State.
We approve and stand for the extension of
the good roads movement, the protection and
preservation of the common and hatural right
of all citizens in our forests, water supplies
and other natural resources of the State.
We believe in such changes in our system
of taxation as will, so far as possible, equalize public burdens and do exact justice to all,
and that the State may properly assume a
greater share of thoee expenditures which
benefit the State aa a whole; and to this end a
non-partizan tax commission has been created
that has this subject under consideration, and
is to report to the next legislature.
We reiterate our belief that children should
be compelled to attend school during the
years required by law and until such time as

pictures.

\

ok Ohio, citt ok Toledo,
Lucas county.
\88'
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he ia
senior partner of the tirm of F. J. Cheney A
Co., doing business in the City of Toledo,
County and State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that
cannot be cared by the use of Hall’s Catarrh
Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subacribed in my
presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A*
Notary Public.
Hall’a Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials
free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

State

__

w*v2JrBA8P&

BHantrt.
around 50 to look after our business
in this county.
We offer permanent
ng position. C. R. Buna A Co.. Nurserymen, Manchester, Conn.

MAN

ftdj) CSantcU.

HOUSEKEBlQilMif'eieen'Teniiny^'lUte?.
encee jtren end required.
Ce.eLue H. Pee,Lv Sulilenn. Me.

Audi.

to

SMerttKincnu.
LATEST THING
Your name or town tinselled on 5 handsome
embossed post cards for io cents. Write
ROSS CHARLES,
bt3 Shawmut Ave., Boston, Mass.

[

held at its toll bouse in Trentou,
second Monday off July next at 2 o’clock p. m*.
for the following purposes, vis.:
First. To choose officers for said corporation for the ensuing year.
an
Second. To eee what action shall be taken
to repair the bridge.
Third. To transact such other business a*
may legally come before said meeting.
E. M. Hamob, Clerk.
West Eden, Me., June
22.1908.___
NOTICE TO TAX-PATERS.
board of assessors will be in

session

the second Saturday off each month for
THE
off
business that

tne
iu»

purpose
transacting any
come before them relating to the assessment
of taxes.
S. P. Stockbbioob, Chairman.
Ellsworth. June 17.1908.
THE NULLIFICATION OF THE SUNBAV
STATUTE OF THE STATE OF MAINEwas bunting and shooting asusua
on Sunday in Cuniculous Park, Oct.o,
1907. The State of Maine must indemnify»*
In the sum off $3,000 and $7.0P0,
thousand dollars) for nullification of Sunday
"close time" law. A like amount IUU®t.c,i
to
paid to me for each and every violation of tea
Decalogue by the State of Maine and the
Arne
of
eral government off the United State
Catsasim F»s« Austin^

THERE

lea._Mabt

TAKE NOTICE.
clow
besides Maine laws for
*1.000 to M.000 or thirteen
prlaon; Sundai/i. *3.<m ™
•7,000 or flftMn month*' imprisonment-.
eneb and «,«rj cue of treapu* in Cunlcum
cue park from this date.
Mary C. Pbbt* Austin.

penalty
time i. from
THE
month, in ante

Aug. 21,1907._

_

SPECIAL NOTICE.
not trespass in Onnlculocus
t
demand protection to life and PW® i
from the county off Hancock, the State
America
of
and
the
United
States
Maine,
Mary C. Fbbtz Austin-

DO

j
!

river bridge

OF JULY.
CELEBRATION.

FKOlT

WASHINGTON
IAIN
’—TWO BANDS AND A
DRUB CORPS.
Fourth
gram for Ellsworth’*
is
•ation is announced. There
that there will be a big
sworth. Two bands and a

ion

these

ill help to keep things hum-

ITH

have

granted

COMMITTEES.

Following

in

the

following

worth Falls Band.
Machias Band.
bal and Mounted Police.
,-or and Aldermen.
[ounted Parade,
arnival Display.
Fife and Drum Corps,
lank Knights of Pythias,
irth Fire Department.
:ade. Prizes, 912—«S—95.
ball, Wyman park, Lake
Sixty per cent gate
rry.
finer, forty per cent, to loser,
.r sports oti State and Water
ii

[

—

prize, f5; second

First

race-First prize, $2; second

first

|2; second prize, fl.
prize, f2; second prize,

■ace

from

■at prize,

on

foot of the dam
Prizes:
river bridge.

ond, 98; third, f5.
r hour.

Afternoon.

i

1.00. Band concert in front of Hancock
II.
I.30. Knights of Pythias, uniform rank,
mpetitive drill. Main street. First
ize, $50; second, $30; third, fJO.
2.00. Fire scene-Ellsworth fire depart
Cow boy riding

a

race,

Union

the

County Xow$,X»ee other page»

MOUNT DESERT.

bucking bronco,

Fuller Foster and |Charlie Higgins, of
Bar Harbor, spent last,(week camping at

ain street.

2JO. Row boat
rires, $H and fl.

on

COUNTY NEWS.

For Additional

ent.

2.15.

the committees

General committee-B. T. Bowie, chairman; L. M. rfoore, treasurer; J. O. Whitney, assistant treasurer; C. II. Leland, W.
H. Dresser.
Carnival display-Fred E. Cooke, Charles
Peters, H. B. Estey. Judges—C. J. Treworgy, J. A. Cunningham, F. H. Gould.
Trades parade -C. R. Foster, H. E.
Davis, M. M. Moore, A. H. Joy, H. W.
Morang, W. H. Titus. Judges-Charles H.
Haynes, H. M. Hall, J. A. McGown.
Cniform rank drill
parade-J. W.
Nealley, A. L. Friend, W. E. Whiting.
Judges—J. F. Whitcomb, A. R. Devereux,
William Small.
Minor sports-Rev. P. A. A. Killam,
George B. Stuart, A. F. Stockbridge, Rev.
J. D. Prigmore, R. M. Campbell, Robert B.
Holmes.
Dance—L. M. Moore, F. C. Burrill, H. L.
Crabtree, A. L. Friend.
Mounted parade—H.
W. {’Cushman,
Fred Smith. H. M. Hall,I A. R. Devereux.
Boat and canoe race—B. B. Walker, W.
P. Bonsey, J. A. Stuart, W. A. Bonsey, A.
L. Friend. Judges-F. S. Lord, W. H.
Dresser, E. M. Moore.
Decoration—C. L. Morang, M. Gallert,
Henry Whiting, B. B.f Whitcomb, B. S.
Jettison. Judges—L. A. Emery, A. W.
King, J. A. Peters.
Illuminations-J. A. Leonard, L. H.
Cushman, A. M. Moor.
Baseball—G. A. Lawrence, A. L. Friend,
Charles P. Halpin.
Fireworks—E. G. Moore, F. W. Rollins,
E. E. Brady, W. W. Morrison.

tgram for the day follows:
Forenoon.
concert in postofflre square.

parade

are

celebration:

rrt.h PROGRAM,

i

departments.

Church societies and other organizations
which contemplate serving meals on the
Fourth are requested to notify the general
committee as soon as possible, and the
fact will be properly
advertised. There
will be big hungry crowds here, and an
opportunity presents itself for societies
and individuals to add to their funds.

reduced rates,
train will crtme from Maorth. This train will leave
Ellsworth
a. m. and reach
h. The railroad will issue a
of departure and reig time
st each station. The roundMachias and Whitneyvilte
ohia Kails and Harrington,
field, 90 cents; Unionville,
tnklin, 46 cents. The Mall accompany this train,
s

from the banks shove the

The minor sports sre free for all, and entries should be made early, sending word
to the chairman of the committee, Rev. P.
A. A. Kitiam. There will be no second prize
in any contest aw arded unless there are at
least three entries. Look in the window
of Robinson's Jewelry store for prize exhibit.
The committees on carnival and trades’
parade will see that all decorated teams or
displays will be given a place in the parade. Good prizes are offered, and it la
hoped there will be a good display in both

ells-

for

OOBAM
'H

or

river,

Long pond.
Mrs. L. M. Colwell, of Columbus, Ohio,
is visiting ber parents, T. 8. Somes and
wife.

Canoe race, Union river. Prizes,
*
fl.
Baseball, Stonington vs Ellsworth, | H. M
Crist and>rife,|of Boston, are at
fyman park. (80 per cent, gate receipts
the Leveitt cottage.
winner; 40 per cent, to loaer.)
Charles and Ljrman Somes, who are em130. Minor sports on Main and Water
ployed in Use Waltham watch factory, are
Bicycle race, lor boys under fifteen spending their vacation in town.
san-First prize, f2; second prize, fl.
The Mt. Desert Supply Co. is through
J.00.

and

of Franklin
id Main streets, through Franklin to
ine, Pine to High, High to Main and
own Main street to starting point,
he start will

be at the

were

bridge.

work

corner

for the

summer.

Miss Lucretia Richardson, who has been
Northeast Harbor the past few weeks,
ia home. Her tittle|nephew, Qalen Small-

at

bicycle

race, for

boys—One prize,

idge, accompaniedlher.
Arthur Bunker is employed

_
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Is Your
Hair Sick?

That’s
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Misses Mildred and Louise Seeds came
home Friday night after teaching successful terms of school in Dedham.
A union Sunday school has been
organised at grange hall. Mrs. Lettie Guptill is

important business,” sighed

Katherine.
“Well, off to bed with you now, my
Carrington a young man of twenty.
rhild,“ ordered the stern guardian,
But at the beginning of the present “and may some good fairy tell
you how
chapter, after having been “finished ] to know the real priuce when he
ofT'* si;, a very proper boarding school, comes.”
Katherine had just returned from a
A week later to a night Carrington
winter in Europe N with Carrington’s again sat listening to Dunton’s fill!
married sister.
magnetic voice as, with seductive ease,
And Carrington as he sat in the twi- it glided through one love sing after
on
the
another
light
to Katherine’s sympathetic acluxuriously appointed

porch

of his out of town house

was ex-

|x»ctn fitly awaiting a promised after
dinner talk with her.
In accordance with a long and care
fully formulated plan lie felt that the
time had now come for him to take
Katherine seriously in hand and to
prepare her for the prominent part she
was sure to play in a world of admiring hut. alas, inconstant men.
Katherine, radiant in a fluffy glory
of some soft, delicate stuff beyond
man’s comprehension, at length tripped
out through the casement door and
perched herself affectionately on the
ann of her guardian's easy chair.
He
took her little white hand in Ids and
it
as
he
would
a
child's.
patted
gently
“1 suppose you haven't begun tc
think about marriage yet. little girl?”
he asked by way of tactful beginning.
“Begun to think about it?” echoed
Katherine. “Why. I’ve always thought
about it—always and always.”
Carrington looked up in amazement.
“H’m." he mused. “I haven’t begun
a moment too soon, it seems.”
Then
aloud he added: “So you’ve always
about
dear?
thought
marriage, my
Well, well! And what have you thought
about it?”
Katherine threw her arms about his
neck and gave him au energetic hug.
Then she placed a cushion at his feet
and settled herself comfortably.
“I’ll tell you,” she began confidentially. “I’ve always adored fairy stories
and of course there’s a glorious young
prince in every fairy story, you know
Well. It was always fun when 1 was a
little girl to imagine myself the beautiful princess whom the prince was
looking for—and now I’m grown up
guardy, dear, it’s just as much fun,’
she finished naively.

Carrington laughed
was greatly relieved.
"Imaginary princes

heartily.

He

are
all very
harmless and proper, little Kit,” he
commented Indulgently, “but pretty
soon you'll begin to think about real
everyday men."
"Pretty soon?" she queried teaslngly
“Dear me!” exclaimed Carrington,
with uu unconcern be was far from.
“You've not thought about'
feeling.
real men already?"
"You'd call Harvey Dunton a real
man, wouldn’t you?" Katherine asked

looking at biiu roguishly.
Carrington's Jesting mood passed

in

a

companiment.
Suddenly there
singing—a long

came

a

school meets at 3 p.

They

wear

many

the

Come in and have

Ping-Pongs

some

of

taken

as

day.

m.

25 for 25 cents.

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
Schools in this part of the town closed

Friday.

Also other sizes

Mrs. Haskell and Miss Bates, teachers in
7, gave a picnic at Oak Hill

numbers 5 and

Friday afternoon, which was attended by
pupils of both schools.
L. B. Coombs is keeping the postoffice

pause in the

the

in

the old Chatto house.

Miss Malvina S. Haskell, who

Holtz &

Stanwood,

PHOTOGRAPHERS,
has-been
Miss Kate MAIN* ST.,
ELLSWORTH, HE.

attending school in Boston, and
W. Haskell, who has been at school in
Lynn, Mass., are at home for the summer.
Willie C. Bates has gone to work
railroad near Bangor.

on

the

Commonwealth Hotel
Opposite State House,
BOSTON,* MASSACHUSETTS.

Chase Robertson, Lew Billings and
Luther Bates have gone to Stonington to
work.

Capt Orvis M. Gray and Willard Robertson, cook, of schooner Annie P. Lewis,
were at home Thursday.
Their vessel is
loading at Stonington.
June 29.

C.

_MARINE

LIST.

Kllaworth Port.
Ar June 28, schs Lulu W Eppes, East Machias: Catherine, Sullivan
Ar June 90, sch Fred Emerson. Bangor
Sid June 25, sch Henrietta A Whitney, Sullivan
Hancock County Porta.
West Sullivan—Ar June 24, sch Georgietta
Ar June 28, sch Henrietta A Whitney, Ellsworth

BORN.

disguises,

BERINO—At Stonington. Jane 21, to Mr and
Mrs GuisiDpi Berino, a son.
BOWDEN—At Brooksville, June 14, to Mr and
Mrs Everett Bowden, a son.
MAONO—At Stonington, June 25, to Mr and
Mrs Erminio Magno, a son.
OWENS—At Bluehill, Jane 26, to Mr and Mrs
William H Owens, a son.
PLUNKETT—At Stonington, June 21, to Mr
and Mrs James Paul Plunkett, a son.
WESCOTT—At Brooksville, June 8, to Mr and
Mrs Lester C Wescott, a daughter. [Thelma

you
has to

know, and the lady’s protector
be on the alert.”
Dunton turned ashy white.
“I trust that she may And her—real
prince,” he answered scornfully and
walked angrily from the room.
When the sound of his footsteps had
died away Katherine flung both her
warm white arms around Carrington’s
neck.
Her eyes were full of shining
tears, but her lips were smiling.
“Guardy.” she said softly. “I have
found my prince!”
“Katherine, you don’t mean”— begun

Offers rooms with hot and cold water for
per day and up; rooms with private
bath for {1.60 per day and up; suites of two
rooms and bath for {3.00 per
day and up.
Weekly rates on rooms with hot and cold
water and ahower baths, *6.00 to |B.00;
rooms with private
baths, {9.00 to {12.00;
suites of two rooms and bath, {15 to $22.
il.00

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Stone Floors, nothing wood bat the doors.

Equipped

its own Sanitary Vaccleaning plant.
Long distance telephone in every room.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.
with

uum

Send for booklet.
8TORER F. CRAFTS, Manager.

Beulah.]

MARRIED.
BLACK-VANADESTINE-At Dedham, June
24, by Rev H L Griffin, Miss Lena B Black,
of Dedham, to Albert E Vanadestine, of
South Brewer.
EATON—DAVIS—At Northeast Harbor, June
22, by Rev Stephen H Green, of Bar Harbor,
Miss Jennie F Eaton, of Lamoine, to Elmer
Davis, of Northeast Harbor.
GRINDLE—SAUNDER8—At Surry. June 27,
by Rev W H Dunham, Miss Sadie A Grindle
to Shirley O Saunders, both of Surry.
GROVE—GRANT—At Dorchester, Mass, June
27, Miss Elizabeth Anna Grove, of Dorchester to George Irving Grant, formerly of Ellsworth.
HEATH—CLAY—At Bucksport, June 25. by
Rev William Forsyth. Miss Frances B Heath,
of Bucksport, to Davis B Clay, of Verona.
MARKS-WEBSTER—At Hampden. June 29,
by Rev Howard D French, Miss Helen M
Marks, of Bucksport, to Francis H Webster,
of Orland.
MESICK-WOODWARD-At Little Falls. N j
Y, June 24, Miss Blanche I Mesick, of Little
Falls, to Joseph H Woodward, formerly of
Ellsworth.
REDMAN—SPOFFORD—At Stonington. June
25, by Rev C W Iiobiuson, Miss Fronie Edna
Redman to Arthur Ellwood Spofford, both
of Stonington.
TIBBETTS-BROWN-At Portland, June 21,
by Rev Ernest A Pressey, Miss Edna Cobb
Tihbetts. of Rockland, to Alexander Beston
Brown, of Stonington.

Carrington joyfully.
"Yes—Jack—I do.”
"And so.” said Jack lovingly, after
he had kissed her until she protested,
“this is the end of the fairy story?”
“Oh, no!” laughed Katherine softly.
“They lived iiappily ever after, you
know.”
Exercise or Die.
and woman must do some
muscular work or take equivalent exercise, else they will die long liefore
their natural time. And if one’s voca
tion involves the use of only one set of
muscles work must be found for the
other muscles, else the individual be
comes
disproportionate In form and
eventually a prey to disease.
A liodcarrier. who is required to use
nearly aH his muscles, exerting himself close to the limit of his strength
for many hours daily, never gives any
thought to artificial exercise, for lie
Hut the profeshas no need of any.
sional man. the clerk, the typist and
the saleswoman—all these find little
real use for the muscles in their daily

Every

us on

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

superintendent, George Cunningham, as- of those
sistant superintendent, Mrs. Agnes Cuna souvenir of the
ningham, secretary and treasurer. The

pause.
Carrington
waited for the sound of talking, hut
the silence was unbroken.
Without stopping to weigh the justice of motive or consequences, he
jumped up determinedly and made a
dramatic entree into the music room.
Dunton, startled, straightened himself stiffly. He had been leaning over
Katherine, looking into her eyes with
passionate pleading.
“This business must stop right here,”
commanded Carrington, looking Dunton squarely in the eye.
“I do not understand you. Mr. Barrington,” replied Dunton haughtily.
“If you have been eavesdropping you
could have heard nothing, for nothing
has l>een said.”
“No; that's just the trouble.” retorted Carrington hotly.
“Nothing has
been said. Miss Searle is my ward, as
you know, and it is my duty to protect her from such sorcerers as you.
1
happen to know that, like the carefully
guarded ladies in the fairy tales, she
is waiting for her priuce to come”—
here Carrington smiled down upon
Katherine gently and placed his arm
about her—"u real prince, Mr. Dunton.

Forget

4th.

Miss Mildred Meade came from Beverly,
Mass., Friday to spend her vacation with
her aunt, Mrs. Mary Bonsey.

“I almost feel that my prince has
come.” breathed Katherine ecstatically.
“H’m! Very romantic,” was CarringIon’s chilling comment.
“When will
you see him again?”
“Not for a week. He was to go up
to town

Don’t

Miss Adele Rooks, of Beverly, Mass.,
spent a few days last week with her
cousin, Mrs. Walter Bonsey.

VWeiir

How Katherine Searle came to be
Jack Carrington’s ward belongs to the
early chapters of a long story. It dates
back. In fact, fifteen years, when Katherine was a three-year-old baby and

ab&rrttotmmtf

WEST ELLSWORTH.
Charles Kemp, of Boston, is visiting his
•
brother, William L. Kemp.

immediately Katherine dropped her
frivolous mood and became thoughtful.
"When
he’s talking, guardy.
he
might Just as well be any man, as 1
told you. but wheu he sings, weil”—

Hash. He shut ills teeth with sudden vexation.
as clerk in
“Where did you meet Harvey Dun
Banning hop step and jump—First R. H. B. Fernald’s store.
ton?" he inquired searcbingly.
rize, $2; second prize, fl.
Mrs. J. B. Pine! and daughters Alice
"On the stenmer coming back,” an
farmers’ race—Prize, a handsome misswered Katherine. “Your sister Introion mantel clock presented by E. F. Kob- and Edith, of New York city, are at their
on Bar island.
He's really very devoted
duced him.
bsoq.
Contestants in the race are re- cottage
June 29.
Rex.
He's coming around later this
to me.
laired to come to the starting point
lie sings, you know, and
*ith horses fully harnessed, snd at the
Charles and George L. Somes arrived Fri- evening.
I’ve promised to play his accompanilignal are to take horses out of car- day from Waltham,
and
have
Mass.,
Don't you iike him, guardy?
riages, unharness the horses, taking off opened the old Mount Desert house, ments.
You don’t look as though you do."
ill harness
except bridles, then rc-har- where they will spend their vacation.
"Oh, Dunton's ail right," he answernes», hitch in, and the first one around
Miss Ida M. Somes, of Waltham, Mass,
ed good naturedly, suddenly alive to
the course gets the clock.
The course j arrived
Friday with her father, Charles E. the fact that he must play his hand
•ill be the same as for the
bicycle race. Somes.
cautiously. “You evidently like him,
20-yard dash—First prize, $6; second
Mrs. Paul R. Atherton, with little son, little girl?” he parried.
prize, $2.
of Bangor, is spending her vacation with
"I don't know really, guardy. But he
4.30. Cow-boy dash across Union river.
her parents, J. C. Hill andfwifc.
likes me. That's as far ns we've got."
Immediately follow ing this daring act the
Extensive re pairs la re being made on the was Katherine's Ingenuous reply. “I'm
public is invited to go through the big
not taking him very seriously because,
Walter Fernald house.
concrete dam.
somehow he isn't exactly like
6.00. Supper hour.
Master Roger Branscom, of Northeast i you see,
the prince I’ve been expecting.”
‘•30. Illumination of the
returned
home
after
week
dam
Harbor,
Sunday
big
by
"I should hope not.” muttered Carwith his aunt, Mrs. George S. Parker.
electricity.
rington.
800. Display of firewrorks from mounMiss Emily Whitmore, of Northeast
“What did you say?"
tain rock.
Harbor, spent the week-end with Miss
“I said he's coming across the lawn
8-30. Band concert front of Hauoock
Cora E. Parker.
"I'll stay
now,” evaded Carrington.
hall, followed by a
ball.
grand
Capt. L. E. Pray is painting his house. out here and listen to the music if you
general notes.
Mrs. M. M. Branscom is vUiting rela- don't mind. Kit.”
The residence or business house
which]
"Just ns you like, guardy. dear."
“adjudged by the committee to be the tives and friends at Northeast Harbor.
laughed Kitty. "I’ll come out again
most
Dencie Somes, head waitress at the
Mrs.
be
will
handsomely decorated,
tell you how we
her duties, much after he’s gone und
awarded a prize off
12; second prize, fS; Somes house, is again at
got on."
third prize, f5.
to the pleasure of her|patrons.
"Well?" asked Carrington an hour or
All water
Miss Annie Ahlbald, of Indian Point,
sports can be seen from Union
so
later as Katherine appeared sml
the
and
Ruth
Jacobson
visited Miss Segrid
in the doorway.
deuly
first of the week.
afc&rrtisrmmt*.
She did not answer, but stood as if
Jem.
June 29.
This was a bad sign—a
spellbound
very bad sign, ns Carrington interpret
HANCOCK POINT.
ed it.
Mrs. Stella B. Swan, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
“Well?” he ventured again, this time
is expected at her cottage, “Suurise,” on
Thursday of this week, to remain for the a trifle peremptorily.
She will be accompanied by her
summer.
“Uuardy." exclaimed Katherine, her
sister, Mrs. J. S. Woods, of Winchester, rapt expression breaking into the merMass.
riest of smiles, “I’d forgotten you were
If you prepare a dish of food carelessly, nut here.”
"That’s the way It seemed to me,” reyou do not expect Providence to make it
years of
turned Carrington dryly. “Dunton has
palatable; neither, it through
need
too bad! We had nofolly you misguide your own life,
a very alluring voise, hasn’t he? Come
you expect divine interference to bring
ticed it was looking pretty thin
over here, you mischievous kitten, and
round everthing at last as if you had done
right.—John Ruakin
confess, as you promised."
tnd rough of late, but naturally
Katherine came slowly.
Guard within yourself that treasure,
•lid not like to speak of It.
Know how to give without
kindness.
“I’ll tell you. guardy.” she began
the way,
hesitation, how- to lose without regret, how hesitatingly, perching herself, as usual,
Hair Vigor is
to replace in your heart, by the happiness
if i
* regular hair
of those you love, the happiness that may on the arm of his chair—“that is,
a
pergrower,
I hardly know myself how I feel
can.
be wanting in yourself.—F. W. Faber.
fect hair tonic. The hair stops
Dunton Isn't sing
Mirth is God's medicine. Everybody You sec, when Mr.
coming out, grows faster. ought to bathe in it. Grim care, morose- Ing I don't like him any better than 1
ness, anxiety—all this rust of life ought
do lots of other men. not nearly as well
soft and smooth.
to be scoured off by the oil of mirth. It is
as some, but"—
has
who
is
he
better
than
Blessed
Hair
emery.
cures sick hair,
“Lots of other men, did I underHe has that
a sense of the humorous.
ttekes it strong and healthy.
which is worth more than money.—Henry stand you to say?” interrupted CarringWard Beecher,
ton.
kMt kind oi t testimonial—
Do not let us wait to be just or pitiful or
"Oh. well, three or four, guardy!
—_tor otk sixty yw».”
demonstrative towards those we love until What do a half dozen, more or less,
or
illness
down
by
they or we are struck
threatened with death. Life is short, and matter?"
* SAtSAPAiUU.
“There’s safety In numbers, to be
we have never too much time for gladden,
ing the hearts of those who are travelling sure,” replied Carrington tritely.
swift
the dark journey with us. Oh! be
“But let’s get back to Duntou. You
to love, make haste to be kind.—Amiel.
alow

going to tell

■bout him”

man

DIED.

CERVONE—At Stonington, June 21, Frank
Cervone, aged 27 years, 3 months, 19 days.
COGGINS-At
June
Ellsworth,
28, Mrs
Abigail Coggins, of South Surry, aged 74
years, 4 months, 28 days.
employment, and they require to take
GRAY—At Brooklin, June 22, Mrs Hepsybeth
up some system of physical exercise
P Gray, aged 83 years, 3 months, 20 days.
to maintain ndrmal health. Then there HAMMOND—At South
Gouldsboro, June 23,
Mrs James H Hammond.
are factory operatives and the toilers |
in various trades, whose work brings KNOX—At Brooksville, June 21, Cora A, wife
of William Knox, aged 38 years, 5 months.
into play certain sets of muscles, while
23

|

days.

others are out of use. These require LUNT—At Long Island, June 20. Adelbert W
Lunt, aged 48 years, 7 months, 17 days.
exercise adapted to giving employment
There is I NEWMAN—At New York, June 15, John D
to tlie neglected muscles.
! Newman, aged 54 years, 8 days,
also a class of wealthy people who do i NUTTER—At Brooklin. June 23. Miss Maud B
Nutter, aged 30 years. 9 months.
no regular work of any kind, who re
North Brooklin, June27,Celeste
quire to follow some strength giving SEAVEY—At
A, wife of Adelbert Seavey, aged 62 years, 11
months. 6 days.
sport in lieu of work. At the opposite
extreme is a class of athletes who SMALL—At Stonington. June 20, infant son
of Mr and Mrs Lewis Small.
make a business of artificial exercise
STAPLES—At North Lamoine, June 26, Mrs
and build themselves up into mounSarah E Staples, aged 76 years.
tains of muscle. These almost invaria- YOUNG—At Lamoine, June 30, Clara A. wife
of
Nelson Young, aged 60 years, 7 months.
bly overdo and in consequence suiter
later.—Charles H. Cochrane in Metro-

WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T. BRUBAKER. Manager.
Midway botwwn Broad St. Station
and Reading Terminal on Filbert St.

European, $1

per

day

j

and up.

American, $2.50 per day
and up.
The only moderate rriced hotel of reputation and consequence in

j

PHILADELPHIA.

THE

—

CLARION.
Whether it’s a range or a furnace—if it is a

“Clarion”, it is
requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co,
Bangor. Sold by
sure

to meet every

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

rtjtn

h II

|
UUU

Ellsworth.

MONEY-MAKING FARMS
for sale in Maine, New Hampshire and Massachusetts. Send

for catalogue.

EDWARDS FARM

AGENCY, X’ortland,

Maine.

■

il’mrrusnnnua.

politan Magazine.
Real Firo Engine.
In all the varied list uf curious causes
of tires perhaps the must absurd was
the source of a conflagration that occurred In Worcestershire. iiuglaud. i.i
liHKi. The Worcester Insurance company decided to change its lire engine
from a horse drawn vehicle to one operated by a motor. The work was not
quite completed when the company received warning of a tire wM. !i ha. 1
broken out on a farm sit nearby ilenipHowever, the engine was
Bey village.
lu sufficient running order to be sent
on forthwith under the action of the
newly installed motor.
Unhappily the engine's funnel had
not been protected by a spark proAs a result the trail of the
tector.
snorting mechanism was embellished
with a gorgeous train of sparks. Therein lay the cause of trouble. In a lane
the fire engine met a wagon loaded
with straw, which it promptly set on
fire. Unheeding, it hurried on its way
and in its course presently ignited
some
stacks which bordered on the
It still pushed on relentlessly,
road.
however, and came to a standstill ouly
when the water tube of the motor
burst. It was still some hundreds of
yards from Its destination, and there
It remained Inglorlously helpless while
the fire a' the farm burned Itself out.
—Boston Post.

Commission

iHcrctjants.

VEAL and EGGS
WANTED BY

HYDEWHEELER CO.
41

North Market St., Boston, Mass.

Can get top market prices and
will make prompt returns.

Tags, Shipping Certificates, Stencils, etc., furnished free.

Market Reports.

A

STRICTLY COMMISSION.

I
PREMIUM PAID
FOR FANCY HENNERY EGOS.
We

charge no

commission for

selling

Eggs.
Ship us your LIVE POULTRY. Prompt returns.
W. H. RUDD & SON CO.,
Boston,
Mass.
We want YOUR

Teeth Feel

when our Cast
“As natural as life*’
Metal Plate is used for artificial teeth
Wonderfully easy; perfect m fit; of unequalled wearing qualities. Our patrons
are loud In their praises of these plates;
Let us make
the "best yet’’ they declare
you a set this way. Moderately priced.
—

suit D. D. S„

57 Malu St.,

Bangor, Me.

Evening and Sunday appointments at resiTelephone 311-3.
I

dence.
t

of

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
NEW FANEUIL MALL MARKET—BOSTON,
gstereaces—Fourth National Sank and all
niercial agencies.

Just Right

L I

shipments

VEAL-LAMBS-POU 1/L’ltY & EGGS.
We get top market prices and make
prompt returns.
F. I. WESTON CO.,
orvn

SHIP YOUR
Potatoes, Onions, Apples, Eggs, Game,
Berries, etc., to
Chapin Bros., Boston, Mass.
Maple Sugar and Syrup mult tie branded with
manufacturer's name and P. O. address
on all packages.
Orders solicited for all standard varieties of
seed and eating potatoes.
TOV
TIIB

lAfllLT
THllTABM

CAI

TOMwaa« tan>M<n
Fan- of

antj-au

onr WaaMh 1
lac
Aiaarioa,"
IL K A# lamatad «a«ai«c—
of
vtah Staia 1
E. R- f—a; 6,000 fan—
iaMi, raailod rBE*;wo pay
A.
CO World*
B.
STEOUT
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386
Wa»a»
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Attipute, Mo. A
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\ COUNTY NEWS.

£bbtrt**ftnem*.

ICS American has subscribers at 107
«} the 117 post-offices ip Hancock county.
All the other papers in the County combined do not reach to many. The American if noi the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and hat never claimed to
be, but it if the only paper that can properly be called a County paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The circulaThe American, barring the Bar
ting
Harbor Record’s summer list, is larger
Man that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county

business

Hodgkins

the

trip

blossoms nnd

Miss Agnes McLaughlin, of Lewiston,
is visiting her parents, J. A. McLaughlin
and wife.

f

bJ

meeting

Hancock p„* ‘tteudaB

of

fenobw-ot JunVS°mo"a

North
June 27.
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nev Remedy make, the
ra‘. f"1,j'i
will strain out
,
blood. Take Foley, k
1,1m
will make you well-u,

kill!
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He died in Brewer after

an

•*'
but to,,
Hem-ltoid’s wonderful
the fact that it i,
*•
The cause of piles is
much to expect to cure nj
ments, suppositories or onersiio.. J
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Koid cures the internal
Sold for fl, under
guarantee hr e
Moore.
Dr. Leonlinrdt Co a2c
Buffalo, N. Y„ prop.
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Mrs. Emeline Clifford, of Lincoln, is visiting her son, E. A. Thompson.
A pleasant event of June 24 was the mar-

were

week from

one

received.
G. W. Brewster and wii„
m
commencement exercise!
‘ttenitoB
Ws 01
the
high school June 23.
K. W. Burrill sod
S
wit.

Mrs. Lucena Heath, of Corinth, is visiting her son, Walter Heath.

Young, a resident
brought to Ellsworth
and interred at Woodbine cemetery on
of

V,‘u,M«pr!J

A. A. Colby and wife, of Rangor, are
guests of Mrs. Wentworth Staples.
Miss Bernice McLaughlin, who was
graduated from Brewer high school, is at
home.

June ‘22.

The remains of Seba

Friday.

Q®*1

RECORD,"

a

of this town,

"’

presentation of the drama, “Valley
A GREAT
Farm,*’ by members of New Century
grange, June 19, was enjoyed by a large
and appreciative audience. Much credit DR. LEONHARDTS
INTERNAL Pile
is due all those who worked so untiringly
EDV MAKES « PER
CENT. OF CURE
to bring it to a successful issue. A supper
Dr. lconhardt, Hem-Roid
was served at the close.
Proceeds, |50.
tested in several thousand ,.'Lh*’ *

partly-grown fruit
crabapple tree belonging to E.
F. Young is displaying.
Mrs. A. H. Coggins, who has spent the
past month in Cambridge, Mass., returned
Saturday. She was accompanied by her
grandson, Frederick Tweedie.
Buds,

rel.ti^

*1
the occasion andhandsomely
dt«»«lJ
manv,.f
y
were

The house was

The

Harbor,

is in Bar

guest of Mrs. Howard Emery.

is what

Only immediate

Mrs. S. P. Webber went to Brewer Saturday to attend the graduating exercises
of Brewer high school.

to East

Mrs. Rachel

ocher pages

Mrs. H. P. Burrill attended the meeting
of Penobscot Congregational conference
at Stillwater last week.

NORTH LAMOINE.
a

m

DEDHAM.

COUNTY NEWS.
Mrs. Charles Brown made
Maehias last week.

Oouniy A’i*»

#tor iMMml

illness

riage at the

spinal meningitis.

bride's

home, of Miss Lena

WritV^^

OBITUARY.

Mrs.Sarah E.Staples, a highly-respected
citizen, died at her home at midnight

By Their Works Yi

Friday, at the age ot seventy-six years.
Mrs. Staples had been in failing health for
time, and the past six months had
suffered a great deal, but with that bright
cheerfulness and Christian hopefulness
and resignation that ever characterized
her life, she bore them all bravely until
the last.
It can be truly said of tier that a good
woman is gone, for her daily life spoke
louder than words of true merit and a
some

Early

consistent Christian life.

in life she

Christian, and united with the
Methodist church, and ever remained true
became

Shall Know Them

a

a
parade, games, baseball, moving pictures, dinner and supper, concluding with

She had one adopted daughter, Mrs.
Augusta Graves, who has ever received
from her a mother’s care and love. She
also leaves two sisters Mrs. Susan Thompson, of Portland, and Mrs. Helen Tabbutt,
—

who has lived with

her for several years

who has cared for her in her last illness; also one brother, Fred Bridges, of
Massachusetts. Funeral services were
held Saturday afternoon at her late
residence, Rev. W. F. Emery, of EllsThe remains were
worth, officiating.
taken to Castine, her native town, for in-

An

family

lot.

from

Bar

up
equestrian party
Sunday and dined at the Relay
came

Harbor
house.

Miss Helen Macomber, a student at the
Maine Central institute, is spending her
vacation here.

and

terment in the

tar additional

drama.

a

to her church.

COUNT Y NE WS.

Charles

Point

Macomber has sold his house on
to Bailey Dyer, who will

avenue

occupy

it in the tall.

Craig, of Presque Isle, is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. A. W. Lorimer,
at the Baptist parsonage.
James N. Dwelley, of the soldiers’ home
Miss Mabel

Count* Newt

§00

other page9

WEST SULLIVAN.
Edith Hysom is at home for a few
days from canvassing.
Fred White and family have moved into
the Dunbar house, near Milton hall.
Mrs.

Y.

WEST FRANKLIN.
Ruth French is at Percy DeBeck’s.
Frank Bradbury is having bis house reMrs.

painted.

Z. H. Wilbur and Mrs. Lottie Havey, of
visited friends here recently.
F. L. Carlton was called to Lowell,
Mass., by the serious illness of his mother.

A crew is employed
molybdenum.

Franklin,

Work has commenced on the State road
Springer's hill, West Franklin.
Miss Angie Smith is at home from Eastwhere she has been teaching.

brook,

his

June 29.

H.

Ansel

Reynolds

day to spend

a

Blaisdell

June 22 for
a drug store,
he expects to remain for three

Carroll

Lawrence, Mass.,

LAMOINE.
and wife arrived Thursfew weeks at their home

where

left

to enter

years.

Mrs. J. C. Springer, who has been stopwith her daughter, Mrs. Carrie WentArthur Reynolds arrived home Wednes- ping
worth, during her granddaughter's illness,
day from Derry, N. H., to spend the sum- I has returned
home.
i
mer with W. F. Hutchings and wife.

here.

The ladies’ aid society of the Baptist
church met at the parsonage
Wednesday
and consulted in regard to arrangements
for a fair to be held in August.
Jordan river school closed Friday
successful term taught by Miss Eunice Coggins. Those not having missed a
half day were Dorothy Anderson, Phena
The

after

George Welch, Seth Joy and Sidney
Doyle went to George’s pond June 25 fishing. They brought back a good string of
black ba98. The largest bass weighed five
J pounds.
June 27.

R.

a

Anderson, Elvin Covey, Eugene Covey,
Mildred Smith, Doris Springer.
June 29.

S.

NORTH

FRANKLIN.

Ernest Williams, aged

ten, caught a
trout weighing nearly two pounds recently in the brook near his home.
Ernest Williams are visiting
grandparents. Robert Phillips and
ife, at the village for a few days.
Sara and

MARLBORO.

Shirley Hodgkins

their

has gone

on

a

yacht

with Capt. A. 1. Foss.
Seth Hodgkins and wife have gone to
Old Town to visit friends.
Mrs. Abbie Willey has gone to Portland
to have her little son’s eye operated upon.
June 29.
Are.
FRANKLIN.
Josiah

Banker is shingling

his

build-

ings.
Dr. C. J. Watson and wife
Harbor last week.

were

at

Bar

Mrs. Treworgy, of Surry, is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Carl Williams.
H. P. Blaisdell is having

place of
Mrs. Edward Dyer

stalled at his

a

telephone

in-

business.
is

having

built while her husband is at

Harvey Bunker

and

family have

a

cistern

sea.

Evelyn Clough has returned from a
prolonged visit in Boston and vicinity.
Mrs. George Patten, of Sullivan Centre,
is occupying her house here for a few'

turned home after

a few weeks’ visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Qrindle in East brook.
J une 29.
Spec.

Wilmont Robinson, who has been quite
ill, is better.
Dallas Tracey is employed at Northeast
Harbor again this summer.
Mrs. Sadia Jellisou has closed her school
in East brook and is at home.

Miss Ray Reed, of Boston, is visiting
Mrs. Caddie Robinson.

her sister.

Miss Grace Woodworth has gone to Sullivan, where she has employment.
Everett Tracey has returned from a
visit wifh relatives in Waterville and
Portland.

weeks.

Red Men have bills posted for their
Fourth of July celebration, w'hich includes

Henry Jellison is at home from East
Millinocket, where he has been employed
as

■

A coat of paint is being applied to the
postofflce building by W. E. Rollins.
Mrs. Ralph Bow ley has gone to the Tarratine, where she has employment.

John U. Hardison and wife, of East
here a portion of last

chef in the Woodland hotel.

The proceeds from the ice-cream sale at
the lawn party at Arthnr Robinson’s last
week, were about $5; for the benefit of the
Sunday school.
Freeman Bntler visited relatives here
laat week. Mr. Butler is past eighty years
of age, and haB worked in the field every-

The Remedy That Does.
“Dr. King’s New Discovery is the remedy that does the healing, others promise
but fail to perform,” says Mrs. E. R. Pier- day through farming.
June 29.
X.
son, of Auburn Centre, Pa. “It is caring
me of throat and lung trouble of long
War Against Consumption.
standing, that other treatments relieved
only temporarily. New Discovery is doing
All nations are endeavoring to check the
me so much good that 1 feel confident its ravages of consumption, the “white
plague”
continued use for a reasonable length of that claims so many victims each year.
time will restore me to perfect health.” Foley ’s Honey and Tar cures coughs and colds
and
are
in
no
you
This renowned cough and cold remedy perfectly
danger of conOo not risk your health by taking
and throat and lung healer is sold at E. G. sumption.
some unknown preparation when
Foley’s
Moore s drug 9tore. 50c. and ft. Trial
t« «»fe end certain In remits.
»n*
bottle free.
—G. A. Parch er.

R.

H. Williams is having some repairs
upon his buildings. Fred Abbott is

made

doing

the work.

9. S. Scammon’s store was broken into
last week and goods were scattered promiscuously about the floor.
Mont Goodwin’s new house is nearing
completion. It will be ready for occui pancy in a couple of weeks.
June ‘27.
Ch’E’er.
WINTER HARBOR.
E. H. Norris arrived home from Boston

Thursday.
A. H. Mayo
steamer

is

employed

as

mail clerk

on

Schoodic.

Ernest Rogers and wife, of Boston,
here for the

are

summer.

D. A. Morrison, of Bar Harbor, spent
Sunday with relatives in town.
Rev. Gideon Mayo, of Ellsworth, was in
week, the guest of Dr. Small.
Mr. McKay, of Bar Harbor, has moved
his family into the J. L. Smallidge house.

town last

Ralph
Saturday

Moore arrived home

tham

to

spend

from Wal-

his vacation

in

town.

E. M. Stevens, of West Gouldsboro, has
a crew

and

of

men

at work

painting

the

Tracy

Bunker building.

Henry Tracy,
Sunday to visit

of

Sullivan,

in town

was

his brother

Arthur, who

is

very ill with typhoid fever.
Mrs. A. J. Flint, of Boston, who has been
spending the past two weeks at Poland,
arrived Mouday and opened her cottage.
June 29.
e.

Miss Eva Copp has gone to Northeast
Harbor, where she has employment at the
Clifton house for the season.*

Mrs. IX E. McTntire, of South Berw ick,
Flora Thompson, of Portland,
are the guests of Charles
Young and wife.
Mr. Plummer, wife and son George, of
and Miss

Philadelphia,

came here for a short
stay at
home before opening their summer cottage at Camden.
!
Mr. Rumsey. of Pennsylvania, is to fill
the pulpit of the Baptist church here for
! another summer. He is a student of much

the old

ability and an earnest worker.
glad to greet him on his return.

Above

two

are

1907,

the

with

a

pictures of Mrs. C. H. Crocker.

the riirbt

taken March 4, 1900.
small camera, speak louder than words.
oue

at

Mm. Crocker, when

was

seen

“1 have worked very

much
and mv liver trouble caused
my constipation and severe headaches. I
took treatment and followed it up for several months, but seemed to get no permanent relief. My suffering grew worse and
none of the local doctors seemed to be
able to help tne.
I was advised to go to
Boston, where I consulted several specialists; still, 1 continued to suffer and
constantly grew larger and was told it
was enlargement of the liver.
After being treated in Boston some time I went to
Lowell, Mass., where I also consulted several phvsicials, but as I seemed to get no
better, I came to Portland and went into
the
the treatment at the hospital ana the rest seemed to do me a little
good, but shortly I was as bad off as ever,
so went to Lew'iston and
again consulted
a physician, but they all seemed to tell
me the same story —that 1 had an enlarged liver, a stomach trouble, kidnev
trouble, together with a valvular heart
trouble that at times would throw me into
spasms which would last so long that my
iiusband and neighbors thought I would
never come out of them, as I would be
unconscious and cold as though
I was dead.
I gradually grew worse and
kept bloating, as the doctors called it.
from gas im my stomach and bowels, until
about four years ago, when one of Banleading physicians made an examination and told me I had fibroid tumor.
This seem very strange after so
many physicians in Boston, Lowell,
Portland, Lew iston and Bangor, Me., had told
me it was my stomach trouble w hich affected my heart, causing those dreadful
headaches and numb spells. After being
informed that 1 had a tumor, I consulted
eight physicians and they all agreed that
it was a tumor and that the
only relief
was an operation
at the hospital, but
reading in the papers of several tumors
that had been removed by Dr. Merrow
without the use of the knife, and after
writing these people and finding they
were very much
pleased with what the
doctor had done for them, mv husband on
Oct. 7th. 1907, took me to Dr. Merrow'*
office. Without my telling him
anything
in regard to
my case, he asked me how

pain

so

All

hospital;

mo.ved into his

new

A series of meetings was^held here June
19, 20, 21, the pastor being assisted by Rev.
Mr. Davis, of Bonny Eagle.
The Ferry school closed last week after
a pleasant term of eight
Jw eeks taught by
Miss Mabelle Bennett. Pupils not absent
were:

Dow, Clyde Jordan.
June 29.

Dora

Jellison,

left

was

taken Oct.il

taul
I

located
is
for
1 gladly give these facts
benefit of other sufferers, so they 1
®cuwbut
know to not only find relief
«Mrs. c. H. Crocked.
midst.

permanently

id

Mrs. C. H. Crocker and her
well and favorably known in f» Pr
Their postoffice address is K. 1 B.
Bangor, Me.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
at
Dr. Merrow’ is permanently located
Central Street, Graham buildingoffice days for free consultation *reThose
days, Wednesdays and Saturdayswho cannot visit the doctor in F
should send for his self-exaimni £ ^
fit at once and learn just w bat th
^
eases are and what to do to be
’^y
curable.
Address, with stamp,
Merrow, M. D., Bangor, Maine.

Thelma
Spec.

SIMPLIFY

They do their work so easily
and so uniformly well that the
n>
labor of cooking is forgotten
the pleasure of good results.
for
A CLARION will work
for
out
years
and
in
day
you day

Extensive repairs have been made upon
the interior of the church.

the term

at

HOUSEKEEPING.

house.

for

cality.
physician

CLARION RANGES

i;t. desert ferry.
has

!

gor’s

g.

George Fogg

:

perfectly

the summer.

June 29.

one

were

Mrs. Scott and her daughter, Mrs.
McGilvra, and little Grace Virginia
McGilvra, of Richmond, Va., and Miss
Virginia Thompson, of Philadelphia, have
opened the homestead at the bridge for

!

The

The two pictures, aUnuu*ii

long I bad been suffering from a tumor
•ton ach and liver trouble, describing*]
numb spells and in fact mv general symp
toms better than I could have done my
self. This of course gave my husba*
great faith in Ur. Merrow, and as h
assured me that he had cured many wot*
cases than mine, 1 at once placed myiel
He asked permisunder his treatment.
sion to take a picture of me in bisoffle*
saying that a few months later besbouli
want to take another one, so 1 could*
the great difference in myself, audasb
said he would not show the picture with*
out my consent, 1 allowed this to be done.
1 have been to his office regularly oocei
month up to March 1th. mid on that day
the Doctor took the second picture of a*,
in which one can see the difference. Ii<
October I could hardly walk without help
my tumor seemed so heavy it weighed*
down, my bowels were constipated. *]
kidneys bothered me very much and *]
heart was so weak that I could hardly
w it bout usm
up rising ground or stairs
ance. but with five month- t rest mew*
Dr. Merrow I am to-day what I consul*
in good health.
My tumor has disap
W
pea red, my bowels are regular, my
none of the no*
1
have
are
normal,
neys
spells with my heart, in fact 1 call my*
in perfect health, and I bless every hair(
Dr. Marrow’s bead. He has doue all an
*»
more than he said he would in my
and I hive talked w ith many of bi*p
low
as
are
tients and find that nearly all
Ur. Merrow,
in his praise as I am.
intnis
surely doing wonderful worksuchid*
and I thank God that

by the writer.
hard and some
fourteen years ago became run down in
health and strength and in fact 1 got so
weak that it was necessary to call a physician, who Mid that 1 had a very bad case
of liver trouble, and an ulcerated stomach;
the ulcerated stomach is what caused me
Mid:

Mass.;*

WEST TRENTON.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

It Can’t Be Beat.
The best of all teachers is experience.
C. M. Harden, of Silver City, North Carolina, says: “I find Electric Bitten does
all that’s claimed for it. For Stomach,
Liver and Kidney troubles it can’t be beat.
I have tried it and And it a most excellent
medicine.” Mr. Harden is right; it’s the
best of all medicines also for weakness,
lame back and all run down conditions.
Best too for chills and malaria. Sold
under guarantee at E. G. Moore’s drug
store. 50c.

I

AFTER

week.

Whereat, Death has entered our fraternal
circle and a link is severed from the chain
which united us, and we are called to mourn
the loss of our beloved sister, Helen B.
Stevens, therefore be it
Resolved, That Oasis chapter has lost a
worthy and beloved member, that she will be
missed from our circle, where her example
was always for good.
Resolved. That our sympathy be extended
to the bereaved family in this, their great
sorrow, and we trust that their loss may be
her eternal gain.
Resolved, That in remembrance of our departed sister, our charter be draped in mourning for thirty days.
Resolved. That these resolutions be placed
upon our records, a copy sent to the bereaved
family, and a copy sent to The Ellsworth
American and Bangor Commercial for publication.
Mattie L. Havey,
Myra Springer,
Barbara Taylor,
Committee on resolutions.

Where a*. The hand of death has once more
entered our corps and taken from us our
dearly beloved sister and first color bearer,
Sister Louise H. Hammond, aud
II hereas, Our departed sister had endeared
herself to us. by her sterling qualities of
heart, aud by her faithful adherence to our
cause, therefore be it
Resolved. That in the death of Sister Hammond, D. L. Weare W. R. C. No. 89, of East
Sullivan, has lost a dearly beloved aud faithful member, one w ho was ever
ready to assist
in promoting the principles to which our order stands pledged; therefore be it
Resolved, That while we mourn for our sister, and will sadly miss the beloved face from
our ranks, we bow in humble submission to
the will of the Saviour, ‘-who doeth all
things
well.” Be it further
Resolved, That the heartfelt sympathy of
our corps be extended to the
sorrowing bus
band, children aud sisters who are left to
mourn, and pray that they may find comfort
in the thought that she has
only gone from
this world of sorrow to await their coming to
a happier world above.
Resolved, That our charter be draped for a
period of thirty days, and that a copy of these
resolutions be sent to the family, be spread
on the records of our corps, and
published in

BEFORE

Franklin, visited

SULLIVAN.
re-

Mrs.

Mrs.

The

w

No. 10 mining

on

Superintendent H. A. Wallace has reduring turned after visiting relatives in Mil bridge

at

at

Carl Butler is in the woods for 8. S.
Scammon peeling poplar.

George E. Pettingill and wife have returned from a camping trip to East brook.

Togus, is with his son Charles
several weeks.
furlough of several weeks.
EAST LAMOINE.
Helen M. Smith, of Sullivan, was a guest
Misses Addie and Maria Bunker, of
at the home of J. K. Mitchell and wife
Mrs. Fred Reynolds and her three chil- Boston, are at the home of their
parents,
dren, of Dover, N. H., arrived Thursday at George Bunker and wife, for their vaca- the past week.
their summer borne, the Dana cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary, of Caribou, have
tion.
been visiting their daughter at the home
Miss Nevins, of Bucksport, has been the
DeMeyer’s camp, Eastbrook, will be an
guest of her uncle, A. R. Devereux, the unusually lively place this summer. A of B. B. Havey.
A floating stage from the wharf belongpast week.
tenuis court and baseball grounds are new
Miss Mary S. Deslsles, a trained nurse, attractions. The party of students who ing to Capt. W. B. Gordon went adrift last
of Providence, R. I., is spending her vaca- are to spend the season there will combine week, and has not been found.
tion with her parents, E. Q. Deslsles and study with recreation. The camp can be
Dr. S. E. Phelps has recently purchased
wife.
reached by telephone.
an automobile.
It takes the place of four
B.
29.
June
Mrs. Moody, of Somerville, Mass., who
j horses which were doing the work prefor several seasons has hoarded at Lather
viously.
EAST FRANKLIN.
Misses Maud Colby, Edna Havey and
GLlpatrick’s, arrived Tuesday, accomMrs. Freeman Kinsman is quite ill.
Flora Goodwin have gone to Castine and
panied by a friend.
Mrs. Clarence Robbins, who has been Gorham to attend the teachers’ summer
A party of gentlemen who are making a
schools.
tour of the State on horseback arrived at very ill, is slowly improving.
Shore Acres yesterday afternoon and left
Rev. Mr. Purdy addressed the members
Mrs. J. H. Patten and Mrs. F. E. Blaisfor Bar Harbor this morning.
dell visited Mrs. F. A. Patten in East j of Oasis chapter, O. E. S., and of David A.
Frank Murch and wife, who have been Sullivan recently.
Hooper lodge, F. and A. M., Sunday evenvisiting Mrs. Murch’s parents, Dyer
G. H. Rutter, who has been confined to ing at the Methodist church.
June 29.
Vox Populi.
Young and wife, for the past few days, the house for the past two months, is now
leave this morning for Bondvale, Mass.
able to sit out of doors pleasant days.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
June 29.

The Ellsworth America* and Bar Harbor
Record.
Lynette L. Perry,
Mary J. Perry.
Lccretia E. Downiso,
Com. on resolutions.

smallest possible running
expense.
The new patterns are esp
dally attractive.
If there is no CLARION
us.
agent near you, write to
at

...

the imperial clarion.

woOD & BISHOP CO- Bangor. Me.
Sold by J. P. ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth, Maine.

esvabushed

GUNTY news.
'YJXonal
County .V.wa.

pap,,

.«

BLl EHILL.
A

o.

Kalph

Troy, N.

is home from
o

arrived borne from,U. of
,ormjn >Iay°
June 21.

are
Owen, of Philadelphia,
Tl' Mi(s(,
cottage this season.
of Portland, is
Gertrude Johnson,
Grindie.
ol her aunt, Miss Uziie
" ( «»!
and son Tad, of Clevey p Kline
Ideal lodge, their summer

C.”P

j„gtbeStover

her death was a ahock to every one. She
leaveaa husband and ton Lee, of this place.
June 23.
A.

COUNTY NEWS.

Jennie Grindie and Joy HinckThe funeral of Mrs. Anna Knox was
are home for the
students at Colby,
held at the Baptist church Tuesday afteriiniitf*
noon, June 23, Rev. A. B. Carter, of West
Peters is spending a few
Up, Mary
Brooklin, officiating. M. R. and O. P.
in
Josiah
Horton,
„lt,j her son,
Limeburner, Alfred Condon and Leon
Tapley, with Miss Olive B. Condon at the
|U Harbor.
and Kalph Slavm and fam- organ, sang appropriate selections.
Mrs.
u» Slavic
York, came to their summer Knox will be greatly missed. She was a
|y of New
21.
great help to her husband in the woolen
lOBK June
Orenda mill, and was always cheerful in all ways.
Chase and
Misst.. Mildred
Bfuch sympathy is felt for her relatives
hn have been teaching in Sedgaway, especially her aged parents and siswick. are home.
\r»e*

The

engage'*

to

return in the fall

this
ha*

aa an

year
been

instruc-

the school.
There »a» a Children’s day concert in
June 21, and one in the
the Baptist church
Congregational church June 28. The
schools exchanged visits.
t»o Sunday
tor in

Mrs. E. P. Babson spent last week in
Waterville and attended commencement
eternises at Colby. Miss Mabelle Babson,
is visiting Mias Record in
a junior there,
Livermore Falls before returning borne.
M.
June 29.
__

«

I
!

CONGREGATIONAL CHVRCH AND SOCIETY.
Wherea*. This church a*d society have received as a gift a beautiful and valuable
memorial window, therefore,
Renolroi. That we hereby tender to Mr**.
Samuel *>. Fisher and Mrs. Alice C’rossette Hall
our heartv thanks for and ^rntefui appreciation of the memorial window which they
have caused to be placed in our church in
Norma* Fisher Hall and his
memory of
great-grandfather, the Rev. Jonathan Fisher,
first
the
pastor of thiS*hurch: which will be
a permanent memorial and inspiration.
Resnh t, That this expression of our «ratitnde and appreciation be spread on the
records of our church and society, printed in
our county paper, and copies of it sent to the
W. Henry McBride, pastor.
donor*.
L. L. Partridge, church cle»-k.
Fred Fisher, clerk of society.
June 22,1904.

SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Mrs. Hattie Cushing has opened her
cottage for the season.
Miss Alice Eaton is visiting friends in
Boston.

j

Mrs. George Bickford visited friends in
SeaviJJe last week.
Mr.

McDonald, of the Maine Coast misliouary society, held services here June
Mrs. Frank Gray, of Brooklin, who has
visiting her sister, Mrs. Hattie Day,
bas returned home.
I

Mrs. Bert Grindle and little daughter, of
are the guests of
Ganzelo
Herrick and wife.

8argentville,

Mrs. Abbie Ward well is caring for Mrs.
Maria Soper, who is ill.
Miss Bertha Dorr’s school closed Thurssummer.

Charles Gibbs is in Cumberland Centre
on business for the hatchery.
W. M. Shaw has closed his cabin and
his home in Greenville.*

gone to

Mrs.

Emily Dunbar is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Ernestine Marks.
Miss Charlotte E. Blanchard, of Bangor,
is the guest of Miss Bernice Mason.
Miss Marion Gibbs bas accepted a position as clerk in W. L. Wentworth’s store.

George Rust

has finished work at the
house, and returned to his home in
Dayton, O.
power

Avery Gray

returned

Thursday

from

Penobscot

in

a

and

Sedgwick.
Dr. Paul Shinn, of Boston, is visiting his
who is with a party at the Wentworth cottage.
Miss Edith Roberts, of Caribou, who has
been the guest of Miss Gertrude Mason,

wife,

has returned home.

Mrs. Scott Treworgy, who has been with
sister, Mrs. Helen Blaisdell, has

her

urned to her home in

re:

Surry.

for the summer are Mrs.
J. T. McFarland, Mrs. George Harper and
son Gale, of Brooklyn, N. Y., at the Mason
house; Judson Brainerd and wife, of Portland, Conn., at their cabin; Walter E.
Clark and wife, of Hartford, Conn., at the
Bell camp; H. F. Webb and family, at their
cottage, and a party from Boston at the
Wentworth cottage.
June 27.
M.
arrivals

The Simon Flood house is vacant.
Susie and Sarah Stinson have closed
their schools and are home.
Mrs. Hollis Lord,
her

w ith little daughter, is
father, M. M. Morgan, for the

summer.

Lawrence

John P. Leach, of Camden, is in tow n.
Miss Carrie Witham is visiting Miss Ava
Kingsbury in Frankfort.
There will be a picnic on the Fourth
under the auspices of Castine grange.
Mrs. Caroline Ames, of Bucksport, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Augusta Leach.
Miss Estelle Perry, who has been teaching in South Dakota, is home for the summer.

P. Clark, Richard Paine and D. W. Winchester, old soldiers from this town, took
the trip to Jacksonville last week to attend the annual encampment of veterans.
They enjoyed it all despite the rain. Mr.
Flood was the oldest man there. He will
be

eighty-nine July

17.

C.

June 29.
Sl’RRY.

Mrs. John Dority, of Brewer, called

on

Sunday.
Rev. W. H. Dunham preached to the
scot.
grangers at the Methodist church Sunday.
Charles Staples and wife, of Ellsworth,
Mrs. Mary L. Leach is home from
Massachusetts, where she has been since visited his parents, J. F. Staples and wife,
home
last Thursday night, returning
last fall.
Miss Elvira Austin, of Boston, is spend- Friday.
ing some time with her niece, Mrs. J. W.
Capt. McKay, Arthur Linneken and
George Clark went down the bay Ashing
Bowden.
in Capt. McKay’s launch last week, and
Capt. Alec Snow, of Brooksville, has
been the guest of Capt. J. E. Blodgett sev- brought in a nice lot of Ash.
James Gallison and wife came home
eral days.
from Augusta last
Thursday, leaving
Jay Dodge, fireman on the tug Bistheir little child, who had to be taken
marck, visited his father, A. K. Dodge,
in the care of
from the salt
Miss Una Gray and Miss Annie B. Conner are home from their schools in Penob-

last week.

Miss Helen M. Dunbar arrived Saturday
from Chelsea, Maas., to spend the vacation
with her mother, Mrs. Clara Dunbar.

Capt. Frank W. Hutchins and C. T.
Wardwell are here for a brief visit, while
the sloop Paul Revere is
being painted.
Miss

Mass.,

Georgia Wardwell,

of Somerville,
Edward Sears, of Brookline,
guests at Mrs. Augusta Leach’s.

old

acquaintances

away
its grandmother.
One
ried

a

here

water,

of Surry’s young women, who
Portland man,

came

in

an

mar-

auto last

Saturday night, accompanied by her husband.
Sunday they gave a number of
friends a ride around the town. They left
tor Bangor Sunday night.
S.

June 29.

and

Mass., are

The school in the
Dunbar district,
taught by Miss Amy Hatch, closed Friday
after a profitable term of nine weeks. The
closing exercises were enjoyed by several

visitors.

June 27.

L.
BROOKS VILLE.

WEST STONINGTON.
Stinson is painting his bouse,
Charles Webb, of Portland, is visiting
friends here.
William

Miss Mae Hamblen is spending

days at

a

few

Sunset.

Ernest Perry is employed at Sorrento
for the

in

F. H. Macomber and wife entertained
Mrs. Ernest Martin and Mrs. Jennie
Smith, of Fox island, Saturday afternoon
and evening.

sailing and

summer

company.

learned

with

The Seaside and Glencove hotels have
the season, with the usual
number of guests
The summer cottages

opened for

deep

are

nearly

ail

Acga! Xctios.

islands south of forty degrees south
similar investigations in tb<
Weddell and Biscoe sees, including the
mapping out of the limitations of those
seas by the coast line of Antarctic; and,
and

secondly,

thirdly,

to

investigate

the lands

To all persons interested in either of the eetetes hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, In and
for the oonnty of Hancock, on the second
day of June, a. d. IBM.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by censing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successive]v in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Bluehill. in said county, on the seventh day of
July, a. d. 1908, at ter of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

adjacent

THE

the Weddell and Biscoe seas, and to
make an attempt to cross the Antarctic
continent.
Dr. Bruce estimates that an expedition
fitted out with one ship of about 260 tons
register and thirty-six men, including six
scientists, would cost some 9200,000. Additional funds, including the cost of a
second ship, would be required to
carry
out efficiently the project for the exploration of the land. It is estimated that the
expedition would last over two years.
to

cause.

Samuel P. Mason, late of Orland, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting 10 be the last will and t< staoient of
satd deceas d, together with petition for probate thereof, presented‘by Frances M. Mason,
the executrix therein named.
Hatcil D. Bridges, late 01 Verona, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be la* t will and testament of said
deceased, together with petition for probate
thereof, presented by Fred E. Bridges, the
executor therein named.
Edward P. Lurrier* iate or Sedgwick, in said
A certain instrument parcounty, deceased
porting to be the last will and testament o/
said deceased, together with petition for probate t hereof, presented by Sarah A. Currier,
the executrix therein nanud.
Valentine Estes, late ot
Dedham, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased together with petition lor probate thereof, presented by Horace B. Estes,
the executor therein named.
Olive F Whitmore, iate of Verona, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Avery H. Wnitmore, the executor therein named.
Benjamin F. Phillips, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Laura E.
Phillips, the executrix therein named.
Asa B. Young, late of
Dedham, in said
Petition that Almena
county, deceased.
Young or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the e-tate of said
deceased, presented by Almena Young, widow
of said deceased.
Joseph Tagert Macauley, late of Philadelphia, state of Pennsylvania, deceased. Petition that letters ot administration with the
will annexed issue to Joseph A. Klinges, of
said f hiladelphia, filed by said Joseph A.

Regulates the bowels, promotes easy, natural action, and cures constipation—Doan's
Regulets. Ask your druggist for them. 26
cents a box.—Advt.

iHrtitcal.

occupied.

E. E. Martin's flower bouse is nearing
completion and will soon be opened.
When filled with flowers, this building
will be an attractive addition to the
village.
A New Back For an Old One—How it is
M. J. Jordan and wife entertained a
Done in Ellsworth.
party of friends on Saturday evening in
The back aches at times with a dull, inhonor of Mr. Jordan’s birthday. Delicious
refreshments were served, and music was descri table feeling, making you weary and
rendered throughout the evening.
restless; piercing pains shoot across the
William McNaughton was quite badly region of the
kidneys, and again the loins
bitten by his pet dog one day last week. are so lame
to stoop is agony. No use to
Mr. McNaughton was petting another dog,
rub or apply a plaster to the back in this
when his dog flew at him and bit him on
the leg. It is hoped there will not be any condition. You cannot reach the causeserious results.
Exchange the tad tack for a new' and

Fair, Exchange.

|

Rev. Charles Haynes supplied the pulpit
the Congregational church Sunday,
June 28. There was a large congregation
at both services. The services at the Episcopal church were conducted as usual by
the rector. Rev. E. J. Baird. The sermon
was very effective and
helpful.
June 29.
L.
at

stronger

one.

Followr the example of this

Ellsworth citizen.
Mrs. Charles E. Higgins, of 108 Water
9t., Ellsw'orth, Me., says: “Doan’s Kid-

Klinges.

William O’Connor, late of Southwest Harbor, in said county, deceased. Final account
ney Pills are excellent for the kidneys. I of Arno W. King, administrator, filed for setand two sons have the sympathy of many
tlement.
procured them at E. Q. Moore’s drug store
Waldo D. Cowing, late of Dedham, in said
friends here. He had spent his vacations
and used them with very beneficial results. county, deceased. First account of E. W.
here for several years.
Burrill, administrator, filed for settlement.
John J. Bridges, late of Bucksport, in said
My tack ached so that it was difficult to
June 29.
R.
SULLIVAN HARBOR.
chunty, deceased. Third and last account of
lie down or stand with comfort. There Theodore H. Smith, execuor, filed for settleThomas
arrived
home
Simpson
Sunday.
ment.
EAST SULLIVAN.
Israel M. Webber, late of Brooksville, in
Belle Lawrence returned from Boston was a dull, heavy aching at times, and
Mrs. Herbert Martin, of Avon, Mass., is
said county, deceased.
First and final acthen
there
would
be sharp pains, count of Benjamin F. Jones, administrator,
again
Wednesday.
here for a few days.
filed for settlement.
Rev. H. H. Saunderson will preach at especially when I made a sudden move,
Alpheus Herrick, late of Penobscot, in said
Mrs. Linwood Martin and youngest son
deceased. First account of Milton W.
the churc h next Sunday afternoon.
and for some little time after getting up county,
are visiting in North port.
Herrick, administrator, filed for settlement.
Also private account of Milton W. Herrick,
Mrs. George Walker and daughter Dor- from a chair I was
Walter Hill spent several days with his
obliged to go about in a administrator,
filed for allowance against said
othy are at Miss Smith’s for the summer. bent over
uncle, A. F. Hill, last week.
position. The second night estate.
Sarah F. Emerson, late of Castine, in said
Alice Workman, accompanied by her
Miss Mary Gordon, of Franklin, has
after commencing to use Doan’s Kidney county, deceased. First and final account of
brother Winslow, arrived home WednesJoseph W. Emerson and William I. Emerson,
been visiting Mrs. C. W. Doyle.
Pills I had a restful night’s sleep, some- executors, filed for settlement.
Mr. Workman has not been here for
day.
Nancy H. Emerson, late of Castine, in said
Mrs. Everard Noyes has been spending
eleven years. He returned to his home in thing I had not been able to obtain for county, deceased. First and final account of
June at her former home in North Easton,
W. Emerson and William I. Emerson,
Joseph
two months. Doan’s Kidney Pills cured
Greensburg, Pa., Sunday night.
executors, filed for settlement.
Mass.
Seih N. Wiley, late of Sedgwick, in said
The proceeds from the sociable Wednes- me, and since completing the second box I
First account of Seth H.
county, deceased.
Mrs. Georgia Robertson is moving into
day evening, for the benetit of the library, have not been troubled as before.”
Wiley, executor, filed for settlement.
Charles A. Trask, late of Mount Desert, in
her
recently-purchased cottage at the were $P. The entertainment consisted of
Second account of
For sale by all dealers.
Price 50 cents. said county, deceased.
corner.
vocal and instrumental music by Miss
Maud E. Trask and Jerome H. Knowles, adI
filed for settlement.
I Mrs. Walter Young and daughter Hawkins and Miss Bartlett, and the one- Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New' York, ministrators,
W. Simpson Carter, et als, minors, of Eden,
in said county. First account of Lester P.
Winona, of Corea, are boarding with Mrs. act comedy, “No Men Wanted.” The sole agents for the United States.
Carter, guardian, filed for settlement.
! James West, jr.
were
well
taken
Henrietta
parts
by
SimpRemember the name—Doan’s—and take
Philip W. K. Sweet, minor, of Sedgwick, in
said county. First account of Julia H. Sweet,
Miss Beulah Paine, of Bar Harbor, has son, Rachel Carleton and Josephine Haw- no other.
filed for settlement.'
guardian,
kins.
mention
should
made
of
be
Special
been spending several days with her aunt,
Frederick Arnold Sweet, minor, of SedgMiss Hawkins as the colored maid. Her
wick, in said county. First account of Julia
Mrs. Ella Smith.
tlBfatrtisrmcma,
H. Sweet, guardian, filed for settlement.
was exceedingly clever.
DancAn excellent sermon was delivered by make-up
Christopher S. Leftiugwell. late of Eden, in
said county, deceased.
First and final acing was enjoyed after the play.
Rev. C. A. Purdy Sunday morning, from
count of Douglas Leffingwell, Mary Mutter
June 29.
H.
and
B. Deasy, trustees, filed
Luere
LetfiDgwell
of
the
Potter’s
vessel.
parable
*
for settlement.
®Uef till Tea
Minute.
Lincoln C. Wright, late of Eden, in said
Miss Gertrude Martin, who is very much
WEST EDEN.
Remedy.
county, deceased. Petition filed by Joseph E.
of an invalid, spent the latter part of the
who has been in New York
Tripp, administrator, for license to sell cerPerry
Rich,
the agonlzlng'palns
Anyone
suffering
tain real estute of said deceased, as described
week with her sister Ethel, at Miss Hill’s.
the past year, is home.
neuralgia wants instant
in said petition.
Little Maxine Doyle, who arrived at the
ediate relief.
Its quick action
Mary A. Macomber, late of Ellsworth, in
D. W. McKay has gone to Katahdin
said county, deceased- Petition filed by Willason
home of Edward Doyle and wife June 11,
why Neuralgic •
Iron Works for his health.
liam E. Whiting, administrator, for license
•ade so many friends,
makes the fourth generation in the Doyle
to sell certain real estate of said deceased, as
Mrs. Ida Rich is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
described in said petition.
a sufferers.
home.
John F. Peterson, late of Penobscot, iQ said
Take a
Lizzie Salisbury, in Ellsworth.
small
dose ^Internally Wto
county, deceased. Petition filed by Lucy J.
trengthen and quiet the whole nervCapt. J. 8. Lord, one of onr best loved
Peterson, widow, for an allowance out of the
Mrs. Florence Rich, of Boston, is visit- us system, and at the same * time,
citizens, was seriously injured Monday
personal estate of said deceased.
pply a little of the Anodyne exterher sister, Mrs. Judith Kittredge.
Lincoln C. Wright, late of Eden, in said
afternoon by the wheel of a dump-cart ing
ftlly to the affected part so that its
county, deceased. Petition filed by Evie M.
will
nothing
the
Miss
of
power
Pearl
Northeast
go
through
Ivanee,
Harbor, ores of the skin to the
passing over his back. Capt. Lord was
Wright, widow, for an allowance out of the
^throbbing
personal estate of aaid deceased.
4b
dumping a load of rocks when the horse is spending a few weeks with Mrs. M. W. erves.
♦
Waldo D. Cowing, late of Dedham, in said
In ten minutes from
deceased. Petition filed by Nellie H.
started, throw ing him out on his face, the Haraor.
county,
Parted to use the Anodyne you'will
Cowing, widow, for an allowance out of the
wheel passing over him. It is hoped his
Charles D. Kittredge has gone to Bar ad relief from pain and suffering. —s
personal estate of said deceased.
has
Neuralgia
been
Anodyne
used
Isidore Cornwallis, late of Castine, in said
injuries are not dangerous, though they Harbor where he is employed in Locke’s ith such uniform success in curing,
deceased. Petition filed by Augustine
are severe.
county,
market.
euralgia. headache, toothache, etc.,'
H. Folsom, executor, of the last will and testaaat
it
is
sold
with
the
to
guarantee
June 29.
H.
ment of said deceased, that the amount of
Rev. Mr. Lorimer, of Franklin, sup- efund the money if it does^notido
collateral inheritance tax upon said estate be
^
is claimed for it.
determined by the judge of probate.
plied the pulpit in the absence of the 1A that
GREAT POND.
large bottle costs but
Sarah F. Emerson, Tate of Castine, in said
Miss
Koch.
Mr.
r
The Twitchell-Champlin A.Co.,iPortregular pastor,
Margaret
Petition filed by Joseph
county, deceased.
Mrs. Clarence Williams is going to Reand Mrs. Lorimer' were guests of D. G. nd, Me.
W. Emerson and William I. Emerson, execuvere, Mass., this week.
tors of the last will and testament of said deHall and wife for a few days.
ceased, that the amount of collateral inheriEarl Bracy, wife and little son Stephen,
June 27.
M.
tance tax upon said estate be determined by
the judge or probate.
of Franklin, are expected this week.
Nancy H. Emerson, late of Castine, in said
NOTICE.
Mrs. Mathew Laughlin w ill spend the
BASS HARBOR.
county, deceased. Petition filed by Joseph
W. Emerson and William I. Emerson, executhe
\T7
the
ofE,
undersigned.
municipal
Fourth with her husband in Hallo well.
W. B. Watson has sold his boat to Lafleers of the town of Eden, in the tors of the last will and testament of said de▼ ▼
county of Hancock, and State of Maine, hav- ceased, that the amount of collateral inheriMrs. Della Lord, with daughter Lula, of moine parties.
ing given notice to the owners of a certain ! tance tax upon said estate be determined by
East Machias, is visiting her aunt, Mrs
and danger- us building, situated 1 the judge of probate.
Capt. Tom Kelly is at home ill. His dilapidated
on the south side of West street, on land of
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of said Court.
Howard Lord.
brother Henry is in his vessel this trip.
the Itodick Realty Company, next east ot W. j
A true copy of the original order.
D. Conners’ building, so called, and generally
Dr. and Mrs. Hudson, of Springfield,
Attest: T. F. Mahoney, Register.
I
Mrs. Emery Smith is home from the
known as the ‘Eagle House", in Bar Harbor, i
: Mass., are coming Tuesday for their sumNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Maine general hospiial much improved in in said Eden, by publication in the Ellsworth j
1
a newspaper in the same county.
Sarah A. Nauglor. of BucksAmerican,
mer vacation at Alligator.
health.
for three weeks successively, to wit, on May]
port, county of Hancock. State of
School closed Friday, with the usual ex20 and May 27.
1908. ihat it was! Maine, by her mortgage deed dated June 29,
13,
May
who
was
a
member
of
the
George Clark,
the intention of the said municipal officers 1907, and recorded in Hancock county regisercises. Miss Helen Jewett, of Amherst,
graduating class at Fryeburg academy, is to cause said building to be declared a nuis- try of deeds, in book 445, page 360, convey&L
was the guest of the teacher, Miss Vara
ance which should and ought to be abated,
to me, the undersigned, Mary T. Gray, of said
at home.
removed or altered in accordance with the Bucksport, certain real estate, being thus deHaslem.
A certain
Dr. Willis Watson and family, who have laws of Maine, Chapter 22, Revised Statutes scribed in said mortgage deed:
of Maine; and that for the purposes set forth piece of land situated in said Bucksport beHarry Whall, Mrs. Clarry and
been in Portland since September, arrived
in said notice a hearing would be held at the ing a part of lot 136 in the fifth range of lots
Lillian Clarry left here in their auto Sat- last week.
office of the selectmen of said town of Eden, on town plan of lots in said Bucksport, conat ten o’clock in the forenoon, June 4, a. d.
taining thirty acres more or less, and more
urday for Boston. Ezra Williams ac- 1 The
rink opened for the season 1908, that all persons interested might govern
description in a deed from Thomas
skating
them
as
far
as
Waterville. He
themselves accordingly; and having in accompanied
>wey to Rufus Moulton under date of June
last Thursday evening. There was a large cordance with
said notice met at the office of
8, 1863, and it corded in Hancock registry.of
will visit his brother in Fairfield.
the selectmen of the said town of Eden, at deeds, book 123, page 198. to which reference
attendance.
is had for more particular description, said
ten o’clock in the forenoon, on the fourth day
Charles Morrell Williams, youngest son
Alton Farley moved here from Stoning- of June, a. d. 1908, for the purposes set forth land having been by deed of transfer by said
of
Williams, of Fairfield, and Miss ton last week. He will
Al- in said notice, and after a heariug of the mat- Moulton to Doane B. Hewey as per deed reHenry
occupy
ter we did adjudge and do hereby adjudge the
corded in Huncock registry of deeds, book
Nellie Bixby Titcomb, of Farmington,
bee’s house.
said building to be a nuisance and dangerous, 131, page 316. Theu translerred by Doane B.
were married Wednesday, June 24.
aud we, the said municipal officers, do hereby
They
Y. Z.
June 27.
Hewey to Thomas Hewey by deed recorded in
make this oar written order to be recorded in Hancock registry of deeds," book 135, page 13,
will reside in Farmington. Friends here
the town records of the town of Eden, hereby and whereas the condition of said mortgage
extend congratulations.
THE MONT.
is broken, now therefore, by reason of the
prescribing that said building shall be forth
with torn down and that the lumber and breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
Bert Haynes has come to take his family
Friends of Mrs. Emery Smith, of Ber- debris shall be removed from the lot on which foreclosure of said mortgage and give this not.ce for that purpose.
Mary T. Gray,
to Jo Merry lakes for the summer. Mrs. nard, who went to the Maine general said building stands.
Given under our hands at said Eden this
By T. H. Smith, her attorney.
Emery will accompany them for a few hospital at Portland for treatment, are fouith day of June, a. d. 19€8.
Bucksport. Maine, June 12, 1908^
E. T. Hamor.
weeks at this well-known resort. Mr. ai d glad to learn that she has so far improved
r15H K subscriber*. Alsop Lcrlingweii, DougFrank E. Walls,
Mrs. Haynes will attend a family reunion as to be expected home this week.
X las Leffingweil and Christophea LettingM. C. Morrison,
well, hereby give notice that they have been
Selectmen of Eden.
at the home of his sister, Mrs. Redmond,
Eben B. Clark, who has been visiting
duly appointed executors of the last will and
Roscob A. Eddy,
Their
testament of
Catharine B. Alsop Leffingin
Newport.
brother, Perley friends at North Conway, N. H., and atBuilding Inspector.
weil, late of Eden, in the county of Hancock,
Haynes, of California, is with them.
deceased, no bonds being required by the
tending the graduation at Fryeburg
E.
I
STATE OF MAINE.
terms of said will.
June2S.
academy, from which his son George has
Not being residents of the State of Maine
Hancock ss:—At a probate court held at
been graduated, returned home Friday.
have appointed Mary Mutter Leffingweil,
in
and
for
said
Ellsworth,
county of Hancock, they
NORTH SEDGWICK.
of Eden, Hancock county. Maine, whose poston the second day of June, in the year of
Kin.
June 23.
office address is Bar Harbor, Maine, their
our Lord one thousand
nine
hundred
and
Miss Edith Torrey, who has been quite
agent for the purposes specified in R. h. Chap.
eight.
ill two weeks, is out again.
CERTAIN .instrument purporting to be 66, Sec. 43.
Would Kxplore the Antarctic.
All persons having demands against the esa copy cf the last will and testament of
Dr. William S. Bruce, of the Scottish
of said deceased are desired to present,
H. O. Staples, of Bangor, is in town for
Angelo T Freedley, late of Philadelphia, in tate
the same for settlement, and all indebted
Mrs. Dora Oceanographical laboratory, ia planning a the county of Philadelphia, and state of thereto
a few days with his sister,
are requested to make payment imand
of
the
deceased,
Pennsylvania,
probate
new Scottish expedition to the Antarctic.
A. Leffingwell.
Hanscom.
thereof in said state of Pennsylvania, duly mediately.
Douglas Leffingwell.
He suggests following and extending the authenticated, having been presented to the
to
and
who
have
been
R. C. Abbott
Christophea Leffingwell.
wife,
of
for
our said county of Han- 1
judge
probate
made by the
sea
1908.
June
12.
investigations
deep
recock
for
the
for
a
of
purpose
being allowed, filed
week,
Bucksport to visit relatives
Scotia in the South Atlantic, Weddell and recorded in the probate court of our said
subscriber hereby gives notice that
turned Friday.
county of Hancock.
he has been duly appointed adminisand Biscoe seas.
That
notice
thereof
be given to trator of the estate of
Ordered,
Gwendolyn and Helen Hamor, of Seal
The work, mainly oceanographical, is all persons interested therein, by publishing
Harbor, are visiting their aunt, Mrs. divided into three parts; first a thorough a copy of this order three weeks succes- GEORGIE C. PERKINS, late of CASTINE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
the
Ellsworth
a
American,
sively in
! Beulah M. Smallidge.
investigation of the South Atlantic ocean newspaper printed at Ellsworth, in said given bonds as the law directs. All percounty of Hancock, prior to the seventh day sons having demands against the estate of
Miss Inez Idella Page closed her school
of July, a. d. 1908, that they may appear a4 a
said deceased are desired to present the
*
at No. 9 last week. Thursday evening
court, then to be held at Bluehill, same for settlement, and all Indebted
Delay in commencing treatment for a n and for
said county of Hancock, at ten thereto are requested to make payment imslight irregularity that could have been cured
Miss Page, with her scholars, held an en
P. Danforts.
by Foleyrs Kidney Remedy may re- o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if mediately.
tertainment at the hall at Sedgwick which quickly
sult in a serious kidney disease. Foley’s Kid- any they have, against the same.
Castine,. June 18, 1908.
EDWAEu E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
was a great success.
ney Remedy builds up the worn-out tissues
A true copy of the original order.
and strengthens these organs. Commence
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register
Miss Esther Merle Allen closed her taking it to-dayO. A. Pakchek.
■

j
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EAST SURRY.

visiting

now

Berthold Schriftgiesser died at his home
He bad the grip
Boston, June 18.
over a year ago, which left his
lungs very
weak, and the physicians ordered him to
enter a sanitoriura in Rutland, Mass., for
six-months' treatment. After remaining
six months there, he was ordered to Loa
Angeles, Cal., and last September he went
there. For a short time he seemed to gain,
but as he began to fail again, he was ordered farther into the mountain districts.
He continued to fail, and it was deemed
best to accede to his w’ishes, and have him
return home.
He returned safely, but
failed rapidly, and in two weeks from the
day of his return he was buried. His wife

Miss Mary Blake is ill.

visit with relatives

busy

to sail the

in

Heman Treworgy has gone to New' York
Sherman, of North
Brooklin, who has been visiting her aunt, as mate of the schooner Julia Frances,
Mrs. C. B. Henderson, has returned nome. Capt. Edward Dodge.
The Ellsworth Free Baptist quarterly
Mrs. Curtis Clark burned her face badly
meeting convened here June 19-21. The last week while preparing a preparation
ministers present were Rev. Mr. Whit- on the stove to kill insects on her plants.
comb, State missionary, Rev. D. B. Smith,
Mrs. Lila Meader Connor, of Massaof West Franklin, and Mr. McPheters, of
chusetts, who has been very ill at the
North Sedgwick.
home of her father, Jesse Meader, is reJune 23.
C.
covering.
Simon Flood, John Saunders, George
NORTH CASTINE.
Mrs.

her

other page

regret of the death of Andrew C. W heelwright. He had been very liberal in contributions for the old Union meetinghouse, and often attended services there,
bringing with him noted preachers. The
beautiful memorial window was the gift
of Mrs. Wheelwright. He also presented
the bell in 1898.

Mrs. Helen Blaisdell has recovered from
her recent illness.

day for the

are

evening.
Many people here

EAST ORLAND.
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Rev. Mr. Bolles held services in the
Union meetinghouse Sunday afternoon

unable to attend the funeral. Interment at Lakeside cemetery.
June 29.
A.
ters who

men

getting ready

■jjTT.

Miss Elsie Philip, a graduate
Dormal school,
oltlie Caatine

p

_

,y

oi cereao,
».
Mrs. Catherine ()«goon,
her brother and sister.
vL is visitin«
Wood.
Robert and Mia* Emily
»nd family, who arDr. A. M. Thomas
June 23, came from
rived at their cottage
their touring car.
ye* York in

school here

Thursday. Miss Allen, with
pnpils, end Mrs. Maude Smallidge, as
held
a picnic on the shore of
chaperone,
Salt pond Friday. O. M. Allen gave them
Bin. Char lea Young ia very poorly.
CRANBERRY ISLES.
all a sail in his naphtha launch, which
B. G. Grindle is painting Jamea S.
Stillman Stanley has moved his family
WM • treat for the children, and
I
Or indie’* house.
they all
here from Nova Scotia.
1
enjoyed the day. They came home tired
Mist* Alethea Roberta, of Northfield, Vt.,
The parish house is nearing completion but happy.
is spending the summer with her grand- on the
outside.
Jon® 29.
Rae.
___
mother, Mrs. L. M. Roberts.
The Busy Bee club, working for the
SEAL HARBOR.
Leighton Bros., of Sargentville, have purpose of beautifying the Bunker
graveMrs. Horace Pitcher, of Belfast, is spendopened a bake shop at that place and are yard, has about twenty-five members. It
j
running a cart through this section.
ing a few days with her son, John I
meets every two weeks.
School in district No. 3, taught by Miss
Miss Schassa B. Row, of Boston, arrived McIntyre.
Olive B. Condon, closed Thursday after a at her summer home
Miss Cora Jordan and Harold Donnell
here last Wednesday.
successful term of ten weeks. The pupils Mrs.
Hetty Schriftgiesser, her sister, will have returned home from Clinton, where
had a picnic dinner in the school grounds. come this week
they have been teaching.
to remain for the season.
Fnt aHSitif nal Ccunt

summer.

A son was born to Everett Bowden and
wife June 12.

Mrs. Ora Young, of Stonington, is visiting Mrs. W. E. Stinson.

F. H. Billings is having a large hen*
house built. J. C. Sanborn is doing the
carpenter work.
Mrs. Hannah A. Carter, who has been
employed at Mrs. F. H. Billings’, has
returned to her home at Sedgwick.
Anna, wife of W. L. Knox, died suddenly
at her home
Sunday evening. Mrs. Knox
had been in poor health for some
time, but

Mrs. Bessie Hanford, with two children,
of Boston, is visiting her parents, J. A.
Hamblen and wife.
Mrs. Margaret Kelly and daughter Alice,
of Fremont, Neb., are at their cottage for
the summer.
Much sympathy is expressed for Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis Small in the loss of their
infant son, who died June 20.
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die like a boy of six two and dashed
down the steep troil
Helen sank limply on the lower step
of the porch. Mason to do this thirfg
f »r her father—Mason, whom she had
flaunted and treated with scant cour-

eave-in. put up a drill there at the end
of the lower level and bore through
that confounded rock myself, and the
timber gang c'd go to"—
The door slammed, and his daughter
heard him stride on down the trail
to the mine.
Helen did not wonder at the outburst
Her father had sunk his
of temper.
last dollar in this mine, and now with
riches—as he confidently believed—almost within bis grasp the timber gang
refused to work without their last

leading

month's pay.

It was impossible to ••drift” without
them. The mine was unsafe and liable
to cave without the support of the bin
Sinclair was confident that
timbers.
once through this wall of slate which
they had struck in the lower level he
■would find again the rich ledge which
had suddenly stopped 200 feet above.
Then wages would be paid with inter-

tee

other pnge•

To Mason, the owner of the adjoining mine, he had said, “Any darn fool
knows that a high grade four foot
ledge isn’t going to stop off short, as
'though cat in two with a saw, unless
old nature’s had a spasm and in twisting things about given this slate a
chance to wedge itseif in.”
And now as he swung on down the
Bleep trail he met Mason coming up.
“Things have come to a crisis there.
(I hear.” said the latter, nodding bis
head in the direction of the mine, “and
J’d like to talk to you about it before
you go down.
“The miners will not work without
1 bethe protection of the timbers
lieve you are nearer through that slate
I was down in the
than you realize.
drift today, and the character of the
It’s quite possible
rock is changing.
that one more day’s work would bring
you to the quartz, blit the men have
What I
quit and yon are helpless.
{want to propose is that you let me go
down there and work for two or three
days. No. no," as Sinclair raised his
(hand to protest; “it’s all right. There
Is less danger of a cave-in with only one
drill at work
Let me try it for a couple of days anyway
“It’s exactly what I would do myBelf if 1 was equal to it," said Sinclair,
“but it s a big thing for me to accept
from you, Masou.
If anything went
■wrong I”—
“Nonsense! It won't go wrong. It's
only giving me a chance to prove I am
right. And no one need know what 1
am doing.
I'd a little rather yon would
not speak of it, particularly to—to Helen.
Just a notion. And now I d like
to begin this work tonight
Sinclair simply gras|>ed his band
Then together they strode down to the
mine.
Everything was quiet The pounding of the stamps bad ceased- The
only sign of activity was in the engine
room, where the engineer was. as usual,
pumping the water out of the shaft.
Sinclair motioned to him
The huge
“bucket” poised at the mouth of the
■haft
They stepped well on to the
center, holding to the rope, and began
their descent.
Down, down, past the
different levels, which were swallowed
tip In inky blackness, the bucket glided
aoiaelessly on, the only sotiud being
the drip-dripping of tbe water as it
percolated through the timbers liuiug
the shaft
At last they came to a standstill
ft,000 feet lielcw. Sinclair reached
over and pressed a button at the side
jpf the shaft, and the entire tunnel was
■blaze with electric lights, stretched
■lOQg its roof.
The two men traversed the entire
length of the tunnel to the eud of the
'“Btope,” where the miners had ceased
work a few hours before
Sinclair
helped Mason to get the Burleigh into
position, and then, saying be himself
would remain at the engine through
the night in case Mason wanted help,
he walked through to the shaft and
signaled to he hoisted above.
Mason worked until early morning,
set off his Mists and went home for a
few hours’ rest. Returning at 2 o’clock
In the afternoon, be saw that bis work
of the night before had uncovered rich
gold bearing quartz. He chipped off a
piece and put it in his pocket, and then.
Intensely excited, he pushed the car.
filled with the worthless slate, along
the track to the crosscut, where an
enormous bulkhead support was being
built with the “waste.”
Mason deposited his load on the
“dump" and turned to push back when
be beard aD appalling roar, but only
for a fraction of a second, then a tremendous crash, and he felt himself
bnrled with terrific force against the
bulkhead, and all was blank.

Supposing tbs Ax Had Fallen!
Some years ago an inquisitive medical student, while examining a guillotine iu a big waxworks exhibition iu
London, took it into his bead that the
sort of yoke which (its down on the
shoulders of the criminal to hold him
!u his plate would not be sufficient to
coniine a person who struggled.
His cariosity on that point led him
to watch till the place
was empty,
when he actually put himself In. letdown
the
ting
yoke. He soon found,
however, that he was quite unable to
lift it, and it at once flashed into his
mind that the sharp ax suspended over
his neck might not be firmly fixed or
it would fall, as it should, with a
touch.
He was afraid to struggle lest the
shaking should bring It down and at
once deposit his head in the basket of
sawdust below him. Into which bis
eyes were of necessity steadily looking.
Having stayed some time in this
plight, he was overjoyed to hear the
approach of a visitor, whom he implored to release him. It wus in vain.
“I'm thinking," said the gentleman,
a Scottish visitor to the
metropolis, iu
his wife, "that he must be hired to
show bow the thing acts, and 1 think
we’d better not interfere.”
So the luckless student was left till
one of the
attendants came in and
made fast the ax before releasing him
from his predicament. The ax was
afterward removed and laid by the
side of the structure to prevent future
accidents.
Th* Whit* Flowtr.
There Is a lady living on a main
street In a certain great city who had
a window full of flowers, all In bloom.
One day she answered a ring at the
doorbell, to And a little girl perhaps
nine years old shivering on the doorstep.
"Please, ma'am,” said the waif, lifting her shy, beautiful eyes to the face
above her, “will you give me a flower'/" The request was such an unusual
one that the lady hesitated in surprise.
"Just one little flower,” pleaded the
child, looking as If she were about to
cry.
"Why, of course,” said the lady, "you
shall have a flower.
Come In.
You
shall have a pretty red rose.”
She stepped to the window where the
flowers grew, but before she bad cut
one a light touch fell on her arm.
"Not that one, please—not a red one;
that white one.”
And the little girl
pointed to a candldum unfolding Its

on

lily petals.

"I cannot cut that one, child,” said
the lady gently. "Why must you have
a white one'/
Why won’t any flower
dor
“Oh, because—because It’s for poor
mamma.
Mamina is dead, and 1 ran
away to get some flowers.” The next
moment she was sobbing on the bosom
of a new friend, and when she went
away she carried the precious lily and
other flowers to the home where death
had been.—St Louis Ulobe-Democrat
i
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be better than usual.

SEDGWICK.
A. F. Cole i§ very ill.
J. H. Lancaster is moving into the Moore
house.
Percy Carter had bis arm thrown out of
joint last week by a refractory cow.

j

est.

the bill at the Sinclair cottage
Helen had Just returned from her ride,
but abe lingered, chatting with her father and feeding Sultan his usual
lumps of sugar. Suddenly they beard
■ dull, muffled boom.
Sinclair turned ghastly white as he
exclaimed:
“My God—a cave!”
“Oh, dad, tbank heaven the men qoit
work! There’s no one in the mine.”
“But tbere is! Mason’s tbere!” cried
Sinclair aa he rapidly tightened the
girth of Sultan's saddle. “He thought
Cm could bore through that wall himself. He’s been tbere since yesterday.
Be asked me not to tell yon.”
And the old man sprang into the sad-

County Newt

tesy.’
Her father’s words. “He asked me
not to tell you.” spoke eloquently of
wounded pride caused by her mocking
words which had sent him away, with
Trueman Leach, for some time head man
the command to remain away for the at the Dority stables, is working for E.
last three months.
Grindle.
And now—oh. she could not bear It!
Ed Gray has severed his connection with
She gathered up her riding habit and
j Smith Bros. Wallace 8aunders has taken
ran swiftly down the trail
his place.
When she reached the mine the enDr. Hagerthy has sold the horse he lately
tire population of the camp had gathered in excited groups near the hoist. purchased in Waterville to Henry Nutter,
Sinclair, ready to make the first trip of Brooklin.
A. L. Sargent & Sou are installing a gasd t'.vn. would permit no one to go with
him. Slowly the engineer lowered the | olene engine in a boat for Arthur and
Charlie Cain.
old man down the shaft.
The time seemed an eternity, parMrs. Moore, daughter of C. N. Rhodes,
ticularly to the rail, slim girl who suhhI arrived from Boston with her family last
motionless and white apart from the week.
They ire at The Willows.
crowd, her eyes stmined to catch the
The village school closed Friday after a
wire.
of
the
vibration
signal
slightest
term. There were exercises by
At last came two short Jerks—the sig- profitable
the children and a picnic in the grove.
nal to hoist quickly. A great sob came
Will Young narrowly escaped drowning
from the entire crowd.
“It's no use. my friends,” Sinclair ! while bathing a few days ago. He was
“The rescued by his companion, Charlie Cain.
said, with his eyes on Helen.
cave begau iu the 800 foot level and
Miss M. E. Wilson, who teaches at
has burled everything as far as the
Spencer, Mass., is home for the summer.
crosscut.”
Her sister, Miss Ethel, anived from Iowa
came
dad!”
“But
the
manhole,
Friday.
through Helen's white lips.
Mrs. Kim ball, of Haverhill, Mass., who
"There Is only one chance In a mil- has been the
guest of C. N. Rhodes and
lion that Mason was at that end of wife several
weeks, has gone to the Travthe crosscut. But If he was he would eler’s Home for the season.
By this time have made his way
Sunday, June 28, was observed a9
through the north drift to the foot of
Children’s day. There was a fine concert
the manhole, and then think of the
by the children of the various schools conclimb— hundreds of feet!"
nected with this parish, and a sermon by !
Sinclair led the way. and the anxious
for the children.
crowd moved on to the north end of the pastor especially
The livery belonging to the late S. H.
the claim, where now existed the onlyDority has been sold. Enoch Grindle, of
egress from the lower level.
Dozens of men were ready to make Bluehill, has rented the stables and will |
the descent down the small round establish a livery business at the old ;
well, with its hundreds of feet of lad- stand. Mr. Grindle will occupy the house
der. but Sinclair selected one of the owned by his father on Main street.
H.
June 29.
younger, stronger men. and just as he
stepped over the edge a “clip-clip" 11Miss Belle T. Smith, president of the
was
heard.
He drew back, and the Y. W. C. A. of Hebron
academy, was I
crowu I istened.
%
elected delegate to the Eastern Student |
The sound came nearer, eager eyes
conference at Silver Bay, N. Y., June 20
peered into the dark below, and in a to 90. She will return home this week.
few moments eager hands stretched
An important meeting was held by the j
down to lift an exhausted, half faintladies of Sedgwick in the chapel Thursday !
ing man to the surface His forehead
the object being the improvewas cut, and the blood made his white afternoon,
of Rural cemetery. The following
face ghastly. Ills left arm hung iirnp ment
organization was effected: Chairman, j
and broken.
Mrs. G. G. Bartlett; secretary, Mrs. A. B.
Helen, with a cry, pushed through
the crowd to bis side and oblivious of Carter; treasurer, Mrs. I. P.Grindle; com- j
mittee, Mrs. Julia Wilson, Mrs. F. H.
any one in the world but him whisSmith, Mrs. A. H. Dority. A fair will be
pered a word iu his grimy ear.
His pale face brightened. His eyes held in August to raise money. All who j
shone as he took her hand, and, turn- are interested in the object are asked to
ing to Sinclair, he said: “You were assist.
Spec.
June|29.
right, old man. The gold is there. But
I think.” with a glance toward Helen,
WEST BROOKSVILLE.
"that I as well as yon have found a
■The Lord Store Co.’s store is looking
fortune through the lower level.”
fine in its new coat of paint.

“My heaven!" said old Sinclair as he
rose impatiently from the table and
“If only I was
reached for his hat.
strong enough to work it I'd risk the
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The municipal officers have atopped all
This
sale or use of fireworks until July 4.
is sn excellent arrangement, for in years
past the constant discharge af Are crackbefore the
ers for two or three weeks
Fourth
source

not

only
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from

was
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June 30.
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ORLAND.
Neil Churchill
over

was

at

home from Banger

Sunday,

The infant daughter of Ed Witham and
wife is very ill.

Mrs. Howard Churchill has been quite
a few days, but is improving.

ill

Oapt. Charles Jordan, of schooner Nat
Ayer, was at home over Sunday.
CASTINE.
The Fourth promises to be quiet here,
The summer school commences this * no celebration being announced.
a
attendance.
with
large
morning,
L.
Fairbrother,
superintendent of
Mrs. Josie Brown, of Lowell, Mass., is schools in Washington, D. C., is among
visitiug her mother, Mrs. George Weeks. the recent arrivals.
Mrs. Willis Ricker is spending a few
Mrs. Ed Turner returned to her home in
days in Brooksville, the guest of Mrs. H. Portland Monday, after a brief visit with
Crie.
her sister, Mrs. Ira Gross.
Mrs. B. B. Robinson has arrived for the
Clarence Wight and wife are spending
summer. This season she has brought h<r a few weeks with their sons Arthur and
__

auto.

Miss Marie Marks, of West Penobscot,
has employment for the summer in the
home of W. S. Brown.

Gerald, in Springfield, Mass.
Miss Glad vs A. Dorr is the guest of W.
M. Shaw and wife in Greenville, making
the trip by automobile Friday.

The body of Mrs. Sylvester, a former
resident, was brought here Saturday for
interment. Her son, Harland Sylvester,
came with the remains.

Mrs. Fred Reeves, of Camden, has returned home after a few days’visit with
her Bister, Mrs. C. Foster Gray.
Enos Ginn and

friend, Mr. Goodwin,
The Castine band is planning a celebra- of the
battleship Montgomery, are attion for the Fourth. They will have races Bewail Ginn’s for a ten
days’ visit.
of all kinds and various other features
Albion Soper, whose serious illness has
will
be
a
basethe
There
day.
through
been reported, suffered a severe ill turn
ball game.
Saturday, and is in a very critical condiAt the home

of George Weeks and wife

Sberman .Stewart Darby
Valedictory.Marjorie Edith Arey
Music—Good-Bye
Presentation of diplomas.Laura H Jones
Benediction
June 29.

Tomson.

PARTRIDGE COVE.
Mrs. L. J. Smith is visiting her brother,
Reuel Bartlett, in Ellsworth.
Everett Tinker is in Northeast Harbor

BLUEHILL FALLS.

week.

Mrs. P. Friend and daughter Jennie,
spent a week in Sargentville, have
returned home.
who

Mrs. Oscar Bowden and little granddaughter Emily, of South Bluehill, visited her father and sister here last week.
Miss Lizzie Conary

is

ill.

Mrs. Anna P. Nevin, who arrived June
27 for the summer, took the train from
Ellsworth for Sewickley, Pa., Monday, on
receiving a telegram that her father, Col.
R. P. Nevin, was dead.
Col. Nevin died
Monday morning.
Ross Colson

and

Hampden Friday by

wife
the

were called to
death of Mrs.

Colson’s brother.
June 29.

CRUMBS.

a

June 29.

a

was

the

pleasant gathering Saturday

Miss Eliza Torrey’a house has been
painted.
Capt. R. T. Lowe arrived home a week
ago from New York.
Capt. George Holden is building a barn
while at home. His vessel, the Florence
Leland, is at Stonington.

Mrs. Ralph T. Young went to Bar Harbor Monday for a short visit with
relatives.

SWAN’S ISLAND.
Mrs. B. R. Stinson and daughter Goldie
spent last week in Waldoboro, with V. B.
Hagerman and wife.

Miss Pamelia Wallace, of Bar Harbor,
the guest of Misses Charlotte and Adelaide McFarland.

Master Frank Milan has gone to Lincolnville to spend the Fonrth.

is

The steamer Vinalhaven was disabled
Mrs. Nelson Young died at her home
Saturday by the loosening of her wheel,
here Tuesday morning, June 30, after a and was
towed to Rockland by the steamlong illness, aged sixty years. Mra. er Gov. Bod well.
Young was an estimable woman, who will
There will be boat races on the Fonrth.
be sincerely mourned by many warm
The church society will serve dinner in
friends. A kind neighbor, ever ready to
Herrick’s hall. There will be a large disanswer to the cause of illness or
trouble,
of fireworks in the evening, and a
she will be greatly missed in the commu- play
dance in Herrick’s hall.
nity. Bhe leaves a husband and two sone—
June 29.
Spbc.
Linwood, of Lynn, Mass., and Clarence, of
this place. The funeral will be held
OAK POINT.
Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
O. W. Young is seriously ill.
June 30.
D. B. Alley has been at Seal Harbor two
DEER ISLE.
weeks on business.
Herbert Pickering haa a fine new launch
Mrs. Boy Haynes and son Melvin are
built by Sargentville parties.
visiting at Seawall.
__

Bertrand E. Gray, wife and daughter, of
Manchester, N. H., are visiting their
parents, William Gray and wife.

Capt. Palmer Seavey is
steamer Norum begs.

mate on the

Mrs. Jennie Norwood and children are

Guy E. Torrey, a student at the Univer- visiting relatives hare.
sity of Maine, is home to spend his vacaJ. W. Kimball, Samuel and Walter
Gray
tion with his parents here.
are working on the power line.
Jane 29.
Many summer people have arrived the
Plutarch.

ISLESFORD.
Hotel Islesford opened June 30 for the
season.

Steamer Islesford will start
schedule July 8.
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Mrs. Sarah Harriman has opened her
house here for the summer after several
months w ith her daughter, Mrs. Leland
Her grandson,
Lowell, of Bucksport.
Perry Lowell, is w ith her for a few days.

O.
NORTH DEER ISLE.

worked

much-needed rest.

The home of Joseph Douglass

many

discolored and
pimpled
inactive liver,
dyspepsia,

there rwill be a
dance at the hall under the direction of
F. H. Perkins, which promises to be a
record-breaker in the way of a good time.
Music by Perkins A Saunders.

scene

arc

directly dependent upon J
stipation, such as biliounZB

Friday evening, July 3,

The funeral of Linwood Stewart Benwas held at the home of his grandfather, Loring B. Bennett. Wednesday
forenoon.
Rev. Mr. Price, of Bucksport,
ofHciated.
Interment at Oak Grove cemetery. The bearers were Owen K. and C.
Valentine Soper, Charles Wood and Frederick Ames. Many beautiful flowers covered the little casket.
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There
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J
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for

tion.

take

Tbe schooner Pilgrim, Capt. Charles
Robbins, of Stonington, loaded here with
lumber for Allen Bros., and sailed last

K

MAN-A-LIN I,
Excellent

Friday evening was a pretty wedding,
Mrs. William Anderson arrived from
when their daughter Georgia was married
Deer Isle Tuesday, accompanied by her
The
to Edward Brown, of Bradford.
niece. Miss Julia Sbepperd, who returned
bride was prettily attired in a dress
to Deer Isle Monday.
of Alice blue, and carried a bouquet of
Mrs. Josie Poole and children, Miss
The bride is one of our popular
roses.
Elsie and Master Cecil, arrived from
young ladies, and she started on her
wedded life with the best wishes of all. Massachusetts Sunday (or a two months’
The bride was the recipient of maxij* pret- stay with Mrs. Matilda Starr.
Mrs. Vesta Haney is visiting her tisfer,
ty and useful presents.
G.
June 3).
,Mrs. Charles Saunders. Mrs. Hanty has
been in Bangor nearly two years, and will

Mrs. Chester Thom, ot Greenport, N. Y.,
visiting his brother, N. H. Tinker.
and Mrs. John M. Brockie and two chilMiss Addie Ingalls spent Saturday and
dren, of Old Town, are visiting their
Sunday with friends at North Lamoine.
mother, Mrs. M. J. Haskell.
Mrs. McLeod and child, of Dorchester,
June 29.
H.
Maas., are at Nelson Young’s for the summer.

Copjrtlht ]**.

a

afternoon, June 27—a party in honor of
Miss Grace Belle Douglass' nineteenth
SUNSET.
The bouse was handsomely
Sinall is at work for Mrs. Brace on Lirthday.
Ray
Mrs. Alice Blodgett and daughter, of
decorated with ferns, plants .and cut
Mill island.
flowers. Among those present were Mrs.
Surry, are visiting relatives here.
Miss Nettie Shrouder, of Massachusetts, Isaac
Mr. and Mrs. Robertson and son Stuart,
Dorr, Misses Josephine Coombs,
is here for her vacation.
Nellie Clement, Elinor Gross, and Mary
of Bangor, are guests of Charles Babbidge
Mias Flo Colby is visiting her brother, Hubbard.
and wife.
Ice-cream, cake, home-made
Edward Colby, at Seaside cottage.
candy and peanuts were served. Miss
Mrs. Eugene Tapley, of Belfast, is the
was
the recipient of many
Maggie Eaton, of Vinalhaven, is visit- Douglass
guest of her husband's parents, Capt.
ing her grandmother, Mrs. Electa Eaton. pretty presents, and the best wishes for
Thomas Tapley and wife.
John Olmstead and family, of Brook- many more happy birthdays.
June 28.
D.
GRADUATION EXERCISES.
line, Mass., are at their cottage for the
The graduation exercises of the gram- summer.
NORTH ORLAND.
mar and primary schools were held June
Morris Gray has torn down and rebuilt
Walter Douglass is building a bouse.
26. The program:
his old barn, and has the lumber on the
Miss Mary Gray closed her school in
March
for
a
new
house.
spot
Dudley Sellers is
district No. 11 Friday.
Prayer
doing the work.
Music
Mrs. Henrietta Billings and Mrs. Jessie
June 29.
£.
Salutatory.Mildred Freeman Smith
Billings went to Bucksport Saturday.
Head—Allan
Reading—Curley
Higgins Arey
AMHERST.
A. J. Saunders, Roy Trundy and Lester
Concert Reading
Mrs. Sewell Nickerson was in Bangor a Crockett have purchased horses recently.
Louisiana Purchase.
Essay—The
I
Cora Emery Blodgett few days laat week.
There will be an entertainment at the
Music—The Evening Song
Miss Celia Silsby was in Bangor last grange hall soon; date to be announced
Lesson,
Reading—The Singing
week having her eyes treated.
later.
Marion Cushman Stevens
Ralph Richardson, who has been at- j A big time is expected at Johnson A
Essay—The’Robin....Dorothy Helen Farrow
Reading—The Removal..George Wilbur Arey tending school at Hebron, is home.
Whitney’s pavilion on the Fourth. Music
Reading—The Shrinking World,
Mrs. Sarah Swett, of Newport, is in town by Cobb’s orchestra from Newburgh.
James Tapley Babbidge
Miss Jennie Hatch closed a successful
helping care for her sister, Mrs. Lewis
Music—Vacation is Coming
term of school in district No. 7
Sumner, who is ill.
Class History and|Prophecy,
Thursday,
School in district No. 2 closed June 25, and gave an outing and picnic for her puMary Ellison Mills
Make
which
all
Men,
Reading—Boys
after a successful term of ten weeks pils Friday,
enjoyed.
Lewis Brainard Farnham
June 27.
B.
taught by Beatrice Jordan.
Reading—Vacation Time,
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Mr. Hoard man’s

at

Runumr

cottage which

enlarged and repaired.
L>r. E. M. Montgomery, wife and (laugh*
ter Eleanor, Mrs. Mildram and daughter
Majorie, E. R. lieLong and wife, arrived
last week at Or. Montgomery's cottage ii
he ha*

Webberviile district.
June 29.

the

R.

East Bluehill grange held its regular
meeting June 27. w ith forty-four member*
The worthy
and one visitor present.
master appointed a special meeting Monday evening, for the purpose of conferring
degrees. At the close of the meeting the
were admitted and furnished the
entertainment, after which all were served
with ice-cream and cake. There will be

children

no

meeting July

June

4.

29._Sec.

1
I

SOUTH SURRY.

Oatley Gray has a fine new horse.
Lyman Curtis is here in his schooner
loading wool.
Dexter Young spent Sunday at the home
of bia father, E. C. Young.
A meeting was held at the church Friday evening to hear the report of the
as
committee appointed to give estimates

j

of work upon a new foundation
for the church. After hearing the report,
it was voted to give the work b; contract
to Charles Ells, of Surry, work to be commenced as soon as possible. The same
committee—Hollis Bonsey, Calvin
and Charles Cunningham-was appointed
carto see that the contract is properly
ried out.
Mrs. R. A. Coggins was apsolicit
pointed aa a committee of one to
ol the
fund, lor the repairs. At the close
serve
meeting ice-cream and cake w ere
William Thorn gave some tine selection!
on his gra phophone.
Jane 29.

to coet

_*****

sum-

BUCKSPORT.
A pretty wedding took piece Thursday,
Capt. Fred Fernald arrived Thursday in
WUhan
June 25, at the home ol Rev.
his fine new yacht, the Themis.
one
when Mia. Beatrice Heath,
The first dance of the season was held Forsyth,
o
ol the most popular young ladies
Thursday evening at Main’s hall.
yes
Bucksport, and for the past two
Henry Prentiss and family, of Bangor, bookkeeper for the Blodgett tannenei.
will occupy the Main cottage this summer.
was married to Davis B. Clay.
Frank E. Stanley has recently purchased
aid
the thirty-one-foot sloop Nevs, of Fred
Keeler Cure for drunkenness
Fernald.
drug-using is not a new thing. Ms®,
W illiam O. Sawtelle and family, of Cam- own Keeley Cure is in Portland.
bridge, Dr. K. H. Seelye and family, and has had over 27 years’ experience,
been reclj*'“
Dr. C. L. Scudder and family, of Boston, many thousands have
,
to manhood, and are filling P°sl]
are expected this week.
of honor and trust. Patients rece
summer
arrivals last week were at any time.—
Among
Dr. G. M. Tuttle andfamily, of New York,
John Brooks’ family, of Boston, snd Mrs.
aiscitMmuus.
H. C. Stetson and family, of
Cambridge,
mer

Mass.
June 29.

__

r. l.

EAST BLUEHILL.
Mrs. R. P. Greene went to Isle

au

A Help1'0'

Haul

Tuesday.
to

Norman and Horace Grindle have gone
Redstone, N. H.

n<

Health

Miss Emma Young has employment at
Northeast Harbor.

Aivery Gray and George Trumble
to

Northeast Harbor

went

Thursday.

Linwood Leach, Miss Tillie Marks and
little sister Eva went to Stonington Tues-

over
wood’* Bitten in our family for
thirty years, and think it far superior
we
to uy other medicine of the kind
ever used.”

day.

Evenr household should keep
1"{‘‘
“L. F. Atwood’s Bitters on hand.*ctl°rl
stimulating ud cleansing Wood
a,
stomach, liver, bowels and
these organs to proceed with norm
Richard Boardman, wife and
P'
daughter regularity and maintain the
Eleanor, of Plainfield, N. J., Richard B. health
of the body. For old and you"*
Stanley, of Plymouth, N. H., and Mias the "L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters ate a re
Ella Adams, of Portland, arrived
Friday liable remedy. SSc. at druggistsMrs. A. E. Long and two
children, Olive
and Gerald, went to Stonington
Monday
to visit Mrs. Long’s parents, J. Tufts and
wife.
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